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Bnl)GET SPEECT* SECOND DRA! r

Attached is a second draft of the Budget speech. As before it assumes a number of
decisions, yet to be taken. It seeks to reflect comments, includ,ing of course you! own.

Z" No-one suggested changing the. structure of the draft. It is as you last sarv. it
save that (as you suggested) the exchange rate.d.iscussion has been split. part is now in
the domest-íc economy block and part is in monetary poiicy. For convenience.fairness
in taxation is still in a block.

3" we have had to be selective in adopting the many drafting suggestions. some
pointed in different directions and others would have meant adding many more word.s.

4" This draft is fortunately somewhat shorter than the last. \4rith 1,000 words
allowed for filling out square brackets it runs to ábout 1¿-13,000 word,s compared to
18,500 for your last Budget speech,

5''- You will wish to consider how best to take the draft foward. I am asking for
comments of fact at ncontributorn levei by ciose on wed.nesday, 23 February.

Dß{*1¡rr'r-<
D R NORGROVE
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BUDGET SPEECE: sEcoND DRA¡.T

BLOCK A: OpENING

1 lOpening remarks: Sth Budget etc.J

z. I begin, as I began last year, by making it clear that
I shatl this afternoon be proposing further substantial
reductions in the taxes paid, both by businesses and by
individuals. These will be achieved within our _ firm
policies for money and for public borrowing"

3. My proposals arè

encourage the recovery.

designed to sustain and to
They will develop and build on

the steady themes which have underlain our approach to
the economy since we took office in 19?9.





1.1

BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK B: LOOK BACK TO r9?9

1. It had rong been apparent that the uK,s declining
¡elative position in the world economy called for a fresh
start, for a new strategy, h my first Budget I stressed

four principles designed to check Britain,s long_term

relative decline: Þ:ffg-ès""IlL"s, greater freedom of
choice, a smaller a¡d more efficient public sector and

commonsense and responsibility in collective bargaining.

2,. And I stressed, with aü this, that these four
principles would not be enough in themselves unless

inflation itself was sgueezed out of the system through
firm monefary disciplines and fiscal policies consistent
with them.

3. These basic principles offered a rad,icar new
beginning' But they arso called for fundamentar and far-
reaching changes in attitudes and behaviour, on both sides

of Índustry and commerce. And since we had embarked.

on what was essentially a long_term programme of
economic. reconstruction, many people may have doubted,

in 1979' our resorve to carry Ít through. such doubts
cannot exist today.

4. I believe this Budget is part of a continuing process,

and that my comments today are in the nature of a truly
interim report,





BUDGET CONFIDENTTAL

BLOCK C: t[ORf.D ECOIIOMY

1. The outlook for the world economy remains

uncertain' Activity in the major industriar economies -
excluding this country - feü last year by * per cent.

lVorld trade in manufactures was some [10J per cent

lower than most forecasters had expected.

Unemployment in the OECD countries has risen to more

than 30 million.

z' The financiar difficurties of developing countries
have been particularry prominent in recent months as they
have trÍed to cope with high oil import costs, slower

growth of their export markets, a worsening of theÍr
non-oil terms of trade and, a rise in their debt service

burden.

3' Ttris has cont¡ibuted to a sharp fa' in worrd trade,
The markets for UK manufactures, for example, are

estimated to have shrunk by [3 J per cent last year.

[Possible reference here to UK performance last year;

may be nêed to mention January figure.]

4' There are signs, however, that the worst of the
problems that we have faced in the three years since the
second oil shock may now be past.
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5. The rise in oil prices has been checked, and they are

now falling. This is not an unmixed biessing to the UK as

an oil producer. But for the worrd as a whole lower oir

prices should help both to reduce inflation and raise

activity.

6' More important st'I, there are signs that the world,

is breaking the inflationary habits of the 1920s. The rate
of increase in prices has fallen more steeply thar¡

expected in the past year. Inflation in the major

cou¡tries now averages [5lj per cent _ the lowest for a

decade. lVe are below that average.

7. At the same. time, interest rates have declined

substantially. In the united states, 3-month interest rates

have almost halved compared to last summer,s peaks.

8. I share the view of most forecasters, however, that
this year should see a grad.ual recovery of the major

economies gathering pace later in the year. This should

be accompanied by a recovery of world trade.

9, Our task now is to ensure that this recovery is
sustainable and is not dissipated. in renewed inflation. The

policies agreed at last year's versailles summit and

reaffirmed möst recently at the IMF l¡terim committee

meeting which I chaired last month in washington offer
hope in this. They will need persistence and potitical wiil
to carry through.

L,->
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10. First, although the recession has tended to increase

budget deficits in the major countries, it is essential thàt

these are put on a convincing declining path ín the

medium-term. The United States has a special

responsibility here. success for the us Administration in

its efforts to reduce the current huge d,eficit is crucial if
inflation a¡rd interest rates are not to rise quickly again -
which would dash recovery prospects for us all.

11. second, I am glad that the IMF's resources have

been boosted' to herp the major debtor countries. But the

situation will require careful handring and co-operation

between governmentsr central banks¡ commercÍal banks

and the internationar financiar institutions. This country

will continue to play its fulr part in finding sorutions to

these problems.
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK Ð: TIIE DOMESTIC ECONOMY

1. At home, there can be no doubt about the fina¡ciar

sound,ness of the economy.

?,. Government spending and borrowing are under

control. The public sector deficit, as a percentage of

GDPr is one of the sma[est in the industriarised worrd"

Monetary growth has been within the g-12 per cent target

range. The exchange rate and short-term interest rates

have stabilised refrecting the reassuring position on the

PSBR. and monetary aggregates; and d.emonstrating the

confidence of the markets that monetary conditions

required for .continued contror of inflation will be mainta

ined.

3' on the externar sid.e, last ye¿rr we had a surplus on

our balance of payments current account of EAl bilIion.

[T::at means that we arso increased, the nation,s net assets

abroad by the same amount: a source of valuable income

for the future. J Even when oil is reft out of account, our

share of world export markets rose. our current account

balance this year is bound to falr as we recover from the

recession ahead of other countries. But the nation's

underlying financial position is as strong externally as it is

internally. Total official external debt now stands at





around $12 billion; compared with $ZZ billion when we

took office. our outstanding debt is imaller in relation to

our imports than at any time since the second ttrorld War.

4. Domestic demand has continued. to grow quite

strongly - at some 2-3 per cent a year in real terms since

spring 1981, faster than in most other industrial countries.

Indeed, as I said, a moment ago, external demand has been

very weak - weaker than expected. Total UK output

increased by only I per cent last year and, in
manufacturing, fell slightly, though there have been

sectors where the picture has been rather brighter

construction, many service industries and parts of the

consumer goods sector.

5. rvVe expect both demand and output to grow by some

[2] per cent this y€arr in line with, or a little faster than,

the projected growth in world output.

6. Unemployment

persists tragically high" It has continued rising, 'though

less rapidly than in 1980 or 1981. But again developments

over the past year or two in countries such as the US,

Germa¡y and the Netherlands have been rather worse

than in the uK. This underlines the point that although

we went into recession ¡ather earlier than most other

countries, we have been emerging rather sooner. land on

present prospects should continue over the next year to

grow faster than most of our competitors] .





7. Longer term indicators of supply performance are

encouraging. Labour prod.uctivity in manufacturing has

increased sharply - by some 13-14 per cent over the last

two years; average urage settlements have continued to

fall - though less fast than price inflation - and cost

competitiveness has improved. In the less easily

quantified areas of design, reliability, speed of delivery

and after-sales service, British firms - Jaguar is a notable

example - are also improving their performance.

rndustrial profitability -though stÍll at a very low level by

historic standards.- has also begun to recover. Industrial

relations have improved dramatically.

8. I believe our firms are now on a more competitive

footing and better placed than for many ye¿rs to make

further inro¿tds into home and overseas markets. But the

magnitude of the task should not be underestimated.. we

have to reverse ye¿rrs of relative decline"

9. But there is no easy 'û¡ay out through sterling

depreciations. The fall in sterling that has occurred. offers

industry an opportunity to improve its competitiveness if
costs continue to be restrainedr and that means rest¡aint

on pay above all. But cunency depreciation sought as a

deliberate aet of policy brings only temporary

improvement to relative unit costs -to the measures that

are often and rather misleadingly referred to as measures

of ncompetitivenessn. Devaluation is not a cure. It is at

best a temporary pain-killer, and one that can have





unpleasant side effects: living standards fall, the costs of

import goods rises. ![e have to produce more for export

to pay for our imports. Like many drugs it car¡ become

habit-forming. The only way to achieve a lasting gain in

livíng sta¡rdards is by improving the products and services

that we sell, raising our levels of productivity closer to

those achieved by our competitors abroadr and bringing

average pay inc¡eases below those of out major

competitors.

10. This country's exchange rate policy since 19?Z has

been based on an obvious truth: that gover'nments cannot

arbitrarily fix the exchange rates for any one of the

world's major currencies against the others while such

large instabilities persist {and that to attempt to do so

ca¡r itself be damagirgJ.

11.. The way to greater cr¡lrency stability musi lie

through greater stabitity in the world. economy, and above

all lower and more stable rates in inflation in the major

countries. This is a goal I intend to continue working for,

and is one that no British Chancellor could or should

tightly discard. The world, now operates on a multi-

currency reserve system. As guard.ians of one of the

world's main cunencies, British Governments have a

special responsibility to pursue policies that wÍll maintain

the value of sterling over the long run.

I





BUDGET CONFTDENTIAL

BLOCK E: TINEMPLOYMENT

1. Our dif ficulties of adjustment have been

exacerbated by the magnitude a¡rd severity of the world

recession. As a major trading nation the¡e is no way in

which this country can expect protection or immunity

from the effects of a recession on the scale we have

experienced. The human and social consequences of the

process of adjustment, the rise in the nunbers of

unemployed and especially the numbers of young

unemployed, are severe"

Z. The main engine for new jobs must be improved

competitiveness. The Eeasures I shall be announcing

today are directed to that objective. But the Gove¡nment

has also greatly increased the range and scale of measures

designed to help those who are hardest hit. Next year,

expenditure on special employment and training measures

will total around [2 billion, almost five times as much as

in 1978-?9" These measutes will accelerate the process

of adjustment by enhancing skills and adaptability; and by

improving the responsiveness and flexibility of the labour

market.





3' There is a rimit to the resources that c¿r¡¡ be

committeg to such measures. In examining the many

proposals for new measures we must always weigh their

wider effects on the adaptability of the economy and look

closely at the nature of the employment opportunities

which are to be created by each scheme. There is little
economic sense in sustaining jobs and locking up resources

in activities which are no longer viable.

4. The Government's belief is that a perm'nent falr in

the number of unemployed can only come about from a

healthy and profitable economy. This is the aim ou,

financial a¡¡d. economic policies are intended to secure.

Neverthelessr we are amxious to do as much as possible to

mitigate the consequences of long-term structural

changes.

5. I have therefore decided to .extend the rife or ine

Temporary Short .Time Working Compensation Scheme

which would otherwise have been closed to apprications in

March next year ... lDetaitsJ

6' [I have 
. 
also taken note of the widespread concern

about the effect of the 5 per cent abatement in

unemployment benefit which was mad,e in 19g0. I have

deiced that it would be right to increase unemproyment

benefit by arr additional 5 per cent beyond the general

increase to which I shail turn in a moment in order to

restore this abatement. ]





BUDGET CONFIDENTTAL

BLOCK F: INELA'TION

1. Progress on inflation is the ultimate - and perhaps

best - test of prudent fina¡rcial policies. Retail price

inflation - at 5 per eent has more than halved in the past

year. This is a major achÍevement, taking the figure

below the average for the industrialised countries.

Z. Progress from now on may be somewhat slower and

more uneven. I¡rdeed it was not to be expected that it
could continue. at. the same dramatic rate. Inflation

measuredby the RPI may be running at about 6l per cent

in the fourth quarter of this yearr a little above wliat it is
now, but still substantially below its level of a year ago.

3. This rise in the RpI should be temporary. llndeed it
seems likety that the GDP deflator - for some purposes a

better measure of inflation - will show a continuing fall

from 1982-83 into next year and beyond,.l Our policies

will maintain these downward pressures as they did after

the exchange rate fall in 1981. our determination to that

end is undiminished.

4. Lower inflation is not just good in itseli - though it
is. It also underpins a return to lasting growth a¡d new

jobs. Lower inflation contributes to lower interest rates.





Lower inflation and interest rates help profits, and

encourage new investment a¡d the creation of new jobs.

Moreover, as people's expectations of future inflation fall,
growing confidence leads them to stop putting money

aside to cope with tomorrow's price rises -and to maintain

the real value of their capital - but to spend ít instead..

5' so low inflation ca¡r be a stimurus to demand. Just

as important, a return to lower more stable rates of

inflation should herp to rer'ove the uncertainties that

bedevilled our supply performance in the l9?0s. Long

range decisions about investment are weil nigh impossible

against the background of high and variabre rates of
inflation and interest.

ó. An improvement in supply perform4nce ís essential.

It is only if demand - whether at home ot ove?seas. _ is
met by British, not foreign producers, that extra output

and jobs are created in this country. That supply will not

be forthcoming unless businessmen can pran ahead.within

the framework of stable financial policies.

7. Low inflation, and the confid.ence that Governments

will stick to the poricies needed to keep infration low, will
reinforce more realistic attitudes toward.s pay. High

inflation breeds fear a¡d uncertainty. And. uncertainty is

the enemy of good sense in pay bargaining. For years, in

Britain workers knew the Government would simpiy print

money to cover excessive pay awards a¡rd they had littte
incentive to look to improved prod.uctivity to justify their
pay increases.





8. Uncertainty about future inflation - and the

outrageously high infiation l"rr"t, themselves -
precipitated a major scramble for higher pay. In 1925, for

instance, Labour's soaring Z? per cent inflation rate

promoted average wage rises of 30 per cent, higher still in
many cases.

9' ove.a period of years British goods were priced out

of markets and British workers priced themserves out of
jobs. Profits slumped. The number of people without

work increased.

10. Now, low inflationary expectations a¡rd the

understandÍng that the Government will not fina¡rce

higher inflation, have brought commonsense back into

wage bargàining. Moderate wage settlements and

productivity gains remain vitar for strengthening our

competitive position.

11. And more of the extra demand resulting from lower

inflation - at home and overseas - will be translated into

extra UK output and jobs.

72. Everyone in Britain should share our determinátion

to make that happen. And everyone in Britain should

share too our satisfaction that lower inflation will allow it
to happen. Today's tragically high level of unemployment

was fostered by long years of high in.flation.
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BUDGET CONF"IDENTIAL

BLOCK G: MONETARY POLfCy

1. Our monetary polícy is founded on the need to

maintain the monetary 
, 
conditions required to bring

downward pressure on inflation. In judging whether

conditions ar'e contributing to this objective we look at

the monetary aggregates, both narrow and broad a¡¡d, at

other financial indicators such as the exchange rate, real

interest rates, a¡rd of course progïess in reducing inflation

itself.

Z. Ðuring the course of 1982-83, monetary conditions

have developed much as intended. kr the yeat to

February, the growth of atl three target aggregates was

within the target range of 8-12 per cent, achieved, I
might add, without recourse to quantitative coirtrols.

EM3 grew by [10] per cent, somewhat higher than the

growth of money GDP. '

3. This confirmed the view, embodied in the decision

to raise the monetary target, that a faster growth of

money would be consistent with the Government's

objective to reduce inftation. IPSLZ grew more slowly

tha¡r EM3 - t8åJ per cent in the year to February.l





4. As expected, the growth of Ml responded to the fall

in interest rates and inflation. Orr"rlth. target period, it
grew by tlll I per cent.

5. Other financial indicators also pointed to

moderately restrictive monetary cond.itions. As in other

industrial countries, real interest rates remained, positive

throughout the year. For most of the year the exchange

rate was strong a¡¡d the weakening in November and

December seemed to owe more to external factors such

as concern about oil prices and sharp movements in the

wo¡ld's other major currencies tha¡r to any raxness of

financial policy at home. [No doubt Opposition

statements and election uncertainties have also played a

part, not only in the UK.J

ó. \4lith the satisfactory development of financial

conditions a¡rd rapid progress in red.ucing inflation a

substantial. fall in interest rates was possibre. By mid,

November, short term rates had come d,own to 9 per cent,

though they subsequently rose to around, 11 per cent. We

lwilt be able to overcomeJ ttris just as we did in the

autumn of 1981, by sticking to the fundamentals of our

policies, llndeed interest rates have already begun to

ease again.J

7. Last year's MTFS set out a declining path for the

monetary targets. Given the satisfactory developments

of the past year, no adjustment seems to be called for.





l!

Accordingly I am setting the target for 19g3-g4 at Z_11

per cent as originally suggested rast year, Again this will
apply to both'broad and narrow aggregates though Mlmay

for a time grow rather faster than indicated by the range.

'vvith the decline in inflation these targets give scope for

more rapid growth in output.

8' our posítion on the exchange rate has been stated

many times. \'tre have no target but we will continue to

take account of the exchange rate in assessing monetary

conditions. Io this respect it has a dual function. First, it
may be an indicator of possibre srackness of monetary and

fiscal policy, though the slide in sterring around the turn

of the year seemed to owe little to deficiencies of

financial policies in this country.

9. secondly, where changes seem to be attributable to
exte¡nal factors, the exchange rate is itserf an infruence

on financial conditions, through the effect it has on

prices.

10. The exchange rate between sterling and, other

currencies is inevitably affected by events abroad as well

as at home. But should it fall .again, for example on

misguided fears that a- different government with

different policies might be elected, I see no reason

connected with our finances why such a fall shourd be

more tha-n temporary.





11. The Financial Statement and Budget Report

published today discusses monetary develoimenti in

greater detail.

12. Over the past year, the innovations made in the way

Government borrowing is conducted have served us weil

and the borrowing requirement has been financed without

recourse to monetary creation. This process has been

helped by the measures a¡rnounced last June to encourage

other parts of the public sector to take more of their

finance from central government. and less from the banks.

13. I propose to continue this policy of d,iversified

funding. I will again be looking for important

contributions from both National savings and gilts - with

both offerìng a mixture of conventional and indexed

assets.

74. National Savings this year again achieved the target

of inflows of E3 billion, hetped by the very successful

income bond which was introduced last August. For the

coming yea!, I am [setting a target of EtZt] billion,

slightly lower tha¡¡ last year in the light of lower personal

savings.l/[again setting a target of t3 billion.]

15. The steady performance of National .Savings has

eased the pressure on the gilts market. This together

with sales of indexed gilts at over tzå billion over the

past year has made it possible to avoid the issue of long





term fixed interest stocks almost completely. As well as

making good sense from the point-of view of the cost of

funding, this has helped long rates to come down almost

as much as short rates - to a lower level than was

achieved, except fleetingly, in the whole period of offÍce

of the last Labour Government.

14. It is appropriate at the end of the monetary section

of my speech to pay tribute to the Governor of the Bank

of England. He witl be retiring at the end of June after

serving in that role for 10 ye¿ìrs with exceptional

distinction. In that period he has been active in dealing

with many serious a'd comprex crises at home and abroad,

At the same time he has taken part in the less dramatic

business of reform in many fields. chancellors of the

Exchequer are of co'rse specially well placed to know his

qualities, and feel gratitude for his advice and for his

decade of public service. I am zure that my predetessors

with the whole House will wish to be associated with my

thanks and gobd wishes to Lord Richardson.

a
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BUDGET CONFIDENTTAL

BLOCK If: PUBLIC SECTOR BORROTFING

1' one of the Government's guiding principles has been

the need for consistent fiscar and monetary policÍes. No-

one pretends that the links between money, interest rates

and the PSBR are simple, or that domestic interest rates

can be entirely insulated from d.evelopments ersewhere in

the world. But to try to reduce monetary growth without

exercising firm control over public sector borrowing

undoubtedly creates strains which, in the short run, can

only be resolved by rising ínterest rates and, in the longer

termr are likely to prove intolerable. other countries

understand this, though some have had to rearn the hard

way.

z' A substantiar med,ium term reduction in pubric

sector borrowing is a necessary part of the process of

reducing inflation. We have made good progress. Ðuring

the late 1970s, the pSBR averaged [nearly ó per cent] of

GDP. By 1981-82 it had falten to 3 * per cent of GDp (C9

billion). Last year, I budgetted for a pSBR of Egå uiltion.

The latest estimate is for an outturn, for lggZ-g3, of Eg

billion, equivalent to about 3 per cent of GDp. Lower

borrowing has contributed, to lower interest rates.





I

3. Last year's Budget Statement suggested an

illustrative figure for the psBR of zt per cent GDp,

equivalent to E8 billion at the lever of money GDp now

forecast for 1983-84. In judging whether that figure is

still appropriate, I have taken account of developments

over the past year, and the main uncertainties which we

now confront. On interest rate grounds, there is a clear

case for trying to achíeve a further reduction in public

sector borrowing. The fall in interest rates over the past

year still leaves them undesirably high both in nominal

and in real terms. The fall in the exchange rate points in

the same direction. A lower exchrnge rate eases

financial pressuresr particurarly on companies. It reduces

both the scope and the need for easier domestic policies,

Firm financial policies are essential to contain an

offsetting rise in inflation.

4. I have also had to consider the imprications of the

recent fall in oil prices la¡rd the continuing uncertainty

about future oil pricesJ . In the last few weeks the price

of North Sea oil and the official term prices of OPEC

crudes have both fallen. These falls are to be wetcomed.

The 1979-80 oil price hike caused the world price of oil to
rise by more than 2å times and triggered off the deepest

economic recesion we have experienced since the war.

Although oil prices in dollars have failen back by around

15 per-cent over the last year or so, the rise in the dollar

means that in terms of the worlds other major currencies,

the price of oil has continued to rise. Thus the price of





North Sea oil in sterling now sta¡ds at [ 17451 per tonne,

the same as in the summer and E[15] higher thah at this

time last year.

5. But the recent reductions in oil prices will be

beneficial, particularly if they lead to a period of stability

in the oil market. A lower price of oil will reduce rvorld

inflation and stimulate the growth of world output and

trade. Of course it will reduce the value of our oil

production, but oil accounts for only 5 per cent of our

National Income. The health of a much larger part of our

National Economy depends on the state of the world

economy. Lower oil prices and lower inflation ab¡oad

Eeans lower prices here. A more prosperous world

economy must in time mean more output and jobs and

lower inflation in Britain.

ó. I must, of course, be mindful of the risk that oil

prices may fall during this financial year and. cause the

PSBR to be higher than I have planned. A rise in the

PSBR due to a fall in the world oil price has some special

features. It is initially associated with a.lower rate of

inflation. Partly because of this and partly because of the

improvernent lower oil prices bring about in the financial

position of the Non-North Sea Company sector,,it should

not in the short run put upward. pressure on the monetary

aggregates even if nominal interest rates remain

unchanged. .But I remain ready to take action to make

good a shortfall in oil revenues if that seemed líkety to

compromise the success of our economic strategy.





7. Taking these factors into account, I have decided to

provide for a PSBR of IEB billion], as indicated in the

Autumn Statement. After allowing for the autumn

announcements, and for the net cost of revalorising tax

allowances, thresholds and excise duties in line with

inflation, the latest forecasts suggest that there will be

room for further tax cuts costing E [Z] bÍllion, within an

E8 billion PSBR. This is the net cost to the pSBR of the

measures I shall be announcing today. The tax cuts are all

the more welcome because they are consistent with a

further reduction in public sector borrowing, relative to

GÐP.

8. The Fina¡rcial Statement and Budget Report (the

Red Book) provides revenue and expenditure projections

for the next two years. They allow for a further decline

in public sector borrowing over the medium term. There

is no certainty about the precise figures. But they

illustrate how lower borrowing can be combined, with

lower taxes, within the framework of policies designed. to

secure a further reduction in inflation and interest rates.
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-5.22 BUDGET CONFTDENTIAL

BLOCK & PTIBLIC EXPENDTTT'RE

1. The control of public expenditure is central to the

control of borrowing. on I February, we published the

public expenditure \4rhite paper setting out our plans for

the years to 1995-8ó. This earrier date of publication

followed a recommendation from trre Treasury and civil

Service Select Committee in their report on Budgetary

Reform, which I am glad we were able to meet. It has

allowed a useful discussion of the \¡trhite paper plans

before the Budget debates .

2. It remains our view, as I said in my first Budget

speech, that finance must determine expenditure, not

expenditure finance. The tühite paper is a clear step in

this direction. It shows that expenditure is under control

andr indeed, -within the levels set in earlier plans. This

has played an essential part in securing the tax reductions

I am announcing today.The cost of the add.itionar pubric

spending which r am announcing this afternoon will be met

from the Contingency Reserve: it will not add to the

planned total of erpenditure.

3. As well as keeping a firm grip on expenditure, we

have maintained a strict control over the running costs of





Government itself, in particúlar, manpower. By the end

of this montb we sha[ have reduced-the numbers of the

civil Service'to 6sz,ooo - a falr of g0,000 since tgig.
This represents a saving this year of around t590 million

in the Civil Service pay bill. We are on target for a

further reduction to ó301000 by April 19g4.

a
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5.ZZ BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLocK Jz cAPtrAL ExpENDrrrrRE AND coNsrRucrloN

1. The lvhite Paper showed that public sector capital

spending is planned to be about 811* billion in 19g3-g4.

This is about 1.2 per cent higher than the estimated

outturn for 1982-83 and includes some [ó.g billion of new

investment by nationalised industries.

Z. Among other things, provision has been made for

[insert about 50 words of specific examples: work on this

is in handl.

3. rvVithin the total of public sector capital

expenditure, expenditure on construction in 19g3_g4 is

expected to rise by 10 per cent, to 810* biltion. But in

1982-83, we have been faced. with major underspending on

capital both by locar authorities and by nationalised

índustries. -I am well aware that there is particurar

concern about the risk of further underspending in

1983-84 on the local authority capital programmes. To

reduce this risk we have decided to increase capital

allocations by [8100 million] .

4. I now come to measures on public spending and on

taxation which have merit in themselves and, which wilI

provide substantial further heip to the construction

industry.

5' [a number of local authorities have undertaken

schemes for the repair of the external fabric of complete
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terraces or streets of run-down housing at no cost to the

owner - a. process which has become known as

nenvelopingn. I regard this as a cost-effective way of

tackling the problem of housing decay, which courd make

a real impact on inner cities. I have therefore agreed

that the secretary of state for the Environment should,

make additional funds of up to Ê50 milrion in 19g3-g4

avaÍlable to local authoríties in support of further specific

schemes. ]

6. [I have also decided to make changes to the scope

of improvement grantsr .principalry to alrow houses built

between the wars to become eligible for repairs grants - a
need recently identified by the English House condition

Survey. An additional Z00,OOO houses would become

eligible for grant. The cost is expected to be some t50

mitlion this year' This is a valuable addition to lhe
initiative I launched in my lást Budget StatementJ.

7 " On the tax side, I propose to increase the

permissible proportion of office space in buildings

qualifying for the industriar build.ings anowance from

10 per cent to 25 per cent. This additional flexibility will
be of particular value in the high technorogy ind.ustries. It
will cost about f 1 million in 1983-g4 and. tzS million in a

full year.

8. I propose to introduce a measure which will benefit

tourism as well as the construction industry. The present





20 per cent capital allowance for certain new hotels will

be extended to a wider range of holiday and tourrst

accommodation including self-catering. I know this will

be welcomed by both industries. self-catering is seen as

an area of growing importance. The cost will be

negligible in 1983-84 and about 810 million in a full year.

9. Finally, development land tax, In 1991 I introduced

a scheme to defer DLT on developments for the ciwrier's

own use. The scheme ends in April 1994. I propose to

extend it to April 1986. This should bring forward

development activity" Tlie cost wilr amount to !5 miilion

in a full year.

J-l
I

l
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BUDGET CONFIDENTTAL

BLOCK K: SOCIAL SECIIRITY

1. The biggest single element in publíc expenditure is

of course social security and to that I now turn, social

security involves sums which even chancellors find

staggering. During the .coming year, expenditure 'is

expected to amount to over 834 billion. This is over a

quarter of all public expenditure. To raise the money

costs every household in the country E34 per week.

Z. Clearly any Government must keep careful watch on

sums of this magnitude: \p" have to balance the

undoubted needs of benefit recipients with the legitimate

claims of the working popuration, who pay for benefits

both through taxes and, through national insu¡a¡.¡ce

contributions. [\[e must in pariicular take care not to

make promises for the future which in the event ca¡rnot

be fulfilled.l

3. I amnounced in my Autumn Statement that the

Government had, decided. to make an adjustment to the

social security progtamme to take into account the

overshoot in the benefit uprating last November. The

House will be aw¿re that the November IggZ uprating

made an allowance for inflatíon in the previous year

which was 2.7 per cent above the outturn. The





Government has decided that it wourd not be right to take

the full amount of this overshoot into account in the áext

uprating. Instead, the adjustment rvill be Z per cent for

the majority of benefits.

4' on the basis therefore of the infration forecast of

I I per cent for the year to November lwhich I have just

mentionedl r the majority of benefits wiü be uprated by

[ ] per 'ceirt. This wilI mean that the pension for a

married couple will go up from [t ] to tg l. Taking the

two years 1982 and 1983 together, most benefits wil have

risen by [ ] per cent, or slightry more than the RpI

increase [ ] percent.

5. Legislation will be needed for our proposal to adjust

the Noveniber 1983 uprating and

Government permanent powers to

overshoot and shortfa[ wiil be introduced immediately,

lExpand?J

6' [The Secretary of state wilt make a fu[ statement

about the November l9g3 upratings [tomorrow].1 The

total cost of all these measures amount to E t J in

1983-84 and E I J iri a fulr year. The increases in NIC

which were annou¡ced, in November and take effect in

April are part of the price paid for this.

a bill giving the

adjust for both
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BUDGET coNFIDEñrrer

BLOCK fu ÇETT.N BENETTT

1' The Government is proud of its record. on child

benefit, which was introduced by our conservative

predecessors. As the party of the family, we know how

vital child benefit is to millions of mothers. over

12 million children benefit from this contribution to
household i¡come. It is particularly important to working

families with low incomes. As such, it plays a vital part

in action to alleviate the unemployment trap and thus in

our strategy of improving incentives for a[ sectors of the

population

Z. Thus I am glad to announce that from

November 1983 the rate will be increased by I per .ceirt]

to tg J. On the basis of my inflation forecast of I per

cent] in November, this will make its real value [higher

tha¡r it has ever beenJ. One parent benefit 'will 
be

increased correspondingly to t[ ]. The cost will be tE

millionl in a full yeæ; a¡rd [E million] in 19g3_g4.

3' Decision-making is alr about priorities. And in the

case of social security benefits the decision-making is

.particularly difficutt. Not onry are the sums of money at

stake very large, but any one of us could make a case for

preferring one benefit to another. But the total we ca¡r

afford is, and always will be, limited.

3





4. [I heard some hon Members growl when] I referred

to our decision in relation to the November lggz over-

provision. But had that decision not been taken it might

well have been diffícult both to give the increase in child

benefit which I have just referred to and to make good the

1980 abatement in unemployment benefit.

5. The Government felt that in this case it was right to

put the needs of the unemployed, and of those with

children, above the desirability of giving benefits

generally a substa¡rtial increase in real terms.
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK M: CARING AND CITARTTTES

1. But there are other groups in our society to which

any Government must give a high priority. The measures

I ?m about to announce will be a very real help to widows,

to the sick, and to the elderly.

Z. At present widows are entitled to a bereavement

allowance in the tax year of their husband,,s death. But

the complex structure of personal tax alrowances means

that only [¿0,000] out of [300,000] newly widowed

women receive any financial benefit from the

bereavement allowance because they often benefit from

other allowances which are greater tha¡ their income for

that year. lvlridows' Bereavement Allowance will now be

extended to cover in addition th.e year after the husband's

death. In the coming financial year this wilr mean some

Eza-25 million more for widows, to assist them with the

material costs of establishing th.eir new pattern of life.

3. we are also able to announce today significant herp

for about 701000 invatidity pensioners. By an unfortunate

anomaly in our social security system this vulnerable

section of our society is permanently excluded from

receiving the long term rate of suppiementary benefit. It
has long been an objective to put this right and end the so
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called ninvalidity trapn when resources permit. I am grad

to say that My Rt Hon Frierid Secretary of State for

social Services intends to amend the regurations so that

people who have been on Íncapacity benefits for a year

will qualify for the long.term rate.

4. I am also glad to announce other measures of

benefit to the disabled.

5. First, we propose a real increase of Z per cent in

mobility allowa¡rce, over and above the (3) per cent

uprating this November. Second, there wÍll be a real

increase in the amount which disabled and chronÍcarly sick

people can earn before their benefit is reduced,, And

third, we propose to replace the vehicle scheme for war

pensioners i¡¡ith a cash a[owance at a rate which wilr

continue their existing preference over the civilian

severely disabled. [Also mention supplementary benefit

capital disregards and housing benefit children's need.s

allowancel [My Rt Hon Friend the secretary of state for

social services wilr be giving fulr details rater in our

debates. J

ó' This cash assistance will be of real benefit. But

caring mea'ns more ihan cash. Ttre needs (for example) of

the elderlyr and in particular the increasing numbers oi
the very old, are complex. Some can be met through our

health and social services. Some are met through

voluntary groups and charities with their potential for
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providing a distinctive, personal care. If we are to get

the best out of this invaruabre resoulce, we must help the

helpers.

7' I introduced in r9g0 substantial new tax relief for

covenanted donations to 'charities, by alrowing relief
against higher rates of income tax subject to a ceiling of

831000 a year; and last year I increased the limit on

exemption from capital transfer tax for gifts made within

a year of death from 82201000 to E25o,o0o. I am preased,

to be able to cany these Z measures further by raising the

ceiling on higher rate relief on convenanted, gifts to
951000, a¡¡d. by abolishing entirely the ceiling on

exemption from capital transfer tax for charitable

bequests"

8" I have had many representations about the position

of companies who are wilring to second their staff with
pay, to charities. At present the 

"'o*p"oy cannot set its

employee's salary against tax because it is not an e.xpense

incurred wholly and exclusively for the purpose of

business. I must make it clear that we shall ad,here to

that general principle, But I am satisfied .that in this

particular case it is right to make an exception, so that
Government dqes not'hind.er gifts of ski's and experience

which may be infinitely more valuable than money in

particular cases. IRegulations? Commencing date?]

IHeritage]
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK N¡ INDIRECT TAXES

1. I come now to my main taxation proposals. First,

the indirect taxes. I propose no change in the rate of

VAT.

¿' I pointed last year to the sensible presumption that

the excise duties should be adjusted in rine with the

movement of prices from one year to the next. I íntend

to follow broadly the same approach in adjusting the

duties again this year. But our success in red.ucing

Ínflation means that the amounts of the increases I shalr

be a¡nouncing will be much smaller than in recent years.

3. I start with the duties on alcoholic drinks. I propose

to increase the duties from midnight tonight by amounts

which represent about 25 pence on a bottle of spirits, 5

pence on a bottre of table wine¡ 7 pence on a bottre of
sherry and one penny on the price of a typical pint of
beer. Cider is increasingly competing with beer and I
propose a similar increase of one penny a pint, incruding

VAT"

4. Next, tobaceo. I propose to increase the duty by the

equivalent, including VAT, of 3 pence on the price of a

packet of Z0 cigarettes. There will be consequential

I

I

!





increases for cigars and hand-rolling tobacco, but no

increase for pipe tobacco. These chånges rvilr take effect

from midnight, Thursday.

5. Next, the oil duties. I propose to increase the duty

on petrol by about [a].pJ a gallon or [1p] a litre,

including vAT. ûr the case of derv I propose an increase,

including VAT, of about t3lpl a gallon or tlpl a litre,

These changes will take effect for oil delivered from

iefineries and warehouses from ó pm tonight.

6. As in the last two years, I propose no change in the

rate of duty on heavy fuel oil. This will represent a

reduction in real terms of some 25 per cent in the duty

burden since it was last increased in 1980 and will assist

industry by holding down its energy costs.

7. I also propose a number of changes in the raies of

vehicle excise duty. For the motorist the d.uty will þe

increased by Ê5, from Ê80 to tg5. [Add re goods vehicres

- sal, 50 words.J

8. tl have as always received number of

representatíons that the betting duties are too high. I

have carefully considered all the points raised but I have

decided to leave the duties unchanged.l

9. The total effect of all the changes in excise duties

will be to raise an additional Ê [ ] million in 19g3-g4 and





I

I t J million in a full year. T]ris implies a small fall in

the real burden of indirect ta*esl in 19g3-g4; [T]re

immediate effect will be to add about 0.4 per cent to the

overall level of prices.]

l

I





BUDGET CONFIDENTTAL

BLOCK O: WE.â,LTH CR-EATION

1. ultimately our ability to buy and provide for both

publicly and privately consumed goods and services hinges

on our ability to sell and corhpete. Companies both large

and small, in both traditionar and new areas, must through

fair competition capture and regain a reasonabre share of

both our domestic and overseas markets" Higher

employment, higher living standards and better public

services all depend on the performance of our businesses,

Nothing is had for nothing.

Z. Government has an important role to play in
creating the right environment in which our

competitiveness can improve. It is our job to seek to

remove ba*iers to British firms in overseas markets and

to promote that fair competition. And it is our

responsibility to promote realistic attitudes towards what

Governinent can and should do in a free society. It.ca¡r -
and has - abolished controls of all kinds. It can - and has -
brought down inflation.

3. But Government cannot do it all, indeed it can do

relatively little.' And it must not try. It is not the

Government's role to direct industriar investment or

management, or artificially to manipulate market

conditions. And the main responsibility for containing

costs and improving competitiveness líes with industry

and commerce.

I
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BUDGE? CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK P: BUSINESS TAXATION _ NIS AND CT

1 What Government can do is to reduce the burd,en it
places on business.

z. I have given high priority to reducing the National

. Insurance Sureharge (NIS), the tax on jobs introduced and
increased by our pred.ecessors. It increases costs. It
makes it more difficult to win export orders.

3. In last year's Budget I cut NIS from 3å per cent to
2l per cent. In November I announced that, for 19g3_g4,

the rate would be further cut to 1l per cent. On top of
this I made special arrangements to enable harf of this cut
of 1 per cent to be brought forward into lgg2-g3.

4' I now propose to take a further step towards
abolitíon of NIS. llhe rate will be red,uced from 1å per
cent to I per cent from August 19g3. As before, the
benefits wilt be confined to the private sector. This cut is
worth yet another EZZ' m'lion in 19g3-g4 and nearly
8400 million in a full year.. After this reduction takes
effect NIS will be z l per cent lower than when this
government took office. Overall this reduction is worth
nearly EZ billion to private business in a full year.





5. Turning to Corporation Tax, we issued a Green

Paper over a yea! ago. I am grateful for the many

thoughtful responses. These raise a wide range of issues

which I will be examining but there is one issue that

stands out.

6, This is the overwhelming desire on the part of

industry for stability. I recognise the force in this.

change is not cosiless. I have therefore concluded that

there should -be no change in the broad structure of the

present arrangements. As regards inflation and profits, I
await the outcome of the accountancy profession's further

considerations.

7 " The one issue raised. most frequently in response to

the Green Paper h., b""r, ad,vance corporation tax (ACT).

ACT was meant to be an advance payment of mainstream

tax. But, with the decline in profitability over the last

decade and with tax alrowances for stock and investment,

it is acting as a tax in its own right.

8. In the light of this I propose two changes. First,

ACT can at present be canied back two years to be set

against mainstream tax. I propose to increase this to six

years' This will help compa¡ies who are paying dividends

while having low taxable profits - notably manufacturing

companies.





9. second, double tax relief on overseas income is onry

allowed against such pårt of a company's corporation tax

liability as remains after dedecution of ACT. I propose

that double tax relief be alrowed against the liability
before ACT deduction. The surplus ACT arising could

then, under my previous proposal, be carried back up to

six years.

10' The cost of these two measures is Ê150-200 milrion

in a full year.

11, Again in the light of tesponses to the Green paper, I
propose that the incidentar costs of issuing acceptance

credits and of issuing loan stock should be ailowable

expenses for corporation tax purposes.

lZ. . Now, the rates of corporation tax. I would have

liked to reduce the rates. But the costs of the red.uction

in NIS and the action on ACT mean that a reduction.in the

52 per cent rate ca¡rnot be afforded. lto review]

13. I am aware that the .NIS red,uction and the ACT

changes will particurarly benefit larger companies. As a

result I consider ít right to concentrate no\¡,¡ on the small

companies rate.

14. At present the small companies rate of 40 per cent

applies to taxable profits up to 890,000. The move to the

52 per cent rate is phased in by charging a marginal rate

I
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of 60 per cent on profits between 8901000 and EZZ5'0O0. I

propose to reduce the 40 per cent rate to 38 per cent a¡d

to raise the lower limit of Ê90,000 to t1001000.

15. It is desirable to phase in the move to the 52 per

cent more gently. I propose that the marginal rate of

60 per cent should be reduced to 55 per cent by raising

the upper limit of EZZ5r000 to [8550,000].

16. The cost of these changes to the small companies

regime will be 840 míition in 1983-84 and Ê65 miltion in a

full year"
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BUDGET CONFIÐENTTAL

BLOCK Q: NORTE sEA OrL REGIME

1. I now turn to North Sea tax. It is clear that the

next generation of oil fierds will in generar be smailer,

and proportionatery more expensive, than existing fields.

The prospect for oil prices is also particurarly uncertaÍn.

we need to recognise this, and to ensure that the fiscar

regime is sufficiently flexible to provide the industry with

the incentive to develop new fields, while continuing to
ensure that the British people receive their fair share of

the benefits of our North Sea resources.

Z" Most existing field.s still make good, profits, The

supplementary Petroleum Duty has been abolished. But

the industry have urged. that some further easement of
current cash flow could help them to finance further

North Sea development. I have therefore decided. to

phase out Ad.vance petroleum Revenue Tax. As a start,

the 20 per cent rate will be reduced to [ ], æd ApRT will
disappear completely by t I,

3. Before fields are developed they have to be

discovered and discoveries appraised. In order to
encourage this, I propose that relief should be allowed

against PRT on existing fierds for expenditure incurred

after today in searching for oil and appraising d.iscovered.

reserves.
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4. On future fields themselves, I propose two

important new incentives. First, the petroleum Revenue

Tax oil allowance wilt be doubred for these fields.

Second, my rt hon Friend the Secretary of State for

Energy will be taking steps to waive royalties for them.

These changes witt appty to future fields [with the

exception of relatively profitable southern Basin and

onshore fields] where development consent isfiras been

given on or after [ ]. And by the time future fields come

on stream APRT will finally have been abolished.

5. An Inland Revenue press release to be issued later

today gives further details, and also describes a number of

other changes in oil taxation which I propose. They

include, following the industry's representations on the

consultative document published last May, my proposals

on PRT reliefs for expend.iture on shared assets such as

pipelines and for charging related receipts inctuding

pípeline tariffs. The proposals wiil secure significant

additional relief for the indttstry over the yea', ahead

and, to encourage sensible sharing arrangemerits with

smaller less profitable future fierds, I am proposing that

pipeline tariffs on the first åm tonnes of oil throughput a

year from any fietd should be exempted. from pRT. The

legislation witl be effective from 1 July 19g2, the start of

the first full chargeable period after the publication date

of our outline proposals.
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6. Taken together, these proposals will cost about I J

in 1983-g4' The phase óut of A'RT ana its new appraísal
relief wiII cost on average about t 1 over the next 4
years'But the longer term benefits to the companies wilr
be greater as new fields begin to benefit from these
changes. The regime for future fields will be simpler and
entirery profit rerated. The larger oÍI atowance will be
particurarly significa?t for smaller fields. Exploration
and appraisal will be encouraged and the early
improvement to cash flow secured, by phasing out of
APRT should hetp to finance new activity.

7. Thus all

development.

resources.

ProPosals concent¡ate on future
Tax iS' only one part of the story

?echnological changes to cut the industry,s costs and, of
course, the future oil price witt be as, or more, important.
But I believe that my proposals will provide the industry
with the right fiscal incentives for a further phase of
successful 

. development of the country,s North Sea

-.1

I
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK R: ENTERPRTSE AND BUSINESS

1. The tax system used to work against enterprise. It

now works in its favour. lve cut the absurdly high rates of

income tax. We cut the small companies rate of

corporation Tax and raised the profit limits for small

firms. we have eased the burden of capital transfer tax.

But tax was not the only area of concern. Finance is

often a problem for small firms. we introduced the Loan

Guarantee scheme. \4¡e introduced the Business-start-up

scheme. we have encouraged individual enterprise with

the enterprise allowance. We created ¿Z 
"rrt"rpri""

zones. We have introduced a r¿Lnge of measures to help

innovation. And we have made major strides in other

areas.

z. In short we took the Government's hands from rouird

the neck of enterprise and let it breathe. The results are

already beginning to be seen. Britain can now offer a

more attractive environment for venture capital and for

the rnicro-eiectronics revolution .rnT Germany. It is

unthinkable that this would have been said five years ago.

our schemes are a success. . There has been a three ford.

increase in the number of small industrial units being

built. tC300l million has been lent to Ili,O00]

companies under the loan guarantee scheme. profit





sharing schemes have mushroomed a¡d .now covet

[250,000] employees. SAYE linked schemé covers over

10oro0o. The enterprise alrowance scheme has led to the

creation of [21000] new firms, many of whom are now

recruiting their own work forces.

3. It is important to buitd on these successes. I now

propose further action in six areas.

4. First, wider share ownership. It is important that

the employee shourd identify crosely with the success of

his company. For this reason I have ín the past raised the

limit on profit sharing schemes. I arso am conscious of

the value of shares in attracting key people into new and

risky ventures, Fo¡ this reason I consid,er the present

limÍt of t1;250 shourd be increased and made more

flexible so that schemes can be tailored to particular

circumstances. I propose to increase the limit to 10 per

cent of an- employee's salary, subject to a maximum of

E5'000' I also propose to increase the 850 monthly lÍmit
on SAYE linked option schemes to [?5.

5. Last year I introduced arrangements to spread the

income tax burden that can arise when an option ii
exercised. I now propose to increase the instalment

period from 3 years to 5 years. The total cost of these

measures will be EZO million in 19g3_g4 and, some

[40 million in a full year.





6. Second, capital taxation. Capital taxes can

suffocate enterprise. Last year we took the major step of

indexing of capital gains. It is clearly appropriate to

provide a period of stability to let the new structure

settle in. \[e have already anno'nced that administrative

measures will be introduce.d to help large institutional

investors. r now propose that, as the regisration provides,

the annual exempt amounts fo¡ individuars and for

trustees should be increased in line with inflation to [ ].
The small gifts exemption which is now of rittle practical

significance is to be withdrawn. I arso propose to increase

to 8201000 the limits on the relief for small part disposals

of land, a¡rd for residential retting [and, to abolish the

[2501000 limit on payment by ínstalments and to lengthen

the repayment period to ten yearsJ.

7. I am concerned that the prospect of CGT may

encourage an entrepreneur to take money out of his

business and put it in pension schemes o¡ life poricies. As

a result I propose to double the present retirement relief

to [100,000.

8. The cost of atl these CGT measures wíll be und,er

12 million in 1983-84 and ElZ million in a full year.

tç. on capital transfer tax, I am concerned that, except

at the bottom of the scale, the tax is more onerous in real

terms than when it was introduced by the Rt Hon Member

for Leeds East. It would cost 8135 million to correct this.

Unfortunately I cannot afford the whoie amount.
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10. I do propose to increase the exempt amount from

855,000 to Eó0,000 and to simplify and reduce the number

of rate bands leading to a new top rate of 70 per cent

starting at Ê1,3251000.

11. I am particularly concerned about the impact of the

tax on businesses. iftre tax acts as a disincentive to

entrepreneurs. In farming, it seems to be contributing to

a reduction in the farms available for letting and so

inhibiting new entrants into the industry. I therefore

propose to increase the relief for owners of businesses and

for agricultural land with vacant possession from 50 per

cent to 60 per cent and increase relief for minority

shareholders in unquoted comparies and for let

agricultur3! Iand from 20 per cent to 40 per cent.l

Llã. The cost of these cha.nges on capital transfer tax

will be Eó0 million in 1983-84 and [100 miltion in.a futl

year. l

13. Third, tax measures for small companies. I propose

to increase the vAT registration threshold with effect

from midnight tonight from Ê1?,00 to 818,000 in line with

inflation. I have already discussed the small companies

rate of Corporation Tax. [annual accounting

consultation. J

14. I propose to increase from EZ00 to t1,0O0 the de

minimis limit for assessment of investment income

apportioned to the members of a close company.





15. The cost of these measu¡es will be tó million in

1983-84 and Ê11 million in 1984-85.

1ó. Fourth, innovation and technologv. I propose to

extend the 100 per cent first year allowance for rented

teletext receivers until June 1984 and for British films

until March 1987. As I have already said I also propose to

increase from 10 per cent to ?5 per cent the permissible

office space in buildings which qualify for the industrial

buildings allowance as a help in particular to technology

based industries. The. cost of these measures will be

negligible in 1983-84, EZO miltion in 1984-BS but

[t150-200] over the period 1985-88"

L7" Last year I extended the small workshops scheme

for two more years for very small units. This year I want

to encourage the conversion of more old., disused buildings

into thriving workshops. So I propose to allow the uàits in

a single converted, build.ing to qualify for 100 per cent

'first year allowances if on average they meet the size

requirements.

18. Other measures will be introduced

8200 million over the next three years.

worth

19. The West Midlands have been particulariy hard-hit

by the current recesion. The smalJ engineering firms that

are so important to that region's economy need heip to

modernise and re-build their strength. I propose to make





available an extra Ê100 million over the next 3 years to

enable my RHF the Secretary of State for Industry to.re-

open the Small Engineering Firms Investment Scheme.

The allocation which was made for SEFIS last year was

quickly exhausted. The scheme is open to qualifying firms

in any area, but, as one would expect, a high proportion of

the first allocation went to firms in the \4¡est Mid,lands.

The new, and much larger, allocation wilt I hope be of

substa¡rtial further help to the region, as well as to the

small engineering firms generally.

20. Grants will be provided to enable firms to buy

computer systems to improve productivity"

zl. At the moment grants a¡e available for research a¡rd

development but not for bringing new products into

production. A new grant will be introduced to support the

initial investment required for this"

ZZ. There will also be an increase in expenditure on

DOÍs manufacturing & design advisory services. These

provide small firms with a free introduction to private

sector consultancy services, and have proved highty

successful,

23, My Rt Hon Friend will be describing these measures

in more detail in the Budget debate.

z4 Fifth, I turn to the critical matter of finance.





25. One of my objectives has been to see companies

making g?eater use of the capital markets and relying less

on bank a¡ld'hence monetary financing. In this respect

there has been some but not sufficient progress. In the

autumn of last year we saw the first bond issue in the uK

market by an industrial company. Though a number of

other issues followed, the flow dried up as long term rates

rose again. It wíll not be easy to establish the conditions

in which the bond markets can flourish again, but I am

confident that with lower inflation and lower Government

borrowing, the lower long term intereset rates which are

the key to this can be achieved. r come now to proposals

which will make it easier for companies to issue bonds.

26" A consultative document on deep discount stock was

issued on 12 January. I am grateful to those who

responded. These stock offer advantages in cash flow

terms over conventional stock. They may be particularly

appropriate for firms with current cash flow constraints

or for firms undertaking long investment projects which

will not produce a return for a number of years.

Z7 " llegislation will be introd.uced to enable these

bonds to.be taxed on an accruals basis and to enable

borrowers and lenders to choose from a wide range of

optións a bond which suits their need.s.I I also propose

certain reliefs to enable companies to issue Eurobond.s in

this country and to ensure full tax relief is available for

discounts paid on acceptance credits.

!





28. Next, the Loan Guarantee Scheme. T?ris has been a

great success and is close to its 8300 million ceiling. This

ceiling will be raísed to Ê540 million to enable the scheme

to run its full three year course to May 1984. My hon

Friend the Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for

Industry will be making a fuller statement about the

scheme [later today].

29. [Management buy-outs have become a familiar and

important means of improving industrial activity. I

propose to extend the relief for interest on loans to buy

shares in a company to purchases of shares by employees

in a buy-out which sets up an employee controlled

company.l

30. Lastly¡ the Business Start-up Scheme. This scheme,

announced in my 1981 Budget Statement, is without equal

anywhere in the world. It offers uniquely generous tax

incentives to outside investors in small companies. 'tvhen

I introduced the scheme I thought it right to give priority

to investment in business start-ups, where there is often

greatest difficulty in raising outside equity finance. Some

[Ê20m ] has been put into new companies under the

scheme.

31. On the strength of that success, I am encouraged to

make a major extension in the scheme. It is due to end in

April 1984. The life of the scheme wili be extended to

April 1987. The coverage will be greatly widended. From

I

I

I
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I

I

I
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I

I

I
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6 April next the scheme will applyr not just to new

companies, Þut to most established^ unquoted trading

companies as well. I propose also to double the allowable

maximum investment in any year from EZ0,00O to

Ê401000. A number of other changes will be made to

simplify the scheme. I:n particular the 50 per cent limit

on qualifying shares will be dropped.

32. My proposals will transform the position of unquoted

trading companies seeking outside equity. It is a further

move towards removing the bias in thê tax system against

the personal shareholder, and will encourage wider share

ownership, By concent¡ating help on those companÍes

which do not have ready access to outside capítal the

scheme will assist many more small comparies to realise

their undoubted potential for growth. The extended

scheme will be known as the bu'siness expansion scheme.

33. [Enterpriseallowances.]

34. [Free ports]
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BLOCK S: MORTGAGE INTEREST REr-nrF

1. I have considered the case for raising the present

825,000 ceiling on mortgage interest relief.

z- Its value has been eroded by inflation since it was

fixed in 1974. I am firmry convinced of the sociar and

economic benefits of home ownership"

3. But the arguments are by no means all in one

direction. Home ownership arready enjoys tax concessions

worth ovet Ê5 billion, including over EZ billion of

mortgage interest relief. public sector housing is also

heavily subsidised. Iacreasing the mortgage interest

ceiling would be expehsive: an increase to 8351000 wourd

cost Ê75-100 million in 1983-84 rising to some Ê300 miltion

after a few years.

4. rnvestment in housing diverts fun{s away from other

activities, such as investment Ín ind.ustry. Mortgage

borrowinþ puts upward pressure on the money supply.

5' House prices have risen rerativery slowly in recent

years. Houses are now cheaper relative to earnings than

at any time since 1973. Mortgage borrowers have

benefited from the fail in interest rates.





ó. [In these circumstances I have concruded that this is

not the year to increase the ceiting. ]

7. In April mortgage borrowers will see the effects of

the move to interest relief at source (MIRAS). This

follows the legislation in last year's Finance Act.

8. Under MIRAS people will no longer get their tax

relief in the form of reductions in tax deductions in the

þay packet. Insted it will take the form of reduced

payments to the buitding society or bank.

9. This is an important simplification of

administration. It will ensure prompter relief at the right

level. There wíII be no change in the amount of tax

relief.
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BLOCK T3 FAIRNESS IN TAxAfiON

NB: put here in a single block for convenience, but may be

distributed elsewhere.

1. I now come to a number of measures which seek to

ensure a ptoper balance in the tax system. Each year

cha¡¡cellors block up loopholes in the tax system. Each

yea! people find new ones.

2' This is not a satisfactory process. The real answer

is a simple unambiþuous tax system. Complexity and

imprecision are the father and mother of avoid.ance and

evaston,

3. But radical changes in the tax system are rarely

welcomed. change is itself disruptive. Lidividuars and

comparies must be able to plan ahead. with a reasonable

expectation of stability. Change also brings with it
gainers and losers. chance[ors tend to hear a rot fi.om

the latter and little from the former.

4, I shall continue to work for a simpler system but I
do not expect to make rapid progress over a wide front.

chanceliors will no doubt continue to discover loophores

they have to block.





5. I propose to introduce legislation to tackle

avoidance through the exploitation of group relief ,

through the exploitation of second hand bonds, through

the exploitation of stock relief by means of payment on

account and through the exploitation of DLT through

disposals by non-residents. I also propose to legislate to

bring into tax scholarships provided by companies for the

children of employees, These measures should yield

845 miltion in a full year.

6. On the taxation of international business, cláuses

will be laid on tax havens in the light of the recent round

of consultations. I have decided not to proceed this year

with any measures relating to company residence. This

needs further consideration. The action on tax havens

needs to be seen in relatÍon to the proposal I have already

a¡rnounced on double tax relief and ACT. My aim is to

help companies trading overseas, but to do so in a *ay

which is consistent with the legitimate interest of the

Exchequer

7. In-each Budget f announce the scale rates for tax for

car and fuei benefits. The rates for 1984-85 will be lto

be settledl .

8. Finally, banks. I said last year we would be giving

further thought to the problem of how best to ensure a

sufficient contribution to tax revenues by the banking

sector. I have 'examined the position with great care.

t





What I have seen has not convinced me fhat it is

satisfactory. There are signs that the banks' labour costs

have risen excessively fast in recent years, perhaps faster

than if the domestic environment had been tougher either

in terms of competition or of the tax regime. This is not

reassuring in a period when it is vital for banks to use

their retained profits to strengthen their balance sheets.

9. But the conclusions this might normally haúe led to

have had to be tempered by the international and

domestic pressures on the banking system. It would not

be sensible to take action which might now weaken British

banks. I have therefore concluded that there should be no

changes this year in the tax regime for banks.

!

I
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BLOCK II: PEOPÍ-E ^A,ND BITSINESSES

1. The measures I have announced so far go largely to

help businesses in the first instance. I estimate that they

will provide relief and help in a fulr year amounting to

t I' I shall be coming shortry to measures intended

directly to help individuals.

¿" Any chancellor, whether he is proposing increases in

tax or, as now, proposing tax reductions, is ccnfronted by

a difficult choice between the claims of different groups.

But while it is important to strike a fair balance, this

dilemma is less acute than it is sometimes represented.

All taxes, and the spending they finance, are paid for, in

the last analysis, by those who create the wearth of 
. 
our

society. whatever form it takes; any reduction in the

level of taxes helps to ease this burd.en. 'rtre alr have an

interest in cuts in company taxes that help to secure a

thriving and efficient business sector. The health of

industry is fundamental to our ability to keep and create

jobsr and to provide the resources on which the standard

of living of everyone depends.

3. But successful businesses depend on the energy and

initiative of those who work in them at an levels, cuts in

personal taxes have a vital role to play in creating an





enterprising and competitive economy. We must not lose

sight of the need to reward individual effort, and to foster

a sense of personal responsibility, by allowing people to

keep a¡d spend more of what they . earn. The

characterisation of tax. reductions as nthe Chancellor

giving money áwayn is wholly misconceived. A more

accurate description is that nthe State takes lessn, To

reduce taxes paid by indivíduals is the truest form of

prívatisation.

4. In judging the right balance to strike in this Budget I

have taken into account the measures I announced in the

Autumn which will directly help to reduce the growth in

industrial costs. I have also taken into account recent

movements in the exchange rate. As I said in my Budget

Speech two'years ago, exchange rate changes have the

effect of altering the distribution of incomes between

comparies and persons. A higher exchange rate boosts

personal spending power, but it squeezes the profits of

compánies exposed to international competition. In my

1981 Budget, personal income tax threshold.s had. to

remain unchanged in order in part to be able to offer

some help to companies.

5. This year, with a lower exchange rate, the same

arguments point in the opposite direction. But thanks to

our success in controlling public spending, the choices are

less stark than they were two years ago. Thus I am able

to combine the substantial measures of direct tax relief





to industry which I have just announced with a substantial

measure of direct tax relief to persons, to which-I now

turn. Both are equally needed for economic recovery.
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BLOCK V: PO\TERTY AND ITNEMPLOYMENT TRAPS

t. As I have made plain, throughout this speech, this

Government has sought to improve incentives - incentives

to create wealth, incentives to take risks, incentives to

work. \4te have made considerable progress despite the

difficutt fiscal constraints imposed by the world.

recession.

2.. I have no doubt that more is needed. Many of the

measures already announced are directed to that end. I

am particularly concerned about the unemployment trap

and the poverty trap. The unemployment trap can meaq

people are little or no better off in work than on social

security. The poverty trap affects those in work and can

mean that an increase in earnings results in very little

increase in spending power.

3. These problems are not unique to Britain and have

been with us for many years. They arise as a result of the

overlap of the tax and social security systems.

4. Over the past 25 to 30 years, levels of entitlement

to the main social security benefits have grown in line

with earnings. Over the same period tax thresholds have

fallen sharply in relation to average earnings. In i950 a





married man with two children started paying income tax

if he was on average earnings. in 1980 he started at

around one-third of average earnings.

5. The tax threshold has fallen in this uray as

successive Governments sought to pay for ever rising

levels of public spending. Public spending rose from

32 per cent of GDP in the late 1950s to 44 per cent in

1980. The social security progïamme itself has made a

major contribution to this rise in public spending. And

Governments have met the bill in great part by hotding

down income tax thresholds.

6" The final piece in the jigsaw is the use of means

tested benefits to hold down the cost of social security

and to concentrate aid where it was most needed.

7. The upshot is that people move into income tax and

national insurance contributions at income levels close to

supplementary benefit. They pay tax at the samê time as

me:rns tested benefits are being withdrawn. This can

mean that an extra Ê1 of earnings is both taxed and

results in loss of benefit. The person can be handing over

to the state 70 per cent, 80 per cent or even over 100 per

cent of the extra Ê1.

8. This is a nonsense. It is socially and economically

undesirable. It plays havoc with work incentives for those

caught in the traps. The conosive effect spreads more





widely. It finds its way into wage bargaining and so

und.ermines competitiveness and destroys jobs.

9. But it is one thing to identify the nonsense. It is

another to remove it. There are no easy answers. We

need to open up a gap between the income levels at which

benefits are paid and the income levels at which tax is

p"id: But raising tax thresholds is very expensive.

Reducing benefit levels can create hardship.

10. The way forward is to reverse the trends that get us

here. That means reducing the tax burden by reducing the

share of public spending in GDP. This is the policy of this

Government. \üe are restraining public spend.ing. $/e

have laid. the foundations for sustainable long term

growth. And the benefits are now being seen. Today, as

in my last Budget, I have proposed reductions in the tax

burden carrÍed by industry, and a substantial inc¡ease in

Chítd Benefit which will help to ease the unemployment

trap Iand. the poverty trap]

lPossible mention of Meacher.]
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BLOCK W: PERSONA¿ TAX

1. ïtle have already reduced the basic rate from 33 per

cent to 30 per cent. I do not propose any further

reduction this year, lrefer to long term aim].

Thresholds and allowances must take priority at present.

Z. Two ye¿üs ago income tax allowances were not

raised at all. A rise of 15 per cent was needed merely to

keep in line with prices. That was a ctifficult decision but

it was necessary.

3" It is right that no'n that the benefit should be

enjoyed. particularly by those who had to make sacrifices

at that time. But increases must still be held to what can

be afforded.

4, I propose that income tax thresholds be increased

from [1565 for the single person to t ] and,e for the

married person from Ê2455 to f l. This represents an

increase of some 14 per cent or about 8å per cent more

than is necessary to compensate for inflation in the past

year.

5. The additional personal allowance will be increased

in consequence from t880 to [ ]. Corresponding





increases will be made in the age allowancer the higher

rate thresholds and bands and the threshold for the

investment income surcharge.

6. Effect will be given to these changes under PAYE as

from the first pay day after t I . They will cost

IEZ biltion] in 1983-84 a¡rd [E2] billionl in a full year.

Some [ ] people will be taken out of the tax net.

7. For the vast majority of people the income tax

reductions will more than offset the NIC lncreases that

take effect from April' I am sure they will be widely

welcomed

lHusband a¡rd wife]
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BLOCK X: CONCLUSION

1. At the start of my speech I referred to the

objectives this Government adopted in 1979' These

remain. This country has great need of coninuity and

consistency of poticy. ' The lack of continuitY 
- 

and

consistency have contributed substantially to our

economic problems and the present tragic level of

unemployment. only by maintaining sound policies can

we assure the recovery on a sustainable basis' But such

policies are not inconsistent with real reductions in

taxation, as I have shown today and in my Budget last

year. Indeed. such reductions stem from such policies;

without such policies they would not be possiblet or

sustainable"

z. But while emphasising continuity of policies and the

development of the themes rvhich we have emphasised for

the past four year., .l must not overlook the ultimate

aims of policy. For a lower PSBR' a money supply under

control, and indeed reductions in taxes are all means to an

end

3. The ultimate aim must be the restoration of

individual prosperity, and individual freedom' This

Budget, by sustaining and carrying forrvard the recoveryt

is a further step in that direction' I commend it to the

House.
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i guocnr sPEEcH: SECOND DRAFT

1rhe Chancellor \^ras grateful for your minute of 18 FebruâFYr covering

the second draft of the Budget Speech. He has a number of comments

on individual sections: all of which I have already shown to you.

On t,he speeclr as a who1e, he is inclined to think that the structure
is about right, and, tlre language much closer to what can actually be

used on t,he day than has been the case at this stage in former years.

The 1ength too, he thinks, about right, though'certain sections - which

I have indicated to you could be pared a little.

Z. The Chancellor would be grateful if , before the next d'raft is
produced, you would consider the addit,ion of three ne\^r passages:-

(a) pickÍng up some of the more "radical" innovations
posL-May L979 (the MIFS, cash pl-anning, indexed debt,
the end of the "top" tax rates, the indexation of the

tax bands, the practice of regularly re-valorising the

indirect taxes, and the introduction of the Autumn

Statement ,.. )

(b) þcing the inflation path over the Government's period
in office, taking credit for successes now, and relating
them to the I98I Budget strategy, and the determinat'ion
shown then, and maintained since, tO keep borrowing under

control; and

1
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CONFIDENTTAL

(c) inserting, in sectÍon (, some discussÍon of the concept
of "a balanced audget". (The chancel-lor d,oes not intend
that the PSBR, and its proportion of GDp, should be in
any way down-graded Ín importance, but he would like to
consider - and has dÍscussed with Mr Burns and Mr Middleton -
whether j-t could make sense to add some discussion of whether,
excludÍng nationalised industry borrowing, Budget balance j.s

an attainable, and sensible, objective.)

3. Copy addressees will no doubt be passi.ng to your by 23 Februâry,
tlrelr comments on the second draft" There will be an opportunity to
raise any major suggestÍons on the scope and style of the speech at
the end of tomorrow morningrs "overview'r meeting.

J O KERR

CONFIDENTTAL
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DATE:

3. We have had to be selective in adopting the many drafting suggestions' some

pointed in different directions and others would have meant adding many more words'

4. This draft is fortunately somewhat shorter than the last' With 1t000 words

allowed for filling out square brackets it runs to about 1Z-131000 words compared to

18,500 for your last Budget speech.

5. You will wish to consider how best to take the draft foward' I am asking for

comments of fact at "contributor" level by close on Wednesday, 23 February.

$fl^[q.'^^'
D R NORGROVE
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BUDGET SPEECH : SECOND DRAFI

Your ninute of 18 FebruarY-

2. If I nay say so, the draft is in alar¡ningly good shape.

f have only a few minor comments, as follows:-

Para C9 : tlight it not be a good idea to nention
the l,Iilliansburg Sunrnit, eíther here or elsewhere in
the speech?

Para C1O : I realise you are doing no more than echo

what the Chancell-or has said elsewhere; but the last
sentence should perhaps make it stightly clearer that
it is Anerican inflation and interest rates to which

the speech refers.

Para D6 : There nay be other indicators which suggest

that we are.emerging rather sooner from recession than

some other countries, but surely it strains belief to use

the rate of increase in unemplo¡rnent for this purpose-

,/,1 ,l Para D7 : \,Je have surely flogged the Jaguar example to
death.

Para DlO : The EMS has not done too badly.

Para E6 : If the Chancellor does decide to restore the

5 per cent abatement, more can be made of wanting to
rnitigate the disproportionate share of adjustment being
borre by those out of work.
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Para G'1O : Gives a strong hint that we think sterling
is nuch more like1y to fall than to rise frorn its present
leve1.

M A HALL

2
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Economic Secretary
Hinister of State
Hinister of State
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Sir A Rawlinson
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Mr Burns
l1r l,ittler
Hr Hiddleton
Mr Bailey
Mr Cassell
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IIr Moore llr
Hr Ridley
Mr French

Nogrove-

Sir Irawrence Airey - IR
I'1r tr'rase" - tffjiË: *

BUÐGEI S}SECH: SiiiCOND DI{Atr'I

Your Private Secretary asked for early comments o he Second
Draft of the Speech circulated by I{r Norgrove o 18 tr'ebruary.

2. rn general, r think that the structure and style are right.

,. ELock B should erhaps tackle devaluat nore fully. [he
folly of announc a trtarget for 10n a la Shor could
be emphasised. reover, the dange of devaluatio hen
(again a La re) accompanied pollcies of monet and fiscal

Õ s opposed to a ET exchange rate ac eved through
market f es under so i-nancial conditions u1d also be worth
dwel-l- upon. lhe seems no need to excl a passage, simply
on unds of ention, which states op
of cts of e mere announcenent by aG
would . This section could also end by stressing that the nain

Å*'

what the cataclysnric
ent of such policies

purpose of this Budget is to continue the strategy pursued in the
previous ffrre$ Budgets of creating the sound financial conditions
under which, alone, sustainable recovery can oscur.

I

t t^^
V l,qrÞ'l
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BIIDGET - SECAEI

Either in Block C or Block E we ed to spe1l out what has

been happening to unenPloYment i rmany, the Netherl s, USA,

etc. fhere is so littl-e meat Block E and this t r_s so

central and recurring that would be incl-ined no to have a

discussion about uneulp nt at this stage w appeared to be

built exclusivelY proposals for ISTV'I and the 5 per cent

abatenent. How , I do think that it a good idea to get thr

5 per cent a uncement out ear ly o1l.

,. [he inf]-ation section, Block F, makes, it seems to me, all
the inportant Points, though clearly the style will have to be

har"nonized with the rest of the Speech'

------__r'

6. Could ing sectio
tbe ltitsR? is worth
point in pa paragrap h 10 could be tougher and less

coy about these matters- After a1l o sllc fears may be nisguÍded

but they are entire understandable. ïl.a'.'¡w'*

any of th9 oPen

r tnty/gg tr
ragrlpln ). And

n o\rr|-oek G be consigned 'to
W{ioe the square bracketed.

vlrlzçtt ?

?. I wonder whether Block H could include the thought that
arguably fev¡ Governments could have resisted the temptation to

conclude their term with a major expansionary Budgeto irrespective
of the financial consequeo""". I u''',,t-?

\t*(#
A/þ"

B. Bloek K is, of course, going to be the signal for real troubl-e'

\¡,Ie shal-f need to have a more detai}ed exposition in the text of

why we could not avoid making any adjustnent. [he argument

about the NI contributions burden on those in work and about

the cost of pensions in general should be rehearsed. I think

that we should al-so include a passage on the benefits of lower

inflation for elderly people living on fixed incomes' We can

also rehearse, briefly at any rate, what we have done for the

elderly by uay of the Christmas bonus paynents, heating allowance

etc.

9. Block Il seems admirable.

2
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BUDGET - $ECAET

¿0. Block li coul-d rehearse how we have already helped widows ' h"'Ùh

11. could Block N draw attention to the fa}1 in the real value

of spirits etc over the years? Any other presentational- points b^'\tÅn

aboutpetrolpricemovementsoverthe}astcoupleofyears?
)

12. I do not see much useful purpose served. by Block 0. \/

Ll.BlockPcou]dbeginbynentioningthewayinwhichlower
interest rates have also helped lower business costs' Uight thereI Ue,r.

trlY

l'lr.^ '
Tþ

çr{

14. Block Q could begin by recalling the importance of the North Sea

revenues to Britain and the offshore oil industry as a source of

jobs. And the fact that it is a tribute to private enterprise'

(I realise that we did a little of this last time.)

be a general referenc
years we have subsidi
of doing so?

e to the waY in which

sed capita 1 and taxed
o S^^'4

in Britain over the
labour? And the effect
W W ¡*^ vr'lv r{\'"/\h fã'æl^

If-BtockS-weare
Iief ceiling I would be

it.

rr. Block R reads well. Ànd' it seems politically well judged to

nention the west ttldlands in paragarapb 1!.
not going to raise the mortgage interest re

ßu
F/tl*/'

,h

inclined to saY nothi ra er than exPlain

16.BlocksUtolfareobviouslytheheartofthe$peech.
understandably, they will require a good deal more thought'

The argument wilf be in a new Block u that the distinction between

tax cuts for people and tax cuts for businesses is nisconceived'

[he benefits - through lower pay rises ' Sreater incentives and

higher domestic denand, of raising the tax thresholds will come

through to industry. lte also have to tackle in a detailed way

the argument that it will result in higher iinport penetration'

[he conclusion wi]-l have to be rewritten later'

t
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BUDGET SPEECE: SECOND DRAF.T

BLOCK A: OPENING

1 IOpening remarks: 5th Budget etc.J

Z. I begin, as I began last year, by making it clear that

I shall this afternoon be proposing further substantial

reductions in the taxes paid both by businesses and by

individuals. These witl be achieved Çi,fri' our firm;
|/) s for money and fSlfublic borrowing.

3" My proposals are

encourage the recovery.

designed to . sustain and to

They will develop and build on

have underlain our approach to

k office in 1979.

the steady

the econom

emes which

since we too

1

ç^ ¡l^rßi

#;
úvñ'

ltl.rrv la'Yl
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BLOCK B: LOOK BACK TO r9?9

1. It had long been apparent that the UK's declining

relative position in the wôrld economy ca[ed for a fresh

start, for a new strategy. In my first Budget I stressed

four principles designed to check Britain's long-term

reiative decline: better incentivesr greater freedom of

choice, a smaller and more efficient public sector and

commonsense and responsibility in collective bargaining.

Z" And I stressed, with all this, that these four

principles would not be enough in themselves unless

inflation itself was squeezed out of the system through

firm monetary disciplines and fiscar policies consistent

with them.

3. These basic principles offered a radical new

beginning. But they also called for fundamental and far_

reaching changes in attitudes and behaviour, on both sides

of industry and commerce. And since we had embarked

on what was essentially a long-term programme of

economic reconstruction, many people may have doubted,

in l9?9, our resolve to carry it through. Such doubts

cannot exist today.

4. *Hiwe this Budget is part of a continuing process,

and that rr.ly comm_ents today are in the nature of a truiy
--.-+interim report"

'^-l- 1 In^4"òt'^'t+'^)-"L w \-* # n,l';**"' ¡ 6 t-e"*

,^ 'n,..;"Al) 
f*^ ''îvcr>/::ffi

*tw14 îla

v1"4#r-ffiþ
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL l

BLOCK C:

than 30 million.

lwbEyr
WOR.LD ECOñIOMY t tt t t

,/ ,rt lx 4r,/{4b)

//
1rÞ, t vr.a"^ h4.,;
æñYl
,.---r 1A4 t""'1

ffi,*l
' þdlt^lr¿r

1" ltU" outlook for the world economy remains
rl

uncertain. I Activity in the major industrial economies -
excluding this country - fell last year by å per cent.

\¡/orld trade in manufactures was some [10] per cent

lower than most forecasters had expected"

Unemployment in tfrep

/l-n1,^,,vl

bry
úlw
lÎt1,^
L'ãr-\

t

ECD]countries has risen to more

L Vrt l4.o\ ^,4-^.'l

vffi
l) . t'*t 

* twI

Z, The financial difficultier of *eve']:]1þg countries

have been particularly prominent in recent months as they

have tried. to cope with high oil import costs, slower

growth of their export markets, a woisening of their

non-oil terms of trade and a rise in their debt service

burden.

3. This has contributed to a sharp falt in world trade,

The markets for UK manufactures, for example, are

estimated to have shrunk by [3 ] per cent last year"

[Possible reference here to UK performance last year;

may be need to mention January figure.]

4. There are signs, however, that the worst of the

problems that we have faced in the three years since the

second oil shock may now be past.

I





5. The rise in oil prices has been checked., and they are

now falling.

an oil produ

prices shoul

activity.

is is not an unmixed blessi 
çÙ't

- 
--)s 

to/the uK as

cer. But for the world as a w lower oil

d help both to reduce inflation and raise

ó. More important still, there are signs that the world

is breaking the infiationary habits of the 1970s. rate

of increase in prices has fallen ore steeply than

in the majorInflationexpected the past ye

countries now averages [5å] per cent - the lowest for a

decade. V[e are below that average.

7. At the same time, interest rates have declined

substantially. In the united states, 3-month interest rates

have almost halved compared. to last summer's peaks.

8. [i ,rrr""f the view of most forecasters, however, ìrr"tLJ
this year should see a gradual recovery of the major

economies gathering pace later in the year. This should

be accompanied by a recovery of world trade.

9. Our task now is to ensure that this recovery is

sustainable and is not dissipated in renewed inflation. The

policies agreed at last year's Versailles Summit and

reaffirmed most recently at the IMF Interim committee

meeting rvhich I chaired last month in washington offer

hope in this. They will need persistence and political will

to carry through.

1/t* l^ Lît ¡.¿t..\

Itur(
I

þ "l^ t/t4,,,
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10. First, although the recession has tended to.increase

budget deficits in the major countries, it is essential that

these are put on a convincing declining path in the

medium-term. The United States has a special

responsibility here. Success for the US Administration in

its efforts to reduce the current huge deficit is crucial if

inflation and interest rates are not to rise quickly again -

which would dash recovery prospects for us all.

been boosted to help the major debtor countries. But the

situation will require careful handling and co-operation

between governments, central banks, commercial banks

and the international financial institutions" This country

will continue to play its full part in finding solutions to

these problems.

+

lrrrr*¿llrr. 
second, L"* glad thatÍthe IMF's resources have
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BLOCK D: THE DOMESTIC ECONOMY ç 
^n 

4t*4 .

1. At home, there can be no doubt about the financial

soundness of the economy.
l/Lr/.t ¿¡¿þ t *lnn-n';-
l&@,tu

t'.++'t

Z. Governm spending

control. public sector

GD is one of the smallest

and borrowing are under

deficit, as a percentage of

in the industrialised world"

t"^ ""4../\

!9"e!ajf growth has been within the B-12 per cent target

range. The exchange rate and short-term interest rates

have stabilised refiecting the reassuring position on the

required for continued con

ined.

t '' l)JUt"
W^t*o I^/'U^

¿\¡^r

g,

¿t1t
\/4

a.^
PSBR and monetary

-<

aggregates; and demonstrating the

confidence of the markets that monetary conditions

--/of inflation will be mainta

ì

3. On the external side, last year we had a surplus on

our balance of payments current account ol E4l billion.

lThat means that we also increased the nation's net assets

abroad by the same amount: a source of valuable income

for the future.] Even when oil is left out of account, our

share of world export markets rose. our current account

balance this year is bound to falt as we recover from the

recession ahead of other countries. But the nation's

underlying financial position is as strong externally as it is
internally. Total official external debt now stands at





around $12 billion, compared. with $zz biilion when we

took office. our outstanding debt is smaller in relation to

our imports than at any time since the second. rfforld War.

4" Domestic demand has continued to grow quite

strongly - at some z-3 per cent a year in real terms since

spring 1981, faster than in most other industrial countries.

Indeed, as I said a moment ago, external demand has been

very weak - weaker than expected. Total UK output

increased by only å per cent last year and, in

manufacturing, felt stightly, though there have been

sectors where the picture has been rather brighter

construction, many service industries and parts of the

consumer goods sector,

t/b

/"/î't*1

}*,/l*> nr:
t/r.'4Y#

Anrttsq0*'

5. We expect both demand and output to grow by some

lZl per cent this r"*/¡" line with, or a little faster than,

the projected growth in world output.

1It *

6. Unemployment fI,* * rà f-,
persists tragically high. It has continued. rising¡ ttîú6ãh

less rapidþ than in 1980 or 1981. But again developments

over the past year or two in countries such as the US,

Germany and the Netherland.s have been rather worse

than in the uK. This underlines the point that although

we went into recession rather earlier than most other

countríes, we have been emerging rather sooner. [and on

present prospects should continue over the next year to

grow faster than most of our competitors] .

\
t

.l

l
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7" Longer term indicators of supply performance are

encouraging. Labour productivity in manufacturing has

increased sharply - by some 13-14 per cent over the last

two years; average wage settlements have continued to

fall - though less fast than price inflation - and cost

competitiveness has impioved. In the less easily

quantified areas of design, reliability, speed of delivery

and after-sales service, British firms - Jaguar is a notable

example - are also improving their performance.

Industrial profitability -though still at a very low level by

historic standards - has also begun to recover. Industrial

relations have improved. dramatically.

8. bél\r¡ our firms are now on a more competitive

footing and better placed than for many years to make

further inroads into home and overseas markets. But the

magnitude of the task should not be underestimated. Vüe

---V- ^---
have to reverse years of relative decline.

9" But there is no easy way out through sterling

depreciations. The fall in ster ling that has occurred offers

industry an opportunity to improve its competitiveness if

4r

vr/,i,

ù** uú

1*W Ul^¿4t,

.1/V,4.
br^

ì 0t

costs continue to be restrained, þa,*#
that means restraint &./*

on pay above aII. But cunency depreciation sought as a
í#

deliberate act of policy brings only temporary

improvement to relative unit costs -to the measures that

are often and rather misleadingly referred to as measures

of "competitiveness"" Devaluation is not a cure" It is at

best a temporary pain-killer, and one that can have

W





unpleasant side ef fects: Iiving standards fall, the 'costs of

import goods rises. lVe have to produce more j2/expo*$

lW I4-.< to pay for imports. Like many drugs it can become

1* TV habit-forming. The only way to achieve a lasting gain in

living standards is by improving the products and services

that rve sell, raising our levels of productivity closer to

those achieved by our competitors abroad, and bringing

average pay increases below those of our -t3o"

competitors.

10" This country's exchange rate policy has

been based on an obvious truth: that governrr¡ents cannot

arbitrarily fix the exchange rates for any one of the

world's major currencies against the others whíle g

large instabilities persist land that to attempt to do so

can itself be damagingl .

11. The way to greater currency stability must lie

through grqater stability in the world economyt and above

all lower and more stable rates in inflation in the major

countries. This is . go"r[l*åu*t¡.""tinue working for,

lÞ
"rid 

it one that no British Chancellor could or should

Iightry ¿isYffi The world now operates on a multj-

currency reserve system. As guard'ians of one of the

world's main currencies, British Governments have a

special responsibitity to pursue policies that will maintain

the value of sterling over the long run'

?

since 1977
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BLOCK E: IINEMPLOYMENT

1. Our dif ficulties of

k-d,'4J\ltñ

fu" td.'vY^ 4
l^¡ a
*n, +mS

fW*
1ItL'ø

//v/l

ment have been
,

L-Å^ l^J"# exacerbated by the magnitude severity of the world

As a major tradin nation there is no way in

which this country can expect protection or immunity

from the effects of a r cession on the scale we have

experienced. The hu

,,rt /" I 
h4/1'"" '

^r.ãr-
rÉcession.

process of

.o

ment

and social consequences of the

the rise in the numbers of

unemployed and especially the numbers of young

unemployed, are severe.

2. The main engine for new jobs must be improved

competitiveness. The measures I shall be announcing
---r--- -\

today are directed to that objective, But the Government

has also greatly increased the range and. scale of measures

designed to help those who are hardest hit. Next year,

expenditure on special employment and training measures

will total around Ê2 billion, almost five times as much as

in 1978-79. These measures will accelerate the process

of a-di=tmsnt by enhancing skitts ""mitity; and by

improving the responsiveness and flexibility of the iabour

market.

I





I

3.. There is a limit to the resources that' can .be

committed to such measures. In examining the many

proposals for new measures we must always weigh their

wider effects on the adaptability of the economy and look

closely at the nature of the employment opportunities

which are to be created by each scheme. There is little

economic sense in sustaining jobs and locking up resources

in activities which are no longer viable"

4" Æh. Go.r"rnment's belief is that?a permanent fall int---- -- -- - J

the number of uncmployed can only come about from a

healthy and profitable economy. This is the aim our

financial and eçonomic policies are intended to secure.

Neverthelessr we are anxious to do as much as possible to

mitigate ,1" consequences of long-term structural

changes.

5" fîT"rr" therefore decided to extend the life of the
LJ

Temporary Short Time \iVorking Compensation Scheme

which would otherwise have been closed to applications in

March next year ... lDetails]

6. [tþ""" also taken note of the widespread concern

about the effect of the 5 per cent abatement in

unemployment benefit which was mad.e in 1980. I ft.u"l

deiced that it would be right to increase unemployment

benefit by an additional 5 per cent beyond the general

increase to which I shall turn in a moment in order to

restore this abatement.]

l,.-"vþ^
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BLOCK F: INELATTON

/þJ ¿ra-\ü"*þ
l'/-t\' BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

1. Progress on inflation is the ultimate - and perhaps

best - test of prudent financial policies. Retail price

inflation - at 5 per cent has more than halved in the past

year" This is a major achievement, taking the figure

below the average for the industrialised countries.

Z. Progress from now on may be somewhat slower and

more uneven. Indeed it was not to be expected that it

could continue at the same dramatic rate. Inflation

measured by the RPI may be running at about ól per cent

in the fourth quarter of this year, a tittle above what it is

now, but still substantially below its level of a year ago.

9,/It^*1'l( /"-4
3. This rise in the RPI should be mporary. [Indeed it

seems likely that the GDP de - for some purposes a

better measure of inflation - will show a continuing fall

from 1982-83 into next year and beyond.l Our policies

will maintain these downward. pressures as they did after

the exchange rate fall in 1981. Our determination to that

end is undiminished.

4. Lower inflation is not just good in itself - though it

is. It also underpins a return to lasting growth and new

jobs, Lower inflation contributes to lower interest rates.

ft"t tlt
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Lower inflation and interest rates help profits, and

encourage new investment and the creation of new jobs.

Moreover, as people's expectations of future inflation fall,

growing confidence leads them to stop putting money

aside to cope with tomorrow's price rises -and. to maintain

the real value of their capital - but to spend ít instead.

5" So low inflation can be a stimulus to demand. Just

as important, a return to lower more stable rates of

inflation should help to remove the uncertainties that

bedevilled our supply performance in the l970s. Long

range decisions about investment are weil nigh impossibre

against the background of high and variabre rates of

inflation and interest.

6. An improvement in supply performance Ís essential.

It is only if demand - whether at home or overseas - is

met by British, not foreign producers, that extra output

and jobs are created in this country, That supply will not

be forthcoming unless businessmen can pran ahead within

the framework of stable financial policies.

7. Low inflation, and the confid.ence that Governments

will stick to the policies needed to keep infration low, will

reinforce more realistic attitudes towards pay. High

inflation breeds fear and uncertainty. And uncertainty is

the enemy of good sense in pay bargaining. For years, in

Britain workers knerv the .Government would simply print

money to cover excessive pay awards and they had littte
incentive to look to improved productivity to justify their

pay increases.
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8. Uncertainty about future inflation - and the

outrageously high inflation levels themselves -

precipitated a major scramble for higher pay. In 19?5, for

instance, þrto.rr'r'f soaring 27 per cent inflation rateLJ
promoted average wage rises of 30 per cent, higher still in

many cases.

9. Over a period of years British goods were príced out

of markets and British workers priced themselves out of

jobs. Profits slumped. The number of people without

work increased.

10. Now, low inflationary expectations and the

understanding that the Government will not finance

higher inflation, have brought commonsense back into

wage bargaining. Moderate wage settlements and

productivity gains remain vital for strengtheníng our

competitive position.

11. And more of the extra demand resulting frorn lower

inflation - at home and overseas - will be transrated into

extra UK output and jobs.

1,2, Everyone in Britain should share our d.etermination

to make that happen. And everyone in Britain should

share too our satisfaction that lower infration will allow it

to happen" Today's tragically high levet of unemployment

was fostered by long years of high inflation. A'r^^ ,1,

{-"¿^ r,i 4--/e1 ,+ J-rx q/1, /l'--y' L'
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BLOCK G: MONETARY pOLICy

1' our q9ry policy is founded on the need to
maintain the y-tary conditions required to bring
downward pressure on inflation. In judging whether
conditÍons are contributing to this objective we look at
the monetary aggregates, both narrow and. broad and at(-----_
other financial indicators such as the exchange rate, real
interest rates, and of course progress in reducing inflation
itself.

¿. During the course of lggZ-g3, monetary cond.itions

have developed much as intended." In the year to
February, ihe growth of all three target aggregates was

within the target range of g_l2 per cent,6cnievea, I
might add, without recourse to quantitative controlsf
[M3 grew by [10] per cent, þmewhat higher than the
growth of money GDP.J

¿3. This confirmed, the view, embodied in the decision
to raise the monetary target, that . f.""t"* gro,,vlþ of
mon would be with the Governm entts

objective to reduce inflationl [psLZ, grew more slowly
than tM3 - tStl per cent in the year to February.l
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4. As expected, the growth of Ml responded to tÌ¡e fall

in interest rates and inflation. Over the target period, it

grerv by tll å I per cent.

5. Other financial indicators also pointed to

moderately restrictive monetary conditions. As in other

industrial countries, real interest rates remained positive

throughout the year. For most of the year the exchange

rate was strong .eora?ire weakening in November and

December seemed to owe more to external factors such

as concern about oil prices and sharp movements in the

world's other major currencies than to any laxness of

financial policy at home. [No doubt Opposition

statements and election uncertainties have also played a

part, not only in the UK.J

6. With the satisfactory development of financial

conditions and rapid progress in reducing inflation a

substantial fall in interest rates was possible. By mid

November, short term rates had come down to 9 per cent,

though they subsequently rose to around 11 per cent. We

lwill be able to overcome] this just as we did in the

autumn of 1981, by sticking to the fundamentals of our

policies. [Indeed interest rates have already begun to

ease again.]

7. Last year's MTFS set out a declining path for the

monetary targets. Given the satisfactory developments

of the past year, no @justm"rrt].uu*. to be called for.

W;-'t'L/'W
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Accordingly I am setting the target [for ß83-84 at ?-11

per cent as originally suggested last year" Again this will

apply to both broad and narrow@*U""r.,"sJtitougtr Mlmay

for a time grow rather faster than indicated by the range.

With the decline in inflation these targets give¡coPe for
\^

frrio"u rapidllgrowth in output. e;t*L ' )" t^t14"-J

1

8. Our position on the exchange rate has been stated

many times. We have no target but we will continue to

take account of the exchange rate in assessing monetary

conclitions. þ tnit respect it has a dual function. Firste it

may be an indicator of possible slackness of monetary and

fiscal policy, though the slide in sterling around the turn

of the year seemed to owe little to deficiencies of

1
financial policies in this country.J

9. þecondly, where changes seem to be attributable to

external factors, the exchange rate is itself an influence

on financial conditions, through the effect it has on

.^prrces. \

10" The exchange rate between sterling and other

currencies is inevitably affected by events abroad as well

as at home. But should. it fall again, for example on

misguided fears that a different government with

d.if f erent poiicies might be electedr Ï see no reason

connected with our finances why such a fall should be

more than temporary.





1. The Financial Statement and

discusses monetarY

Budget Report

developments in

t ^l*'
published todaY

greater detail.

72. Over the past year, the innovations made in the way

Government borrowing is'conducted have served us well

and the borrowing requirement has been financed without

recourse to monetary creation. This proce" h"ñ
*

helped by the measures announced last June to encourage

other parts of the public sector to take more of their

finance from central government and less from the banks.

13. I propose to continue this policy of diversified

funding. I wilt again be looking for important

contributions from both National savings and gilts - with

both offering a mixture of conventional and indexed

assets.

14. National savings this year again achieved the target

of inflows of E3 billion, helped by the very successful

income bond which was introduced last August' For the

coming year, I am [setting a target of f'tZå] bi]lion'

slightty lower than last year in the light of lower personal

savings.l / [again setting a target of E3 bittion']

15. The steady performance of National Savings has

eased the pressure on the gilts market' This together

with sales of indexed gilts at over lZå billion over the

past year has made it possible to avoid the issue of long





1nn 't''*', rl¿t t/^¡¡a l/W. 
^*-tr

term fixed interest stocks almost completely' 'As well as

making good sense from the point of view of the cost of

funding, this has hetped long rates to come down almost

as much as short rates - to a lower level than was

achieved, except fleetingly, in the whole period of office

È4
of the last/ Labour[ Government'

LJ

14. F tt appropriate at the end of the monetary section

of my speech to pay tribute t{ tft" Governor of the Bank

of England. He will be retiring at the end of June after

servíng in that role for 10 years with exceptional

distinction. In that period he has been active in dealing

with many serious and complex crises at home and abroad'

At the same time he has taken part in the less dramatic

business of reform in many fields' Chancellors of the

Exchequer are of course specially well placed to know his

--a
qualíties, and feel gratitud'e for his advice and for his

decade of public service' I am sure that my predecessors

with the.whole House will wish to be associated with my

thanks and good wishes to Lord Richardson'
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BLOCK II: PUBLIC SECTOR BORROWTNG W 4

1, ß"" of the Government's guiding principles has been

the need for consistent fiscal and monet ary policierff"-
one pretends that {Uutr""n money, interest rates

and the B4 arc-€üaeþ,-s¡:th,at domestic interest rates fu,

lr4'- /¡

Ul*",

à^"

/! r¿

b
pan be entirely insulated from developments elsewhere in

the world. But to try to ¡educe 
ryf growth without

exercising firm control over public sector borrowing

undoubtedty creates strains *++t, in the 
"nor, ,urrf

only be resolved. by rising interest rates eod* l" the ronger,.4-
term,(a.re likely to prove intolerable. Other countries

ftlr(a<9,.*t
understand thisl trìo,ngiFsffir{rrun" had to learn the hard

way" tJN ¿.d., ?

4^,
\.# &

{rn/'Ì"-}

[116't'¿l'?

9:/v*
I

2. A substantial medium term red,uction in public

sector borrowing is a necessary part of the process of

reducing inflation. V[e have made good progress. During

the late 19?0s, the PSBR averaged [nearly 6 per cent] of

GDP. By l98t-82.it had fallen to 3å per cent of GDp (89
É'v rt t¡llr

billion). .Li¡€¡:-åIrqa/I budgetted. for a PSBR of t9å biltion,

The latest estimate is for an outturn, çd\Oeafg3, of fg

billion, equivalent to about 3 per cent of GDp. Lower

borrowing has contributed to lower interest rates.
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illustrativeJ

year's Budget Staternent suggested fìn
figure for the PSBR of Z1 per cent GDp,

equivalent to E8 billion at the lever of money GDp now

forecas 1983-84. In judging whether that figure is

still appropriate, I have taken account of developments

over the past year, and the main uncertainties which we

now confront. On interest rate grounds, there is a clear

case for trying to achieve a further red.uction in public

sector borrowing. The fatt in interest rates over the past

year still leaves them undesirably high both in nominal

and in real terms. The fall in the exchange rate points in

the same direction. A lower exchange rate eases

financial pressuresr particularly on companies. It red.uces

both the scope and the need for easier domestic policies.

E"- financial policies are essential to contain an

offsetting rise in inflation.l)

4. I have also had to consider the imprications of the

recent fall. in oil prices land the continuing uncertainty

about future oil prices] . In the rast few weeks the price

of North Sea oil and the official term prices of OPEC

crudes have both fallen. These falls are to be wercomed..

The 1979-80 oil price hike caused the worrd price of oil to
rise by more than 2å times and triggered off the deepest

\1l^ 
'^rryq,economic recesio¡i ¡ré have experienced. since the war.

Although oil prices in dollars have fallen back by around

15 per cent over the last year or so, the rise in the doilar

means that in terms of the worlds other major currencies,

the price of oil has continued. to rise. Thus the price of

i
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North Sea oil in sterling now stands at f [145] per tonne¡

the same as in the summer and E[15] higher than at this

time last year.

5. But the recent reductions in oil prices will be

,le,.. beneficial, particularly if theVfiead to]a period of stability
\

intheoilmarket.Alowerpriceofoilwillreduceworld

inflation and stimulate the growth of world output and

trade' Of course it will reduce the value of our oil

production, but oil accounts for only 5 per cent of our

National Ú:come. The health of a much larger part of our

/ational /.ono^V depends on the state of the world

economy.Loweroilpricesandlowerinflationabroad

means lower prices here' A more prosperous world

economy must in time mean more output and jobs and

lower inflation in Britain'

6, f must, of course, be mindful of the risk that oil

prices may fall during this financial year and cause the

TÞsen'ìto be higher than I have plan""a' þ rise in the
l-

@fn]a". to a fall in the world oil price has some special

features. It is initially associated with a lower rate of

inflation' Partly because of this and partly because of the

improvement lower oil prices bring about in the financial

position of the Non-North Sea Company sector' it should

not in the short run put upward pressure on the monetary

aggregates even if nominal interest rates remain

p ,4Vt^
#/ù""

'ì

unchangedJ

good a short

ÞËt I remain ready to take action to make

fall in oil revenues that seemed likelY

comprom ise the success of our economic strategy'





7 Taking these factors into account, I have decided to

provide for a PSBR of [[8 bittion] , as indicated
'l.lra+ * n/.r

e
û)^

tumn Statement. After allowing for

# for the net cost of revalorising tax

allowances, thresholds and' excise duties in line with

inflation, the latest forecasts suggest that there will be

turoom further tax cuts cost ing E [2] billion within an

Ê8 billion PSB This is the net cost to the PSBR of the

measures I shatl be announcing today' The tax cuts are all

the more welcome because they are eonsistent with a

further reduction in public sector borrowing, relatìve to- ¿'*
GDP.

8. The Financial Statement and Budget Report (ttre

Red Book) provides revenue and expenditure projections

for the next two years" They allow for a further decline

in public sector borrowing over the medium term' There

is no certainty about the precise figures' But they

illustrate how lower borrowing can be combined with

lower taxes, within the framework of policies designed to

secure a further reduction in infiation and interest rates.

in th
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5.ZZ BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK I: PTIBLIC EXPENDITURE

1 e control of public expendi

con rol of , we published the

public expenditure \¡t/hite Paper setting out our plans for

the years to 1985-86. This earlier date of publication

followed a recommendation from the Treasury and CÍvil

Service Select Committee in their report on Budgetary

Reform, which I am glad we were able to meet. ft ft..

allowed a useful discussion of the ït¡hite paper plans

before the Budget debates J

Z" It remains our view, as I said in my first Budget

speech, that finance must determine expenditure, not

expenditure finance. The White Paper þ-a clear step iü

direeåión. It shows that expenditure is under control

and, indeed, within the levels set in earlier plans. This
a^"-)/ù ltüe

has played an essential part in æeurþþthltax reductions

I am announcing today.The cost of the additional public

spending which f am announcing this afternoon will be met

from the Contingency Reserve: it will not add to the

planned total of expenditure.

3. As well as keeping a firm grip on expenditure, we

have maintained a strict control over the running costs of

L*" tt"- lr*l*^t
UþI ^Þ

entral to the





Government itself, in particular, manpower. By.the end

of this month we shall have reduced the numbers of the

Civil Service to 65¿'000 - a fall of 80'000 since 1'979.

This represents a saving this year of around E590 million

in the Civil Service pay bill. Vfe are on target for a

further reduction to 630,000 by April 1984.





5.22 BUDGET CONFIDENTTAL

BLOCK Jz CAPtrAL EXPENDITURE AND CONSTRUCTION

1" The White Paper showed that public sector capital

spending is planned to be about 811å billion in 19g3-g4.

This is about 1Z per cent higher than the estimated

outturn for 1982-83 and includes some Ê6.8 billion of new

investment by nationalised industries.

Z. Among other things, provision has been made for

linsert about 50 words of specific examples: work on this

is in handl.

3. Within the total of public sector capital

expenditure, expenditure on construction in 19g3-g4 is

expected to rise by l0 per cent, to 810å billion. Vût i"
1982-83, we have been faced with major underspending.on

capital both by local authorities and by nationalised

industries, I am well aware that there is particular

concern about the risk of further underspending in

1983-84 on the local authority capital programmes. To

reduce this risk we have decided to increase capital

allocations by [t100 million].

4. I now come to measures on public spending and on

taxation which have merit in themselves and which will

provide substantial further help to the construction

industry.

5. [e number of local authorities have undertaken

schemes for the repair of the external fabric of complete

nì W
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r%^
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terraces or streets of run-down housing at no cost to the

owner - a process which has become known as

"enveloping". Læ€d tfirr. 
,. a cost-effectíve way of

tackling the problem of housing decay, which could make

a real impact on inner cities. I have therefore agreed

that the secretary of state for the Environment shourd

make additional funds of up to 850 million in l9g3_g4

available to local authoritíes Ín support of further specific

schemes. ]

Wç
6. [{nave also decided to make changes to the scope

of improvement grants, principalty to allow houses built

between the wars to become etigibte for repairs grants _ a

need recently identified by the English House condition

Survey. An additional 200,000 houses would become

eligible for grant. The cost is expected to be some 850

million this year. Thís is a varuable Mlrn"
initiative I launched in my last Budget StatementJ.

7, On the tax side, I propose to increase the

permissible proportion of office space ín buildings

qualifying for the industriar buildings allowance from

10 per cent to 25 per cent. This additionar flexibility wilt

be of particular value in the high technoiogy industries. It
will cost about El million in 19g3-g4 and EZ5 million in a
full year.

8' I propose to introduce a measure which will benefit

tourism as well as the construction ind.ustry. The present
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Z0 per cent capital allowance for certain new hotels will

be extended' to a wider range of holiday and tourist

accommodation including self-catering. I know this will

be welcomed by both industries. Self-catering is seen as

an area of growing importance. The cost will be

and about t10 million in a full year.

9. Finally, development land tax. h 1981 I introduced

a scheme to defer DLT on developments for the ownerrs

own use. The scheme ends in April lgg4. I propose to

extend. it to April 1986. This should bring forward.

development activity. The cost will amount to E5 million

in a full year.

b-V
,t^ ú V,U
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK K: SOCLÀL SECIIRITY

1. The biggest single element in public expenditure is

of course social security and to that I now turn. Social

security involves sums which even Chancellors find

staggering. During the coming year, expenditure is

expected to amount to over Ê34 billion. This is over a

quarter of all public expenditure" To raise the money

costs every household in the country f34 per week. 1r'ü1

; h4å- ,l*, ;,"'{. ; 4l't-¡t ¡t t c n î, ztt,r tto)
i 't4^/L I l? Tv)

Z" Clearly any Governm;þÐust keep careful watch on

sums of this magnitude. 14¡e have to balance the

undoubted needs of benefit recipients with the legitimate

claims of the working population, who pay for benefits

both through taxes and through national insurance

contributions, @e m,rrt in particular take care not to

1

make promises for the future which in the event canno
Éì

be fulfilled.I I

)

3. I announced in my Autumn Statement that the

Government had decided to make an adjustment to the

social security programme to take into account the

overshoot in the benefit uprating last November. The

House will be aware that the November 1982 uprating

made an allowance for inflation in the previous year

which was 2.7 per cent above the outturn. The





Government has decided that it would not be right to take

the full amount of this overshoot into account in the next

uprating. Instead, the adjustment rvill be 2 per cent for

the majority of benefits.

4.onthebasisthereforeoftheinflationforecastof

[ ] per cent for the year io November lwhich T have just

mentionedl, the majority of benefits will be uprated by

[ ] per cent" This will mean that the pension for a

married couple will go up from [Ê ] to [E ] " Taking the

lost benefits will havetwo years 1982 and 1983 togethert n

risen by I J per cent, or slightly more than the RPI

increase [ ] percent.

5, Legislation will be needed for our proposal to adjust

the November 1983 uprating and a bitl giving the

Government perm¿Lnent powers to adjust for . 
both

overshoot and shortfall will be introduced immediately"

IExpand?]

6. [The Secretary of state will make a full statement

about the November 1983 upratings [tomorrow]'l The

total cost of all these measures amount to f t I in

1983-84 and t [ ] in a full year' The increases in NIC

which were announced in November and take effect in

April are part of the price paid for this'
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BLOCK L: CHILD BENEFTT

1. The Government is proud of its record on child L

é*û^ u'rD'Å^' l

t:.ïf^
* f.;[,"1

È

[u""rit,J which was introduced by our Conservative

predecessors. As the party of the family' we know how

vital child benefit is to millions of mothers. Over

1Z million children benefit from this contribution to

household income. It is particularly important to working

families with low incomes. As such, it plìys a vital part

in action to alleviate the unemployment trap and thus in

our strategy of improving incentives for all sectors of the

population"

Z, Thus I am glad to announce that from

November 1983 the rate will be increased by I per cent]

to te I .. On the basis of my inflation forecast of I per

cent] in November, this will make its real value [higher

than it has ever been]. One parent benefit will be

inereased correspondingly to [t l. The cost will be Ie

millionl in a full year' and [Ê million] in 1983-84.

3. Decision-making is all about priorities. And in the

case of social security benefits the decision-making is

particularly difficult. Not only are the sums of mone.y at

stake very large, but any one of us could make a case for

preferring one benefit to another. But the total we can

afford is, and always will be' limited.





4. [I heard some hon Members growl when] I referred

to our decision in relation to the November 1982 over-

provision. But had that decision not been taken it might

well have been difficult both to give the increase in child

benefit which I have just referred to and to make good the

1980 abatement in unemployment benefit'

5. The Government felt that in this case it was right to

put the needs of the unemployed, and of those with

children, above the desirability of giving benefits

generally a substantial increase in real terms'
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BLOCK M: C.A.RING AND CEARITIES

1. But there are other groups in our socÍety to which

any Government must give a high priority. The measures

f am about to announce will be a very real help to widows,

to the sick, and to the elderly.

Z. At present widows are entitled to a bereavement

allowance in the tax year of their husband's death. But

the complex structure of personal tax allowances me¿uxs

that only [20,000J out of [300,000] newly widowed

women receive any financial benefit from the

bereavement allowance because they often benefit from

other allowances which are greater than their income for

that year. vl¡idows' Bereavement Alowance wil now be

extended to cover in addition the year after the husband's

death. rn- the coming financial year this will mean some

Eza-¿s million more for widows, to assist them with the

material costs of establishing their new pattern of life.

3. We are also able to announce today significant help

for about 701000 invalidity pensioners. By an unfortunate

anomaly in our social security system this vulnerable
l4r ûtw^

section of our society is¿f,ermanently excluded from

receiving the long term rate of supplementary benefit. [t
has long been an objective to put this right and end ,fr" ."]
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called "invalidity trap".@ Iam glad

to say that My Rt Hon Friend Secretary of State for

Social Services intends to amend the regulations so that

people who have been on incapacity benefits for a year

will qualify for the long term rate.

4. 1I am also glad announce other measures of

benefit to the disabled.
3

5. Firste we propose a real increase of Z per cent in

mobility allowancer over and above the (3) per cent

uprating this November. Second, there will be a real

increase in the amount which disabled and chronically sick

people can earn before their benefit is reduced. l-And

third, we propose to replace the vehicle scheme for war

pensioners with a cash allowance at a rate which will

continue their existing preference over the civilian

severely disabled.'J [Also mention supplementary benefit

capital disregards and housing benefit children's needs

allowancel [My Rt Hon Friend the Secretary of State for

Social Services will be giving futl details later in our

debates. l

6. This cash assistance will be of real benefit. But

caring means more than cash" {'}re needs (for example) of

the elderlyrfanð. in particular the increasing numbers of
L

the very old, are complex. Some can be met through our

health and. social services. So*"] ."e met through

voluntary groups and charities with their potential for

b ,u,

Ar,r,rt',
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providing a distinctive, personal care. If we are to get

the best out of this invaluable resource, we must help the

helpers"

7" I introduced in 1980 antial new tax relief for

covenanted donations to charities, by allowing relief

against higher rates of income tax subject to a ceiling of

Ê3,000 a year; and last year I increased the limit on

exemption from capital transfer tax for gifts made within

a year of death from !220,000 to e¿50,000. Iþm pleased

to be ableJto carry these 2 measures further by raising the

ceiling on higher rate relief on convenanted gifts to

85,000, and by abolishing entirely the ceiling on

exemption from capital transfer tax for charitable

bequests"

8. I have had many representations about the position

of companies who are willing to second their staff with

pay, to charities. At present the company cannot set its

employee's salary against tax because it is not an expense

incurred wholly and exclusively for the Purpose of

business. I must make it clear that we shall adhere to

that general principle. But I am satisfied that in this

particular case it is right to make an exception, so that

Government does not hinder gifts of skills and experience

which may be infinitely more valuable than money in

particular cases. IRegulations? Commencing date?]
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK N: INDIRECT TAXES

1. I come now to my main taxation proposals. Firstt

the indirect taxes. I propose no change in the rate of

VAT.

Z, I the sensible presumption that

\ A

ßtt -l-' 4 t'^

,^4^tr
W-L^

the excise duties should be adjusted in line with the

movement of prices from one year to the next. I intend

to follow broadly the same approach in adjusting the

duties again this year" But our success in reducing

inflation me¿rns that the amounts of the increases I shall

be announcing will be much smaller than in recent years.

3. I start with the duties on alcoholic drinks. I propose

to increase the duties from midnight tonight by amounts

which represent about 25 pence on a bottle of spirits, 5

pence on a bottle of table wine, 7 pence on a bottle of

sherry and one penny on the price of a typical pint of

beer" Cider is increasingly competing with beer and I

propose a similar increase of one penny a pintr including

VAT.

4. Next, tobacco. I propose to increase the duty by the

equivalent, including VAT' of 3 pence on the price of a

packet of Z0 cigarettes. There will be conseguential

,ulw ,*#
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increases for cigars and hand-rolling tobacco, but 'no

increase for pipe tobaccá. These changes rvill take effect

from midnight, Thursday.

5. Next, the oil duties. I propose to increase the duty

on petrol by about [aåp] a gallon or [lpJ a litree

including VAT. In the case of derv I propose an increase,

includ.ing VATr of about t3åpl a gallon or ttpl a litre"

These changes will take effect for oil delivered from

refineries and warehouses from 6 pm tonight.

ó. As in the last two years, I propose no change in the

rate of duty on heavy fuel oil. This will represent a

reduction in real terms of some 25 per cent in the duty

burden since it was last increased in 1980 and will assist

industry by holding down its energy costs.

7, I also propose a number of changes in the rates of

vehicle excise duty. For the motorist the duty will be

increased by 85, from Ê80 to [85. [Add re goods vehicles

- say, 50 words. ]

8" tl ha as alw received a number of

representations

have carefully

that t tting duties are too high. I

all the points raised but I have

decided to lea the duties unchanged.]

9. The total effect of all the changes in excise duties

wili be to raise an additional Ê [ ] million in 1983-84 and

I AlL.;}'1 
Þ

ffi^





Ê t I miltion in a full year. This implies a. small fall in

the real burden of indirect taxes in 1983-84. [The

immediate effect will be to add about 0.4 per cent to the

overall level of prices"]
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK O: trrEALTH CREATION

1. Ultimately our ability to buy and provide for both

publicly and privately consumed goods and services hinges

on our ability to sell and compete" Companies both large

and small, in both traditional and new areas, must through

fair competition capture and regain a reasonable share of

both our domestic and overseas markets. Higher

employment, higher living standards and better public

services all depend on the performance of our businesses,

Nothing is had for nothing.

Z" Government has an important role to play in

creating the right environment in which our

competitiveness can improve. It is our job to seek to

remove barriers to British firms in overseas markets and

to promote that fair competition. And it is our

responsibility to promote realistic attitudes towards what

Government can and should do in a free society. It can -

and has - abolished controls of all kinds. It can - and has -

brought down inflation.

3" But Government cannot do it all, indeed it can do

relatively little. And it must not try. It is not the

Government's role to direct industrial investment or

management, or artificially to manipulate market

conditions. And the main responsibility for containing

costs and improving competitiveness lies with industry

and commerce.
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BUDGET CONFIDENTTAL

BLOCK P: BUSTNESS TAXATION _ NrS AND CT

1 What Government can do is to reduce the burden it
places on business.

z. I have given high priority to reducÍng the National
Insurance Surcharge (NIS), the tax on jobs introduced and

increased by our pred.ecessors. It increases costs. It
makes it more difficutt to win export ord.ers.

3. In last year's Budget I cut NIS from 3 t per cent to
2å per cent. In November I announced that, for 19g3_g4,

the rate would be further cut to l å per cent. On top of
this I made special arrangements to enabre harf of this cut
of 1 per cent to be brought forward into lgg2-g3.

4' I now propose to take a further step towards

abolÍtion of NIS. The rate wilt be reduced from l å per
cent to I per cent from August 19g3. As before, the
benefits wi'be confined to the private sector. This cut is
worth yet another lZZ0 miilion in l9g3_g4 and nearly
1400 million in a full year. After this reduction takes

effect NIS wilt be Z å per cent lower than when this
government took office. Overall this reduction is worth
nearly IZ billion to private business in a full year.





which [ *'r't"]examini;(but there is one Sr,r"J tr,"t lr.rr*
stands out' h/^ ? l¿w bîà

5. Turning to Corporation Tax, we issued a Green

Paper over a year ago. I am grateful for the many

thoughtful responses. These raise a wide range of issues

6. This is the overwhelming desire on the part of

industry for stability" I recognise the force in this.

change is not costless. I have therefore concluded that

there should be no change in the broad structure of the

present arrangements" As regards inflation and profits, I

await the outcome of the accountancy profession's further

consíderations.

7. The one issue raised. most frequently in response to

the Green Paper has been)ad.vance corporation tax (ACT).
L

ACT was meant to be an advance payment of mainstream

tax. Butr with the decline in profitability over the last

decade and-with tax allowances for stock and. investment,

it is acting as a tax in its own right.

8. In the light of this I propose two changes. First,

ACT can at present be carried back two years to be set

against mainstream tax. I propose to increase this to six
vl¡'-'l' ¡years. This will help companies tþ are paying dividends

while having low taxable profits - notably manufacturing

companies.
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9. Second, double tax relief on overseas income'is only

allowed against such part of a company's corporation tax

liability as remains after dedecution of ACT. Ï propose

that double tax relief be allowed against the liability

before ACT deduction. The surplus ACT arising could

then, under my previot. piopor.l, be carried back up to

six years.

10" The cost of these two measures is Ê150-200 million

in a full year.

11, Again in the light of responses to the Green Paper' I

propose that the incidental costs of issuing acceptance

credits and of issuing loan stock should be allowable

expenses for corporation tax purposes.

72. Now, the rates of corporation tax" I would have

liked to reduce the rates. But the costs of the reduction#
in NIS and the action on ACT mean that a reduction in the

52 per cent rate cannot be afforded. fto review]

b), ,r'tM
h *$r'à

P*4/\ 13.

changes will particularly benefit larger compaqies. As a

result I consider it right to concentrate now on the small

companies rate.

14. At present the small companies rate of 40 per cent

applies to taxable profits up to 890,000. The move to the

52 per cent rate is phased in by charging a marginal rate

E "* 
aware thaù the NIS reduction and the ACT
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of ó0 per cent on profits between Ê90'000 and EZZ5t000' I

propose to reduce the 40 per cent rate to 38 per cent and

to raise the lower limit of Ê90'000 to Ê100t000'

15. It is desirable to phase in the move to the 52 per

cent more gently. I propose that the marginal rate of

60 per cent should be reduced to 55 per cent by raising

the upper limit of ç-ZZ5'OO0 to [8550'000] '

16. The cost of these changes to the small companies

þSi*"]*itt be Ê40 mittion in 1983-84 and 865 mitlion ln a

full year.
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1. I now turn to North Sea tax. ït is clear that the I l'¡

next generation of oil fields will in general be smailer,

and proportionately more expensive, than existing field.s.

The prospect for oil prices is also particularly uncertain.

we need to recognise this, and to ensure that the fiscar

regime is sufficientty flexible to provide the industry with

the incentive to develop new fields, while continuing to

ensure that the BrÍtish people receive their fair share of

the benefits of our North Sea resources.

2,. Most existing fietds stíll make good profits. The

Supplementary Petroleum Duty has been abolished. But

the industry have urged that some further easement.of

current cash flow could help them to finance further

North Sea development. I have therefore decided to

phase out Advance Petroleum Revenue Tax" As a start,

the 20 per cent rate will be reduced to I J, and ApRT will

dísappear completely by t l.

3. Before fields are developed they have to be

díscovered and discoveries appraised. In order to
encourage this' I propose that relief should be allowed

against PRT on existing fields for expenditure incurred.

after today in searching for oil and appraising discovered

ô

ßs lr;r '
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reserves.





4. On future fields themselves, I propose two

important new incentives. First, the Petroleum Revenue

Tax oil allowance will be doubled for these fields'

Second, my rt hon Friend the Secretary of State for

Energy will be taking steps to waive royalties for them'

These changes will apply to future fields Iwith the

exception of relatively profitable Southern Basin and

onshore fields] where development consent is/has been

given on or after [ ]. And by the time future fields come

on stream APRT will finally have been abolished'

5. An Inland Revenue press release to be issued later

today gives further details, and also describes a number of

other changes in oil taxation which I propose' They

include, following the industry's representations on the

consultati.rL do",rtoent published last May, my proposals

on PRT reliefs for expenditure on shared assets such as

pipelines and for charging related receipts including

pipeline tariffs. The proposals wilt secure significant

additional relief for the industry over the years ahead

and, to encourage sensible sharing arrangements with

smaller less profitable future fields¡ I am proposing that

pipeline tariffs on the first *m tonnes of oil throughput a

year from any field should be exempted from PRT' The

legislation will be effective from 1 July 1982r the start of

the first full chargeable period after the publication date

of our outline ProPosals.





ó. Taken together, these proposals will cost about I J

in 1983-84. if," phase out of APRT and its new appraisal

relief will cost on average about I 1 over the next 4

years.But the longer term benefits to the companies will

be greater as new fields begin to benefit from these

changes. The regime for fúture fields will be simpler and

entirely profit related. The larger oil allowance will be

particularly significant for smaller fields' Exploration

and appraisal will be encouraged and the eariy

improvement to cash flow secured by phasing out of

APRT should help to finance new activity"

7. Thus atl proposals concentrate on future

development. Tax is only one part of the story.

Technological changes to cut the industry's costs and, of

courser the future oil price will be asr or morer important.

But I believe that my proposals will provide the industry

with the right fiscal incentives for a further phase of

successful development of the country's North Seâ

resources"
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BLOCK R: ENTERPRISE Ali[D BUSINESS

1. The tax system used to work against enterprise. It

now works in its favour. Tl¡e cut the absurdly high rates of

income tax. We cut the small companies rate of

Corporation Tax and raised the profit limits for small

firms. We have eased the burden of capital transfer tax.
f.
But tax was not the only area of concern" Finance isL

n
often a problem for small firms.JWe introduced the Loan

Guarantee Scheme. \4¡e introduced'the Business-Start-up

Scheme. We have encouraged individual enterprise with

the enterprise allowance. We created ZZ enterprise

zones. We have Íntroduced a range of measures to help

innovation. And we have made major strides in other

areas.

¡¿
Z. Án strort we took the Government's hands from round(_
the neck of enterprise and. let it breathe( The results are

)
already beginning to be seen. Britain c¿rR now offer a

more attractive environment for venture capital and for

the micro-electronics revolution than Germany. It is

unthinkable that this would have been said five years ago"

^llur schemes are a success.) there has been a three fold

increase in the number of small industrial units being

built. [t300] million has been lent to [11,000]

companies under the loan guarantee scheme. Profit
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sharing schemes have mushroomed and now cover

[2501000] employees. SAYE linked scheme covers over

1001000. The enterprise allowance scheme has led to the

creation of [2r000J new firms, many of whom are now

recruiting their own work forces.

3, It is important to build on these successes. I now

propose further action in six areas.

4. First, wider sharg ownership. It is important that

the employee should identify closely with the success of

his company. For this reason I have in the past raised the

limit on profit sharing schemes. I arso am conscious of

the value of shares in attracting key people into new and

risky ventures, For this reason I consider the present

limit of E1rZ50 should be increased and made more

flexible so that schemes can be tailored to particular

circumstances. I propose to íncrease the limit to 10 per

cent of an employee's salary, subject to a maximum of

!5,000. I also propose to increase the 850 monthly limit

on SAYE linked option schemes to E?5.

5. Last year I introduced arrangements to spread the

income tax burden that can arise when an option is

exercised. I now propose to increase the instalment

period from 3 years to 5 years. The total cost of these

measures will be 120 million in 1983-84 and some

Ê40 million in a full year.
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ó. Second, capital taxa tion Capital tax.es can

suffocate enterprise. Last year we took the major step of

indexing of capital gains. It is clearly appropriate to

provide a period of stability to let the new structure

settle in. we have already announced that administrative

measures will be introduced to help large institutional

investors. I now propose that, as the legislation provides,

the annual exempt amounts for individuals and for

trustees should be increased in line with inflation to I J,

The small gifts exemption which is now of little practical

signifieance is to be withclrawn. I also propose to increase

to [20'000 the limits on the relief for small part disposals

of land and for residential letting fand to abolish the

Ê250,000 limit on payment by instalments and to lengthen

the repayment period to ten years] 
"

7 " I am concerned that the prospect of CGT may

encourage €ìn entrepreneur to take money out of his

business and put it in pension schemes or life policies. As

a result I propose to double the present retirement relíef

to 1100,000.

8. The cost of all these CGT measures will be under

[Z million in 1983-84 and Ê12 million in a full year.

tq. On capital transfer tax, I am concerned that, except

at the bottom of the scale, the tax is more onerous in real

terms than when it was introduced by the Rt Hon Member

for Leeds East. It would cost Ê135 million to co*ect this.

UnfortunatelV$annot afford the whole amount.





10. I do propose to increase the exempt amount from

855,000 to Êó0,000 and to simplify and reduce the number

of rate bands leading to a new top rate of 70 per cent

starting at 81,325'000.

11" I am particularly con'cerned about the impact of the

tax on businesses. The tax acts as a disincentive to

entrepreneurs. In farming, it seems to be contributing to

a reduction in the farms available for letting and so

inhibiting new entrants into the industry. I therefore

propose to increase the relief for owners of businesses and

for agricultural land with vacant possession from 50 per

cent to 60 per cent and increase relief for minority

shareholders in unquoted companies and for let

agricultural land. from 20 per cent to 40 per cent.J

l7Z. The cost of these changes on capital transfer tax

will be Eó0 million in 1983-84 and Ê100 million in a full

year. l

13. Third, tax measures for small companies. I propose

to increase the VAT registration threshold with effect

from midnight tonight from 117,00 to Ê18,000 in line with

inflation. have already discussed the small companies

Corporation Tax. [annual accountingof

consultation. ]

74. I propose to increase from t200 to 911000 the de

minimis limit for assessment of investment income

apportioned to the members of a close company.





15.. The cost of these measures wilt be [6 mittion in

1983-84 and lll million in 1984-85.

16. Fourth, innovation and technolo . I propose to

extend the 100 per cent first year allowance for rented

teletext receivers until June 1984 and for British films

until March 1987. As I have already said I also propose to

increase from 10 per cent to 25per cent the permissible

office space in buildÍngs which qualify for the industrial

buildings allowance as a help in particular to technology

based industries. The cost of these measures will be

þsrisiuíeJ i" 1983-84, EZ0 miltion ín 1984-8s but

¿- [8150-200] over the period 1985-89.

77. Last year I extended the small workshops scheme

for two more years for very small units. This year I want

to encourage the conversion of more ota, Ss.d buildings(
into thriving workshops. So I propose to allow the units Ín

a single gonverted building to qualify for 100 per cent

first year allowances if on average they meet the size

requirements.

ü ¿V vl^^/ t/t-À 18. Other measures will be introduced

EZ00 million over the next three years.
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19. The West Midlands have been particularly hard-hit

by the current recesion. The small engineering firms that
ùt- w-,,r-

are sf important to that region economy need help to

modernise and re-build their strength" I propose to make

I
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avaiiable an extra E100 million over the next 3 years to

enable my RHF the Secretary of State for Industry to re-

open the Small Engineering Firms Investment Scheme'

The allocation which was made for sEFIS last year was

quickly exhausted. The scheme is open to qualifying firms

in any arear but, as one would expectt a high proportion of

the first allocation went to firms in the west Midlands"

The new, and much larger, allocation witl I hope be of

substantial further help to the region, as well as to the

small engineering firms generally'

ZO. Grants will be provided to enable firms to buy

computer systems to improve productivity'

?,1,, At the moment grants are available for research and

development but not for bringing new products into

production. A new grant will be introduced to support the

initial investment required for this'

22. There will also be an increase in expenditure on

DOI's manufacturing & design advisory services' These

provide small firms with a free introduction to private

sector consultancy services, and have proved highly

successful.
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witt be describing these measures

inmoredetail@

24. Fifthr f turn to the critical matter of fi¡¿'nce'





25. One of my objectives has been to see companies

making greater use of the capital markets and relying less

on bank and hence monetary financing. In this respect

there has been some but not sufficient progress. In the

autumn of last year we saw the first bond issue in the UK

market by an industrial company. Though a number of

other issues followed, the fiow dried up as long term rates
fu--

rose again. It witl not be easy to establish the conditions

in which the bond markets can flourish again, but I am

confident that with lower inflation and lower Government

borrowing, the lower long term intereset rates which are

the key to this can be achieved. I come now to proposals

which will make it easier for companies to issue bonds.

26. A consultative document on deep discount stock was

issued on '12 January. I am grateful to those who

responded. These stock offer advantages in cash flow

terms over conventional stock, They may be particularly

appropriate for firms with current cash flow constraints

or for firms undertaking long investment projects which

will not produce a return for a number of years.

27 " [Legislation will be introduced to enable these

bonds to be taxed on an accruals basis and to enable

borrowers and lenders to choose from a wide range of

options a bond which suits their needs.l I also propose

certain reliefs to enable companies to issue Eurobonds in

this country and to ensure full tax relief is available for

discounts paid on acceptance credits.
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28. Next, the Loan Guarantee Scheme. This has been a

great success and is close to its Ê300 million ceiling. This

ceiling will be raised to t540 million to enable the scheme

to run its full three year course to May 1984. My hon

Friend the Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for

Industry will be making á fuller statement about the

scheme [later todayJ ,

29" [Management buy-outs have become a familiar and

important means of improving industrial activity" ï

propose to extend the relief for interest on loans to buy

shares in a company to purchases of shares by employees

in a buy-out which sets up an employee controlled

company.]

30. Lastly, the Business Start-up Scherr,le. This scheme,

announced in my 1981 Budget Statement, is without 
:q1.1

anywhere in the world" It offers uniquely generous tax

incentives to outside investors in small companies' \¡fhen

I introduced the scheme I thought it right to give priority

to investment in business start-ups1 where there is often

greatest difficulty in raising outside equity finance. Some

;¡lEZ}m] has been put into new companies under the

scheme.

31. On the strength of that success, I am encouraged to

make a major extension in the scheme. It is due to end in

April 1984. The life of the scheme will be extended to

April 198?. The coverage will be greatly widended. From'l





6 April next the scheme will apply' not just to new

companies, but to most established unquoted trading

companies as well. I propose also to double the allowable

maximum investment in any year from g20r000 to

8401000. A number of other changes will be made to

simplify the scheme. In particular the 50 per cent limit

on qualifying shares will be dropped.

32. My proposals will transform the position of unquoted

trading companies seeking outside equity. It is a further

move towards removing the bias in the tax system against

the personal shareholder, and will encourage wider share

ownership. By concentrating help on those companies

which do not have ready access to outside capital the

scheme wil| assist many more small companies to realise

their undoubted potential for growth. The extended

scheme will be known as the business expansion scheme"

33. IEnterprise allowances. ]

34. lFree ports]
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BLOCK S: MORTGÀGE INTEREST REr rFF

1. I have considered the case for raising the present

Ê25,000 ceiling on mortgage interest relief.

r\Z. /Its value has been eroded by inflation since it was
ì

fixed in 1974.JI am firmly convinced of the social and

economic benefits of home ownership.

3. But the arguments are by no means all in one

direction" Home ownership already enjoys tax concessions

worth over i5 billion, including over E2 billion of

mortgage interest relief. Public sector housing is also

heavily subsidised. Increasing the mortgage interest

ceiling would be expensive: an increase to 8351000 would

cost E?5-100 million in 1983-84 rising to some 8300 million

after a few years.

4. Investment in housing diverts funds away from other

activities, such as investment in industry. Mortgage

borrowing puts upward pressure on the money supply.

5. House prices have risen relatively slowly in recent

years. Houses are now cheaper relative to earnings than

at any time since 1973, Mortgage borrowers have

benefited from the fall in interest rates.
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6. [In these circumstances I have concluded that this is

not the year to increase the ceiling. ]

7 " In April mortgage borrowers will see the effects of

the move to interest relief at source (MIRAS). This

follows the legislation in last year's Finance Act.

8. Under MIRAS people will no longer get their tax

relief in the form of reductions in tax deductions in the

pay packet. Insted it will take the form of reduced

payments to the building society or bank.

9. This is. .an important simplification of

administration. It will ensure prompter relief at the right

level. There will be no change in the amount of tax

relief,

.AÌvq
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BLOCK Î FI\IRNESS IN TAXATION

NB: put here in a single block for convenience, but may be

distrÍbuted elsewhere.

/ t, I now come to a number of measures which seek to(

ensure a proper balance Ín the tax system. Each year

chancellors block up loophores in the tax system. Each

year people find new ones.

Z, This is not a satisfactory process. The real answer

is a pimple unambÍguous tax system, Complexity and

imprecision are the father and mother of avoidance and.

evasion.

3, $ut radical changes in the tax system are rarely

welcor4ed. change is itserf disruptive. Individuals and

companies must be able to plan ahead with a reasonable

expecta{ion of stability. Change also brings with it
gainers 4nd losers' chancellors tend to hear a lot from

the latter and little from the former.

4. I shall continue to work for a simpler system but I

do not expect to make rapid progress over a wide front.

chancellors will no doubt continue to d.iscover roopholes

they have to block. 
,
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5. I propose to introduce legislation to tackle

avoidance through the exploitation of group relieft
r --'â

W;u ln"h through the exploitation of second hand bonds¡ through

the exploitation of stock relief by means of payment on

account and through the exploitation of DLT through

disposals by non-residents" I also propose to legislate to

bring into tax scholarships provided by companies for the

children of employe Þ ese measures should Yield

Ê45 mitlion in a futt VearJ

6. On the taxation of internatir:nal business, clauses

will be laid on tax havens in the light of the recent round

of consultations. I have decided not to proceed this year

*ig.ly measure! ¡gl-{ìng-lo company residence" This

needs further consideration" The action on tax havens

needs to be seen in relation to the proposal I have already

announced on double tax relief and ACT. My aim is to

help companies trading overseasr but to do so in a way

which is- consistent with the legitimate interest of the
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Exchequer.

7 " In each Budget f announce the scale rates for tax for

car and. fuel benefits. The rates for 1984-85 will be lto

be settledl.

8. Finally, banks. I said last year we would be giving
q---

further thought to the problem of how best to ensure a

sufficient contribution to tax revenues by the banking

sector. I have examined the position with great care'
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What I have seen has not convinced me that it is

satisfactory. There are signs that the banks' labour costs

have risen excessively fast in recent yearsr perhaps faster

than if the domestic environment had been tougher either

in terms of competition or of the tax regime. This is not

reassuring in a period when it is vital for banks to use

their retained profits to strengthen their balance sheets"

9. But the conclusions this might normally have led to

have had to be tempered by the international and

domestic pressures on the banking system" It would not

be sensible to take action which might now weaken British

banks. I have therefore concluded that there should be no

changes this year in the tax regime for banks"
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK II: PEOpLE AND BUSINESSES

1. The measures I have announced so far go largely to

help businesses in the first instance. I estimate that they

will provide relief and herp in a fulr year amounting to

t I' I shall be coming shortly to measures intended

directly to help individuals.

Z. Any Chancellor, whether he is proposing increases in

tax or, as now, proposing tax reductÍons, is confronted by

a diffÍcult choice between the craims of different groups.

But while it is important to strike a fair barance, this

dilemma is lgss acute than it is sometimes represented.

All taxes, and the spending they finance, are paid for, in
the last analysis, by those who create the wealth of our

society. Whatever form it takes, any red.uction in the

level of taxes helps to ease this burden. We all have an

interest Ín cuts in company taxes that hetp to secure a

thriving and efficient business sector. The health of

industry is fundamentar to our ability to keep and create

jobs, and to provide the resources on which the standard

of living of everyone depends.

3. But successful businesses depend on the energy and

initiative of those who work in them at ail revers. cuts in
personal taxes have a vital role to play in creating an

-1(
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enterprising and competitive economy. We must not lose

sight of the need to reward individual effort, and to foster

a sense of personal responsibilityr by allowing people to

keep and spend more of what they earn' The

characterisation of tax reductions as "the Chancellor

giving money away" is whotly misconceived. A more

accurate description is that "the State takes less"' To

reduce taxes paid by individuals is the truest form of

privatisation.

4. In judging the right balance to strike in this Budget Ï

have taken into account the measures f announced in the

Autumn which will directly help to reduce the growth in

industrial costs. I have also taken into account recent

movements in the exchange rate. As I said in my Budget

Speech two years ago, exchange rate changes have the

effect of altering the distribution of incomes between

companies and persons. A higher exchange rate boosts

personal spending powerr but it squeezes the profits of

companies exposed to international competition' 
. 
In my

1981 Budget, personal income tax thresholds had to

remain unchanged in order in part to be able to offer

some help to companies.

5. This year, with a lower exchange rater the same

arguments point in the opposite direction. But thanks to

our success in controlling public spendingr the choices are

less stark than they were two years ago. Thus I am able

to combine the substantial measures of direct tax relief





to industry which I have just announced with a substantial

measure of direct tax relief to persons, to which I now

turn. Both are equally needed for economic recovery'





married man with two children started paying income'tax

if he .was on average earnings. In 1980 he started at

around one-third. of average earnings.

5. The tax threshold has fallen in this way as

successive Governments sought to pay for ever rising

levels of public spending. Public spending rose from

32 per cent of GDP in the late 1950s to 44 per cent in

1980. The social security programme itself has made a

major contribution to this rise in public spending. And

Governments have met the bill in great part by holding

down income tax thresholds.

6. The final piece in the jigsaw is the use of means

tested benefits to hold down the cost of social security

and to concentrate aid where it was most needed.

7. The upshot is that people move into income tax and

national ïnsurance contributions at income levels close to

supplementary benefit. They pay tax at the same time as

means tested benefits are being withdrawn. This can

mean that an extra Ê1 of earnings is both taxed and

results in loss of benefit. The person can be handing over

to the state 70 per cent, 80 per cent or even over 100 per

cent of the extra fl.

8. This is a nonsense. It is socially and economically

undesirable, It plays havoc with work incentives for those

caught in the traps. The corrosive effect spreads more
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widely. It finds its way into wage bargaining and so

undermines competitiveness and destroys jobs.

9. But it is one thing to identify the nonsense. It is

another to remove it. There are no easy answers, lVe

need to open up a gap between the income levels at which

benefits are paid and the income levels at which tax is

paid. But
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The way forward to reverse the trends that get us
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here.
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/4/' share of public spending in GDP. This is the policy of this

Government. lVe are restraining public spending. We

have laid the foundations for sustainable long term

growth. And the benefits are now being seen, Today, as

in my last Budget, I have proposed red.uctions in the tax

burden carried by industry, and a substantial increasl in

Child Benefit which will help to ease the unemployment

trap [and the poverty trap].

IPossible mention of Meacher,]
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK W: PERSONAL TAX

1. We have already reduced the basic rate from 33 per

cent to 30 per cent. I do not propose any further

reduction this year. [refer to long term aimJ.

Thresholds and allowances must take priority at present.

Z. Two years ago income tax allowances. were not
..1.

raised at all. A rise of 15 per cent was needed merely to

keep in line with prices" That was a difficult decision but

it was necessary.

3" It is right that now that the benefit should be

enjoyed particularly by those who had to make sacrifices

at that time" But increases must still be held to what can

be afforded.

4. I propose that income tax thresholds be increased

from 8.15ó5 for the single person to t I andr for the

married. person from Ê2455 to t I . This represents an

increase of some 14 per cent or about 8å per cent more

than is necessary to compensate for inflation in the past

year.

/. lni* *¿" ¿t¿I't¿

5. The additional personal allowance will be increased

in consequence from 1880 to t ]. Corresponding

\t





increases will be made in the age allowance, the higher

rate thresholds and bands and the threshold for the

investment income surcharge'

6. Effect wilt be given to these changes under PAYE as

from the first pay day 'after t I' They will cost

[E2billion]in1983-84and[82}billion]inafullyear.

Some [ ] people wilt be taken out of the tax net'

7. For the vast majority of people the income tax

reductions will more than offset the NIC increases that

take effect from Aprit' I am sure they will be widely

welcomed.

Þlu vá- 6/\t'í'4 44 4.L< 4-¿t4¡Þ-"14
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1. At the

objectives this

BUDGET CONFIDENTTAL

BLOCK X: CONCLUSION
[¡,rW&,

start of my speech I referred

Government adopted in lg7g.
remain. This country has great need of coninuity and
consistency of policy. The lack of continuity and
consistency have contributed substantially to our
economic problems and the present tragic level of
unemployment' only by maintaining sound poricÍes can
we assure the recovery on a sustainable basis. But such
policies are not Ínconsistent with rear reductions in
taxation, as I have shown today and in my Budget last
year. I¡deeil such reductions stem from such policies;
without such policies they would not be possible, or
sustainable.

¿. But while emphasising continuity of poticies and the
development of the themes which we have emphasised for
the past four yearsr wê rD'st not overlook the ultimate
aims of policy. For a lower PSBR, a money supply under
contror' and indeed reductions in taxes are alr means to an
end.

to the

These
I
¡

It
I

I

3. The

individual

ultimate aim must be the restoration of
prosperity, and individual freedom. This

Budget' by sustaining and carrying forward. the recovery,
is a further step in that direction. I commend it to the
House.

I
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BT'ÐGEI SPEECIT BI,OCK SOCIAT SPCURTTT

The fuL1 third draft of the Budget Speech which ie going forward to you this
evening containe the same passage oa Social security as díd the second draft
l"aet week. In view of the varfous developnente since then, this nay wel3-
be out of date, and accordÍngJ"y a revised B}ock J, which hae been discussed
with ST, ís below.

2. Clearþ thís ie very mrch a fírst ehot. tr'or one thing the policy ha6
yet to be settled. I'or anotber, there are a great many wq)rs j¡r whích this
passa8ê couLd be drafted. lûhat Ís below Ís probab}y about ae short a6 we
can get; a:rythíng less would hardLy tel-L the story. It woul"d be possible
to nake it l-onger, indeed much longer, by a diecr¡eeion about how methods
of uprating have deveJ.oped since 1945, and eo on, with euitable reference
üo the 1975 ehwtge, but it seems to us thåt it would be nuch better
to leave that oither to the Chlef ge in hÍs Speech on tb,e Wednesda¡rn
oIi-Uçfbaps better stÍl-L but more dístant
introducee the necessary legislatíon.

in tine, to l{r FowJ_er r*hen he

t' But even thie brief draft shows eome of ühe problens we have. fhese
are largely encapsuLated in the paÉsege ln square brackets at the end of
paragraph 6. Tou r¿ilL want to coneíder - no doubt with Mr Fowl"er - whetber
and íf so how far ín your $peech you deal- with the point that whil.e the
question of any adJuetment now lapses (hence the careful reference in
paragraph I of the draft below to the fact that the upratings wi1l be
what lnfLatíon ie tland no Leestt) in another wider sense the adJustnent
is being effected, because the beneficiaríes wíll probabþ be getting
very fittler íf anythingr more than they woutd have got had the forecaet
nethod stuck to and an adJustnent of 2 per cent nade. lou may feel that

BUDGEB SECREN

1.





Bt'DCET SECREN

it would be wise to keep something on the 1ínes of the words ín square
brackets in paragraph 6, so as to face this point and aLso take
what credit there is for the fact that there to be

Bo But as r say it is very much a point for consideratÍon.

4' îwo or three other poÍnts for csnslderatíon cone up. First, there is
the question whethêr you wa¡rt to say anything about the wider question of

,,'y'uaexation and so on; my guess i.s certaínly not, in thís context
but at the sa¡re t

ç./ saíd, in the debat

ir¡e lt uill- be important that the draft ing, and what is
es etc, doee not give indexation - and the p}edge about

o

L

the pensíon - more of a new lease of Life than it need.

5' Second there ie the questíon of the pubLlc ser:vÍce pensioners. A smalL
pâs'age ín square brackets ie included in paragraph J, but this presumably
ietiedupwiththequestionofwhet}rerthe1"i¡n"kbetweentr,ustffi
and the publfc servíce pension is to be broken.

6' r'ÍnalIy, there is the question of the estinate for the uprating, or rather
range of estinate, whích r have put in square brackete ín paragraph !. r{e

rthlnk it is inevitabLe that you wllJ- have to give sone kind of range of
fig,_¡rreq. But these have to be Looked at alongside the Induetry Act Forecast
figure for the Q4 3-ikely to be 6 per cent a figure which you wí1L ín fact
aLready have mentioned (paragraph 2 of Br.ock F). The House nay quickry
spot that Íf inflation at the rel-evant month in the sur¿mer comes out at
below 4 per cent then as compared wíth the forecast nethod coupled with
an adjustment of 2 per cent, the change actuaLþ l-eaves the beneficíarÍes
worse off. Of course even if you said you thought the range in the gurnmer
wae going to be tt4 to 4* p*" centrr there is stfLl the possibiLity of the
fÍgure being beLow 4 and the sane deduction courd be drawn. one solution
to this, which I
terrns, even if it

írW
ffi^

1ß this year onì.y to put a floor of 4 per cent under the November 1 983 ln8r
and say that whatever the relevant Summer inflation is benefíts wilL not be
uprated by less than thís. obviously this has its unattractive aspects,
but r fear that otherwise this part of your speech might get an even noisier
reception.

ly1k-

RltT)r:Eln cl'r/rñ:m
E P KEMP
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FROM: D R NORGROVE
DATE: 25 February I9g3

cc Chief Secretary
Financial Secretary
Economic Secretary
MÍnister of State (C)
Minister of State (R)
Sir Ðouglas lVass' Sir Anthony RawlÍnson
Mr Burns
Mr Littler
Mr Middleton
M¡ Bailey
Mr Cassell
Mr Halt
Mr Moore
Mr Ridley

. Mr French
Mr Ha¡ris

Z. CHANCELLOR

Sir Lawrence Airey (Inland
Revenue)
Mr F¡aser - C&E

BUDGET SPEECI* THIRD DRAFT

Attached is a third draft of the Budget speech. There qre a few points to mention
here.

2" Three blocks have now gone.

-3lock E on unemployment had begun to rook very thin. Having dereted it,'-the problem was to know where then to put restoration of the 5 þer cent
abatement of unemployment benefit. There was some agreement that it

''might cor¡e earry, and it is now in btock D paragraph ?. The risk with this- which the draft rnay not entirery avoid - is that it courd rook as though
you were trying to slip ít out. This is nbt though insuperabre.

thete was general agreement that brock o on wealth creation was not
worth keeping. Tt¡e essence is now in the first'two paragraphs of brock p.

Block s on mortgage interest relief has gone. If a decision is taken to raise
the lz5'000 timit it could be put with the construction measures, or a block
could be rec¡eated for it. The discussion of MIRAS has also gone with
block s. The reason for this was the risk of making MrRAS seem ríke a

\





Budget measure by including it in the Budget speech, when the aim is
preferably to distance it. Again this could be reinstated if you wish.

3. You'questioned the structure of block Ð on the home economy. It has some

reason tó it. It sta¡ts with the financial scene in the UK, which tink-s quite welt with
the end of block C (implicitly contrasting the UK with the IMF's problem countries)
and gives some good news. It goes on to the demand and output picture and finíshes by
explaining why devaluation is not An ¿ìnswer. But there a.?e a number of other ways it
could be done if you prefer.

4. Block T, fai'rness in taxation, still survives, but ma¡ked in the margin are possible
places for the .rrrrorrrr".*ents at present in this btock. There is a case for keeping
them 'together, which you might like to consider before the word processor does its
work. As last yearr a block'of this kind helps to get the unpopular news out of the way
quickly and reduces an impression of taking back witb one hand what has been given
with the oth.er. This is particularly true for tax on car perks and scholarships, These

would fit naturally into block \4¡ on income tax, a short'block a¡rd one which should
ideally be the unalloyed centrepiece of the speech. But perhaps there are other
solutions.

5' Yòu have.now agreed to consultation on VAT a¡rnual accounting. This could be
included in the Budget speech or, as the Economic Secretary has suggested, in his
speech in the Budget debates. If the exercise is to be low key the latter seems

preferable.

6" Finalþ, we have cut out'a further 11000 word,s or so since the last d.raft" T!¡is
version is about 111000 words.

bp{
\*'

D R NORGROVE
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CHANCEÏ,LOR Or Tr{E Ð(cnEQrIER copy of Mr Norgrovers minute

THIRD DRATT

Ï think this draft ís coming along nicely. We have not been abLe to take
everybodyrs comments, but we have of course tried to take on board alL of
yours and those which you have especial-ly comnended.. One difficultlr of
courser was that nany of the other comments would have neant a lengthening.

2. Two general- points concern me. First, unemployment. As ltr Norgrove
poínts out, vre have taken out Block E on unemployrnent which was after alL
extremely thin. But it does leave one wondering r+hether there is now

enough about unemplo¡rment as a whoLe ín the Speech. It is mentioned a
great many tÍmes, and the general meÉsage about carrying on wíth st eady
poLicíes, getting infLation down, and hence improving unenployment xs

¿l
14à ¿t

l"rr1/lt\
&'{* ' Å"1

f^en.¡d
lþ:r'ö4
I lr¿l v*¡a

.*- ft l#

ffi,f
ù* ¡'l-

b.? . \^

",IË4

repeated nore than once. ït may be that that is all we can do - ue do not
wa¡lt to repeat J-ast yearts big section whích was entÍtLed ttJobs and payrr.

But as was pointed out at our discussion on the Bufuet Broadcast this
afterrroon, unempS-oyment ís going to be a factor whieh is going to be at
or near the top of many peopJ-esr rainds f-istening to the speecb, and.

looking at the measuresr and it is worth looking through the draft with
this in mind.

t. second, the old question of what the *messagert of the Budget is.
Basica3-ly it is, of course, a 'steady ae you gor one, carrying on with
fiscaL and monetary poLicÍes which are startíng to pay off. you will
want to consider the concl-usion section, where it aLL gets pull-ed together.
I think the message of trcontinuing steadily so a6 to sustaín the recoveryrf
is the one lre want to get across, but until the conclusLons have been
worked on this ís arguabLy a bit ncuffLed stilL. ,r+

ß* ,r-+ t/-..- 4'^+'{Vr
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4. I should also nentfon, of course, that a nunber of the decisions which

you wiLl announce have yet to be refíned, or indeed in sone cases taken.

Thus fur{her detaíLed and factual r¡ork will be necessary on parts of the

$peech. It nigbt be that we should keep thís in hand for the coming weekt

J and let have a fourth draft nert Frída¡¡ whích

uould then take over.

Jutt

your PrÍvate Offíce

){ v
tztfr.-

E P TçEMP
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FROM: D R NORGROVE
DATE: 25 February 1983

cc Chief Secretary
Financial Secretary
Economíc Secretary
Minister of State (C)
Minister of State (R)
Sir Douglas Wass
Sir Anthony Rawlinson
Mr Burns
Mr Littler
Mr Middleton

Block E on unemployment had begun to þ\_g!hin. Having deleted it,
the problem was to know where then to put restoration of the 5 per cent
abatement of unemployment benefit. There was some agreement that it
might come early, and it is now in block D paragraph z. The risk with this
- which the draft @rot entirely avoid - is that it could look as though
you were trying to slip it out. This is not though insuperabl 

": 
rl ynrta hqvl !:rr..JY\

- , There was general agreement that block O on wealth creation was noty' 
worthkeeping. The essence is now in the first two paragraphs of block P.

- Block S on mortgage interest relief has gone. If a decision is taken to raise

U 
the EZ5t000limit it could be put with the construction measures, or a block
could be recreated for it. The discussion of MIRAS has also gone with
block S. The reason for this was the risk of making MIRAS seem like a
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Budget measure by including it in the Budget speech, when the aim is

preferably to distance it. Again this could be reinstated if you wish.

3. You questioned the structure of block D on the home economy. It has some

reason to it. It starts with the financial scene in the UK, which links quite well with
the end of block C (implicitly contrasting the UK with the IMF's problem countries)
and gives some good news. It goes on to the demand and output picture and finishes by
explaining why devaluation is not an anqrüer. But there are a number of other ways it
could be done if you prefer. I'l^y'' ry^ L Ùt/l- Ltit v/

4. Block T, fairness in taxation, still survives, but marked in the margin are possible

places for the announcements at present in this block. There is a case for keeping

them together, which you might like to consider before the word processor does its
work. As last yearr a block of this kind.helps,to get thsr unpopular jlew.s out of th.e way
quicklv and reduces an impression of taking back with one hand what has been given

with the other. This is particularly true for tax on car and scholarships. These

would fit naturally into block W on income tax, a block and one which should

ideally be the unalloyed centrepiece of the speech.

solutions.

But perhaps there are other

¿
L¡,*"tn
i/t v*-
(#¡
lrflr-/r '

l.*-t4*:

5. You have now agreed to consultation on VAT annual accounting. This could be

included in the Budget speech or, as the Economic Secretary has suggested., in his
speech in the Budget debates. If the exercise is to be low key ,l*{,ï_=.*"
preferable.

--r-

6. Finally, we have cut out a further 11000 words or so since the last draft. This
version is about 111000 words.
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BUDGET SPEECH: TEIRI, DR,ÀFT

BLOCK A: OPENING

1. [Opening remarks: 5th Budget etc.J

encourage recovery. They will develop and build on

steady themes which have been the foundation of

approach to the economy since we took office in 1929.

2. I begin, as I began last year, by making it clear that

I shail this afternoon be proposing further ¿UTli¡Íîí#f:

6"u,*""".1in trr". taxes paid both by businesses and by

individuals. *."w@chieved in a manner that iit
entirely consi.qtent with our Medium Term pi"a"cia$

t+ ù*. hiStrategy forþntrol oif^o,,"ffi rc, lower public

borrowing. 1 [ c-* ,]t +ú't *, [..,r]dt â-h ,;4l-il-1
)( l"'^

3. &V propo""l$J ""e designed to sustain and to

the
at¿t l+ruffÅ

t""f
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BLOCK B: LOOK BACK TO r9?9

1 declining

relative position in the world u"onofi, called for a fresh

start, for a new strategy. h my first Budget I stressed

four princÍples

¡eia¡iç decline: better incentiveè, greater freedom of

choice, a smaller and more efficient public sector and

!un,n L
BUDGET CE¡¡¡FÐËMFIAL alwþ u*,

-l-.*t4*¿t4 4
l4 1"1L.\ 4e ?lrtrk
â*/l 4Ar+ rta¡t\A tk

l--â

Wþ

¡S t'a+<

A-,¡ 1* þ+*,
A14--r-ì' 1AYì 11'at

t
+*Ul lr44 k¡"1"{

ltá"t\ 4- l^ ,rlrq,tl,,

\

t* A,tl

commonsense and responsibility in collective bargaining.

fl+ -t u tû-< 1.â,--, lq.+A-+rn^¿

7. that these fe¡¡r

principles would not tâ themselv unless

3. These basic principles offered a radical new

beginning. But they called or fundamental and far-

reaching changes in attitudes and behaviour,

6¡å industry and commerce. 
"-rrdå 

we h¡d embarked .

on what was essentially a long-term programme of

economic reconstructìon, many people may have doubted,

in 7979, our resolve to camy it through. fsuch doubts

cannot exist todayJ (l -*, ,*"^Hr-. tt#tât ,*h.;-
ñr, t*Iilrr/\\I

4 This Budget is part of a con tinuing process. It is

t ã-d-,e.'ti''oiì!g
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BUDGET CONFIDENTTAL

BLOCK C: WORLD ECONOMY

l*
@ooking "! tn" world economy as a whole, there are

sign that the worst of the problems we have faced in

a'c¡ÃJ¿ b lrtó't

the three years since the second oil price shock -ffi.

F,.tl tl'-¿',,,^¿Ð*y)

Z. Last year we saw activity _in the major industrial

economies fall by one half per cent. World trade in

manufactures was Eiffirftr+*+*tl -.". forecasÇ$

F"ò""f"t"{ Unemployment in industrial countries has

risen to more than 30 million.

i trrr

iâ IF
^Ì*

the financfal difficulties of ccr*airr developing coun
tlr;l¡|aþ

They have t#[to cope with high oil import costs. The
l^r'J Iã'þü'

markets forþommóåitieif have been weak. Interest rates

have been high, and many developing countries have seen

a sharp rise in their short-term debt. They have had to

cut their imports, which has contributed to the sharp fall

in world trade.

4. But although world markets f"t þfJ manufactures

å

rr

F ârri, *
v*
L1r,,''

11¿Þ
iå{share of those markets.

a small increase in





d,,5. Looking ahead, 1983 should see ¡t recoverV y' tt "L
major economÍes gathering pace as the year goes on. This

should be accompanied by a recovery of world trade.

.wJ ¿r *fn-
6. Oil prices are now falling. ¡;s¡ 'u^ tt,'Fan oil

producer, this is not an unmixed blessing. But for the

U*;trr4

ù *L.,¿Yü l.*.t
¿A^..rt\ r4,
ft ta*n I fu ¡r^rt

world as a whole - and so for the - lower oil prices

should help both to reduce inflation and to encourage

increased activity.

47. More important still, there are(igns that the world

is breaking the inflationary habits of the 19? {1re rate

of increase in prices has fallen ore steeply than

expected Inflation in

industrial countries now averages

lowest for a decade.

[5åJ per cent - the

8. At the same time, interest rates have declined

substantially In the United States, 3-month f(Ê¡êet
rates have þlmostJhatvea compared to last summer,s

peaks. nd

9. We have the opportunity for a recovery which wilt

be gradual, but healthy. Our task now is to ensure that it

can be sustained, and

terr ed by new shocks to the international

stthe e many countr

ti

sipatedJ in renewed

system. A"al ''hn "r-1





10. The policies agreed at last year's Versailles Summit

and reaf firmed most recently at the IMF Interim

Committee meeting which I chaired last month in

Washington offer hope in this. They will need persìstence

and political will to carry through, but they comt¡and

wide international support.

11. Although the recession has tended to increase

budget deficits in the major countries, it is essential that

structural deficits are put on a con-vincing declining path

in the medium-term. The United States has a special

responsibility here. Success for the US Administration in

its efforts to reduce its huge public sector deficit in the

years immediately ahead is crucial. Otherwise American

inflation and interest rates may rise again and dash

recovery prospects for us all.

12. It is also important that decisions have been taken

in the last two months to boost substantially the resources

available to the IMF. This will give it the means to back

its authority in securing adjustment by major debtor

countries and the ability to help them to achieve it. The

major problems of international sovereign debt will

continue to require careful handling and co-operation

between governments, central banks, commercial banks

and the international financial institutions. The United

Kingdom will continue to play an active part in ensuring

that solutions can be found to these problems.

\
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BUDGET CONFIDENTÏAL

BLOCK D: THE DOMESTTC ECONOMY

1. At home, 
the financial

soundness of the u.ono.y. à h^rrr-r. M y-.,¡n a;*UJ

z' Government spending and borrowing are under
control. The public sector deficit, as a percentage of our
domestÍc product, is one of the smallest in the
industrialised world. Monetary growth is within the g_lZ
per cent target range. The exchange rate and. short-term
interest rates have stabirisedrrefrecting the reassuring
position on public borrowing and the money supply; and
demonstrating the confidence of får markets tha

I/W Ia*þú;,

WM t the
conditions required for continued control of inflation silt
¡carainranr*.

3. On the external side, last year we had a surplus on
our balance of payments cunent account of Ê4å billion.
fThat means that we also increased the nationfs net assets

abroad by the same amount: a source of valuable income
for the future'J Even when oil is left out of account, our
share of world export markets rose. expect another
surplus on current account

ui, lq&

the nationts under lying fínancÍal position is
as strong externally as it is internalyJ Total official
external debt now stand,s at around. $12 billion, compared

t
smaller thanl-r" F





Uà¿<.¿'ó-
rvith $22 billion when we took office. lb"Ù6í.tanding
debt is smaller in relation to our exports than at any time

since the second World War.

øt*l 0u*\t\

countries.

demand has

I

\rt"; vJ^

4 Qverall demand i¡trrceemnt¡ þ¿5

G.*'F.¡*.-¡.*dd- at some Z-3 per cent a year in real

terms since the spring of 1981. @
than in most other industrialS/tw^#r r-e

L-t4/^'FA

¿i'¡,,*Jl\

Indeed, as I said a moment agor external
a2!-tu*r*'ø; 1.|rrl*c ,úA^' r l,t

fallen. WitÈÈ¡€ak overseas demand anô¡ising

l^r d[.^

^(4M

lra imports, total trE output crease last

year ¡P.{. ,in hanufacturing

brighter, such as construction, and gry service and

consumer goods industries¡ 't/'4 b';/1;''4 b' þt'^4 ir'
4r't ^ vaî*-, lãai,/l¿,.

ïtle expect both demand and output to grow by some

[2] per cent this year. This is in line withr or a little

faster thanr the ected growth in world outPut.

l,¿r"fWt¡t
6. Unemployment, tragically high. It has taJ¿ql

continued rising. But the rise has been less rapid than in

1980 or 1981. Again developments over the past year or '
lA.*frLA !þÞa,

two in countries such as the lltfGermany and the

Netherlands have been rather *oi" than in ,nu'# 
W'

[Details] This underlines the point that although we

went into recession rather earlier than most other
..[r úæ àtù r,d^Jt lr2..r^ <o o**r¿*

countrie$
L

\

per cenv

Expand, mentioning CBI trends survey.]
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reverse years of relative decline'

still have to'

^^

,W, to lower unemPloYment is for rnæíu{I

B;i+{stnCnnst to be translated into British. oçtput and

1^^A kl !M- lavu'wt'+î tV f
British jobs. ¡lLabout

productivity Ín manufacturing has increased sharply - by

some l3-74per cent over the last two yearsf {uu""g"
lnlV¡r>

,*S/suttfements have continued to fall - though I¡s fast

th3t price inflation - and cost competitiveness has

Wt**rll
improved. In the less easily qxdifi{d areas of designt

reliability, speed of delivery and after-sales servicet

British firms are also improving their performance'

Industrial

historic st

profitabilitY -though stíll v low by

L91â'l
J ínr r¡ tJ'41

,t^g\t Z t I
,- Jr,r hl CI

f? e VrtdÐ '

has also begun to recover.

9. Our firms are now rñ! more competitive fcr{irË

and better placed to make inroads

into home and overseas markets

for many Y

a
?. Unemployment is levertheleg likely to ce*tix'w'+*Ó

high for some time to come. The special employment and

training measures next year will total around f2 billiont

almost five times as much as in 19?8-?9' It is also right

to recognise the widespread concern about the 5 per cent

abatement in unemployment benefit made in 1980' This

will be restored at the uprating in November'

10.

fall

opportunity to improve its competitiveness

9r,',-^ I/4/^ t^ tt-- +¿4/t-t 4n ça

,:n 4

f costs





64\ eú* **t*
restrained. That means moderation in pay

above all.

11. But devaluation sought as a deliberate act of policy

is fotly. It is a signal to the world that government has

abandoned financial prudence' People are the more likely

to seek higher wages to offset its effects' It brings only

temporary improveme"t& relative unit costsJto the

measures that are often and rather misleadingly referred

to as measures of "competitivenesstt'

ya&Wv ti*rþ)øt--'*>,
a'.dtl t' ,r

11. The onlY waY to achieve a g gain in living

standards is to improve the products and services that we

sell, to raise our levels of productivity closer to those

achieved by our competitors abroad, and to make sure

that pay increases are at a level which keep our goods

competitive.

11-. Since 197? this country's exchange rate policy has

been based. on an obvious truth: that governments cannot

arbitrarily fix the exchange rates for any one of the

world's major currencies against the others while large

instabilities persist and that to attempt to do so can itself

be damaging.

13. The way to greater currency stability must lie

through greater stability in the world economy' and above

all lower and more stable rates of inflation in the major

countries. This is a goal we must continue working for' It

l^ r,ry vt-'tL

^ 
L/ük,

Wt;¿^ttr;qù+i
ÛLuF'a'¡' 

r-,'yff
î/ú/,avt*\

Vu;r;¡\
- A,r-i/' bYtr





a
is one that no BritÍsh Chancellor could or should lightly

disregard. In the interests of the British people and as

guardians of one of the world's main currencies, British

Governments have a special responsibility to pursue

policies that will maintain the value of sterling over the

long run.

I

\
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BLOCK E: UNEMPLOYMENT
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BUDGET CONFIDENTTAL

BLOCK F: INELATTON

1. Progress on inflation is the ultimate _ and perhaps

best - test of prudent financial policies. It was on a rising

trend when we came to office. It reached a peak of
nearly ZZper cent in 19g0. In 19g1 it fell to [12 per

centJ. Now it is 5 per cent. This is a major achievement

which is owed substantiaily to th; consistency of the
policies we have pursued. in the past four years. The lggl
Budget was particularly important in this. çWr"ArÎ- e tlu tà

l*
üa'h¡l ¡^'

Z, With the fall in the exchange rate some

1..,f11.,", N inflation now is unavoidable. flation measured

Retail Price hdex may be running t about [6J per cen

in the fourth quarter of this year ,a little above what it is

now, but still substantially below its level of a year ago.

r
by the

I

3. This

temporary.

pressure on inflat

rise in the Retail price Index should be

Our poli aintain the downward

(rl--" ìrí'14^';^
tì ß--J\ ttâ/ø.t

t/t/^'11 r

2) &^**U lr ut1

0ÙP rt¿fl*?
*)* titvt/ *t
h^4n^å 

'â"3rHl^"u
JA\W\

they did after the exchange

all in 19S

rate

t seems likely that the GDp deflator

- which is a measure of prices across the whole economy _

will show a continuing fall from 19g2_g3 into next year

and

undiminish.d.J

determination to that end, is
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4. Lower inflation is not just good in ítself - though it

is. It also underpins a return to lasting growth and new

jobs in this country as in the world economy as a whole.

Lower inflation contributes to lower interest rates.

Lower inflation and interest rates help profits, and

encourage new investment and the creation of new jobs.

Moreover, as people's'expectations of future inflation fall,

growing confidence allows them to stop putting money

aside to cope with tomorrow's price rises and to maintain

the real value of their capital.

5. So low inflation can be a stimulus to demand. Just

as important, a return to lower more stable rates of

inflation should help to remove the uncertaintíes that

bedevilled our supply performance in the 1970s. -Long

range decisions about investment are well nigh impossible

against the background of high and variable rates of

inflation and interest.

6. Inflation and uncertainty are also the enemies of

good sense in pay bargaining. For years people knew the

Government would simply print money to cover excessive

pay awards. They had little incentive to look to improved

productivity to justify their pay increases. In 1975r for

instance, soaring 27 per cent inflation rate promoted

average wage rises of 30 per cent, higher still in many

cases. 1979 saw and 1980 saw a similar experience as the

effects of the winter of discontent came through. Behind

both lay the foolishness of the attempt to use incomes





policies to contain the effects of imprudent monetary and

fiscal policies.

7. The understanding that the Government will not

finance higher inflation, has- in most cases - brought

commonsense back into wage bargaining. Still lower wage

settlements and productivity gains remain vital for

strengthening our competitive position. [?waterJ

8, And more of the extra demand-resulting from lower

inflation - at home and overseas - will be translated into

extra British output and British jobs.

9. Everyone in Britain should share our determination

to make that happen. And everyone in Britain should

share too our satisfaction that lower inflation will allow it

to happen. Today's tragically high level of unemployment

was fostered by long years of high inflation. And by

failure to tackle it soon enough. And by failure to keep

up the fight. We shall not make those mistakes.

\
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK G: MONETARY POLICY

1. ¡]""]-."etary policy is founded on the need. to

maintain the conditions required to bring downward

pressure on inflation. In judging this, we look at the

measures of money supply and at other financial

indicators such as the exchange rate, real interest rates,

and of course progress in reducing inflation itself. The

Red Book, now in a new format in line with the Autumn

Statement, includes a full discussion of these matters.

Z. During the course of 1982-83, financial conditions

have developed much as intended. In the year to

February, the growth of all three target aggregates was

within the target range of 8-12 per cent. Other financial

ind.icators also pointed to moderately restrictive

monetary conditions. As in other industrial countries,

real interest rates remained positive throughout the year.

3. For most of the year the exchange rate was strong.

The weakening in November and December seemed to owe

more to external factors such as concern about oil prices

and sharp movements in the world's other major

currencies than to any laxity of financial policy at home.

No doubt Opposition statements and election

uncertainties have also played a part, not only in the UK.

I qr.* ,trt> rdV;^
\





4. With the satisfactory development of financial

conditions and rapid progress in reducing inflation a

substantial fall in interest rates was possible. By mid

November, short term rates had fallen to 9 per cent.

They subsequently rose to around I I per cent but they are

still substantially below the 16 per cent of November

1981.

5. Last year's MTFS set out a declining path for the

monetary targets. Given the satisfactory developments

of the past year, no change in the paih seems to be called

for. Accordingly I am setting the target for 1983-84 at
4¡nf^'*¡-¡ f' '+t7-11 per cent as originally-sgscsf¡d*aåt year{Again this

will apply to both broad and narrow measures of money

though Ml may for a time grow rather faster than

indicated by the range. With the present prospect for

inflation these targets give sufficient scope for growth in

output.

ó. Our position on the exchange rate has been stated

many times. We have no target but we will continue to

take account of the exchange rate in assessing monetary

conditions.

7. The exchange rate between sterling and other

currencies is inevitably affected. by events abroad as well

as at home. [But over time our consistency and

determination in the pursuit of prudent fiscal and

monetary policies will outweigh ephemeral market
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influences.] [Or: But clearly people are right to fear

that sterling would fatl if a different government with

different policies were to be elected' I have every

confidence that these fears will not be futfilled' There is

no reason connected with our present finances why any

fall should be more than temporary'ì

8. Over the Past Year, the innova ade in the waY

Government borrowing is conducted ve served us well

and the borrowing requirement been financed without

creating money.

9. I proPose to tinue our PolicY of diversified

funding and to o the indexed assets which we have

the past few Yearsr alongside

conventi assets.

Vr/l.tA at

âFrù lt,cúrt \
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achiev he targetSavíngs this. Year agarnav
E3 billion, l¡elped bY

been dev ln
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10. National

of inflows of
q¿,2T.

income bond For the

coming yearr I am again setting a target of t3 billion'

11. The steady performance of National Savings has

eased the pressure on the gilts market' This together

with more than Ê21 billion worth of indexed gilt sales

th very successful

over the past year has made it possib

of long term fixed interest stocks

This makes good sense from the point of view of the cost

of funding, and it has helped long rates to come down

ffi*
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almost as much as short rates - to a lower level than was

achieved, except fleetingly, in the whole period of office

of the last Government. V/

71-. lãefo"e leaving my review of money and debt
tt

management policy I should like to acknowledge the

contribution of the Governor of the Bank of England. He

will be retiring at the end of June after serving for 10

years with exceptional distinction' He has handled with

great skill and rvisdom several serious and complex crises

at home and abroad. He has also been prominent in the

less dramatic business of reform in many fields' Ttrree

Chancellors of the Excheu.,." þ"@r'^u'
14l'+*\ I'iJljiy'to be grateful for his advice. f am sure that the

whole House will wish to be associated with my thanks

and good wishes to Lord Richardso{

\ âñl
?
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK Ir: PUBLTC SECTOR BORROWING

l. Money, interest rates and public borrowing are

closely linked. To try to reduce the growth of _oney

without exercising firm control over public sector

borrowing creates strains. In the short run, these can only

be resolved by rising interest rato.s. In the longer term,
they are likely to prove intolerable, Other countries

understand this. All too many have had to learn the hard

way. This country is not an exception.

Z. A substantial med.ium reduction in

a U¿þ

W,/þr^-"
t ion in terms

seems inevitable

term2
sector borrowing is a necessary part of the process o

reducing inflation. We hav

c

During

early ó

10 per

3å per cent

of
here.

.iÀ.,1, #.
lr"r1!/, t^ W ,ì,

the late 1920s, [¡ public

per centl of GDp arrd ln 19?5

cent. By l98l-82 it had fallen to t9 birr

0iÅ n^/tr.

ofG For 1982-83 I budgetted for a public sector

borrowing requirement of t9å Uillion. The latest estímate

is for an outturn of Eg billion, equivalent to about 3 per

cent of GDP. [This red.uced figure is about half a

consequence of lower than expected. borrowing by local
authorities and. the ""-"ildu" is attributable to
nationalised industries and central government.l Lower

borrowing has contributed to rower interest rates.

\
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3. For 1983-84 last year's Budget Statement suggested

a figure for the PSBR of. Zl per cent GDP, equivalent to

E8 billion at the level of money GDP now forecast. In

judging whether that figure is still appropriate, I have

taken account of developments over the past year, and of

the main uncertainties which now confront us. On

interest rate grounds, there is a clear case for trying to

achieve a further reduction in pubtic sector borrowing.

The fall in interest rates over the past year still leaves

them undesirably high both in nominal and in real terms.

The fall in the exchange rate points in the same direction.

The fact that the exchange rate has now moved to a lower

level eases financial pressures, particularly on companies.

It reduces both the scope and the need for easier domestic

policies.

4. I have also had to consider the implications of the

recent fall in oil prices [and the continuing uncertainty

about future oil prices] . In the last few weeks the price

of North Sea oil and the official term prices of OPEC

crudes have both fallen. These falls are to be welcomed.

The 1979-80 oil price hike caused the world price of oil to

rise by more than Zt times triggered off the deepest

economic recession the world has experienced since the

war. Although oil prices in dollars have fallen back by

around 15 per cent over the last year or so, the rise in the

dollar means that in terms o! the world[ other major

currencies, the price of oil has continued to rise. Thus

the price of North Sea oil in sterling now stands at

\
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economY will in time mean more

fìr4-/ lower inrlatio{in Britain'

tt145l per tonne, the same as in the summer and t[15]

higher than at this time last Year'

5. But the recent reductions in oil prices will be

beneficial, particularly if they are followed by a period of

stability in the oil market' A lower price of oil will

reduce world inflation and stimulate the growth of world

output and. trade. Of course it wilt reduce the value of

our oil production, but oil accounts for only 5 per cent of

our National fncome. The health of a much larger part of

our national economy depends on the state of the world

economy. Lower oil prices and lower inflation abroad

means lower prices here' A more prosperous world

outout and iobs¡lãnd(-

6. I must, of course, be mind'ful of the risk that oil
4rr*-

prices -"y f"iffåuring this financial year and cause public

borrowing to be higher than I have planned' If that

seemed likely to compromise the success of our economic

strategy I remain ready to take action to make good a

shortfall in oil revenues.

7. Taking these factors into account, I have decided to

provide for a PSBR of [Ê8 billion] or 2l per cent of GDP'

as indicated. in the Autumn-statement published for the

k¡*t,teø¿
first time last year. T{t/fãnnounced a reduction in the

pubtic sector burden on industry and commerce during the

year ahead of Êå billion. After allowing for that and for

\





the other changes f announced as well as for the net cost

of revalorising tax allowances, thresholds and excise

duties in line with inftation, the latest forecasts suggest

that there will be room' within an Ê8 billion PSBR, for

further tax cuts costing Ê[2] billion. This ìs the net cost

to the PSBR of the measures I shall be announcing today.

The tax cuts are all the more welcome because they are

consistent with a further reduction in public sector

borrowing in relation to the size of the economy'

8. The Red Book gives revenue and expenditure

projections for the next two years' These allow for a

further decline in public sector borrowing over the

medium term. There is no certainty about the precise

figures. But they illustrate how lower borrowing can be

combined with lower taxes, within the framework of

policies designed to secure a further reduction in inflation

and interest rates.

lPossible discussion of a balanced budget to be added if

agreed. l
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1. Central to the control of borrowing is the control of

public expenditure. On 1 Februaryr we published the

public expenditure White Paper setting out our plans for

the years to 1985-80. [ir,i" earlier date of publication

followed a recommendation from the Treasury and Civil

Service Select Committee in their report on Budgetary

Reform, which I am glad we were able to meet. I
)

BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK I: PUBLIC EXPENDITURE

Z, It remains our view, as I said in my first Budget

speech, that finance must determine expenditure, not

expenditure finance. The White Paper has been prepared

with that principle well in mind. Public expenditure is

being held within the levels set in earlier plans. Thi€'åcs

been an essentíal factor making possible the tax

reductions I am announcing today. [The cost of the

adjustments and additions to certain public spending

programmes which f am announcing this afternoon will be

met from the Contingency Reserve: it will thus not add

to the planned total of expenditure.]

3. As well as keeping a firm grip on expenditur" -yV{"n

h irr=ash

- we have maintained a strict control over the running

costs of Government itself, in particular, manpower. By





the end of this month we shall have reduced the numbers

of the Civil Service to 652'000 - a fall of 80'000 since

Lg79. This represents a saving this year of around

t590 million in the Civil Service pay bill' lVe are on

target for a further reduction to 630t000 by April 1984'

[Mention FMI? Suggest not.] ,t/
tt-
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK Jz CAPfiIAL EXPENDITURE AND coNsTRUcTIoN

1 There is naturally concern about capital spending

and particularl apital spending by the public sector.

The Treasury Committee referred to this in their recent

report.

2. The White Paper showed that public sector capital

spending is planned to be about tl1* bitlion in 1983-84.

This is about 12 per cent higher- than the estimated

outturn for 1982-83 and includes some 86.8 biltion of new

investment by nationalised industries.

3. [It is worth reflecting a moment some of the

capital projects which this repr This money will

buy the construction of 37 miles of new roads, the

improvement of 250 of motorway and schemes

worth some Ê50 on by the London a-nd Merseyside

Development rporations. The Heysham tr power

station, ing approximately Ê1580 million, is due for

co by 1988. There are many, many more.J

Ill.rwr\
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4. Within total of public sector capital

îrlÆt
?4g'l|üTËr, expenditure on construction in 1983-84 is

expected to rise by 10 per cent, to 810* bi[ion. In

1982-83, we have been faced with major underspending on

capital both by local authorities and by nationalised.

industries. f am well aware that there is particular
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concern about the risk of further underspending in

1983-84 on the local authority capital programmes. In

view of this we have decided to in capit al

toallocations by [Ê100 million]. ThÍs is t an addit

-<the planned programme. It is intended oW t the risk

lì

h-i'q/-^lzî^/'

that the plans rvill be underspent. l?
5. More ca¡ be done. We have recently ed

local authorities to tackle their worst areas by

the localthe process known as enveloping - where

authority repairs the external fabric of co terraces

or streets on behalf of the owners. This is a

of housing

fore agreed

thorities in

cost-effective way of tackling the probl

decay, not least in inner cities. I have th

that we should make available to t

support of further specific schemes itional sofup

to 150 million in 1983-84.

6. [We also intend to make certain changes for

improvement grants, chiefly to allow houses built between

1919 and 7945 to become eligible for repairs grants. This

will meet a need recently identified by the English House

Condition Survey. An additional 200,000 houses will

become eligible for grant. The cost is expected to be

some [35 million this year. This is a useful extension of

the initiative I launched in my last Budget Statementl.

7. On the tax side, I propose to increase the

permissible proportion of of fice space in buildings

\





qualifying for the industrial buildings allowance from

l0 per cent to 25 per cent. This additional flexibility will
be of particular value in the high technology industries as

these often need relatively large amounts of space for
design and computer based activities. It will cost about

EZ5 million ín a full year.

8. Last year I extend.ed. the small workshop scheme for
two more years for very small units. This year I want to
encourage the conversion of more otd,fisuseaJUrrifairrss ?

into thriving workshops: I p"oporu to allow units in a

single converted building to qualify for 100 per cent first
year allowances if on average they meet the size

requirements. The cost will be about t1 million in a full
year.

9. f propose to introduce a measure which will benefit

tourism as well as the construction ind.ustry. The present

Z0 per cent capital allowance and writing down

allowances for certain new hotels will be extended. to a
wider range of hotiday and tourist accommodation

including some serf-catering facirities. r know this wiil be

welcomed by both ind.ustries. Self-catering is an area of
growing importance. The cost wi[ be about 810 milrion in '

a full year.

.l¡ h",ltìfU.

10. Finall evelopment land tax. In 19gl I introduced

a scheme to defer DLT on d.evelopments for the owner,s

own use. The scheme ends in April lgg4. I propose to





l-r*

extend it to April 1986. This will give owners a longer

time in which to make their development plans. The cost

will amount to Ê5 million in a full year.

lStock relief for houses taken in part exchange.]

[Mortgage interest relíef EZ5r000 if any change.

Mortgage interest relief for licensees has been decided.

Could be mentioned in this section or announce

separately?. J

11. Prospects for the construction industry are

improving. Construction output increased by [4] per cent

between the first and second halves of 1982. Last year

housing starts were up 27 per cent and housing new orders

by 36 per cent. Forward indicators are favourable. The

measures I have now announced, together with the action

taken in previous Budgets, will further improve the

outlook for the industry.
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BT,OCK J: SOCIAL SECT'RTTY

1. It fe tradltioral" for Chancellors to annouace

at Budget tÍ.ne the Government re iatentions for the

sociaL eccurity uprating in the next Novenber.

I propooe to foLLov this tradítíon, but ttith a

difference. lt ith eone cxceptíons, uhich I shs'L}

coroe to later, I chåll. not an¡rounco partieialar

ratce for an¡r bencftte. lhís is why.

2. As the llsuse küoua, slace 1975 upratinge

have becn ba¡cd on what is knoun as the forecast

notbod of uBrating. fhaü iet they are based on

our forêcast of wbat the rate of ínflation wíl}

be at the tine the uprating takes place. îhís

nethod has certain advantages. At tíncs of

acceleratíng infLation, it should - if it works

proper\r - help to ensure that benefit ratee

are nore nearly in Line with the rate of iuflatÍon

at the tíne of the uprating.

7. But the nethod hse not worked properl¡r-

Forecasts of ínflation are by tbeir natura

uncertai¡. This Leade to íncreases larger

or snal"lcr Èhan intended. Irast yearrs r,rpratingt

for instance, included 2 per cent for the
but

prevÍous yearre shortfaLl, because infLatíon

1 a
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feLl faster than erçected it turned out to

represent an over-provisLon of about 2.1 per

cent. The reeult ís confusing for aLL concernedt

and fparüly due to the Oppoeítíonfe irreepon-

sibíJ-ityl na¡r have led sone pensíoners to fear

that adJustnent would nean an actuaL reù¡ctíon

l¡ tbe cash they ree€ive.

l+. ïle no longer face the prospect of

accelerating ínflation. tlle have therofore

decided ühat ve shaì-J., from thls Novenber,

return to vhat 1s known as the hístoric method.

The November 1987 upratíng wiLl therefore be

based on ínfLation in the year to tMayl 1983t

and eubsequent years treated simi3"arLy. Ttre

necesËarly LegíeLatlon wilL be Íntrodr¡ced

immediately.

5. Cl-early we cannot give precíse figures for

next November uprating untíL the [Uay] infLation

figurc ís knorur, in [June]. But lt is erpected

to be in the range lt*-+* par centl, Benefits

which are rcguLarly uprated [inc].uding Línked

publlc eerrrlce pensionsl will be incrcased by

whatever the figure actually is, and no Less.

For unenployment benefít thie anount wllL be

Ín addítloa to the restoratÍon of the ! per cent

2 a
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abatenent whicÌ,r I have alrea{y nentioued' Ï

ehail cone to chiLd benefit in a noment'

6. The effect vílL be that our pledge to

naíntaÍn the value of the pension over this

Parlíanentts life tine wiLL bE naintaíned'

[å,s compared with a contlnuat{on of the

previous nethod, it seens f-iJcel-y - dependlng

on the precise figure for ínflaüfon in tl'ûayl

- that benefíte affectcd will be increaoed by

eone I per centJ nore than would have been

the cese had the oJ-d eyeten renained and an

adJuetment been madc for the fulL anount of

the over-provision ln Norrenber 1982' fhe

additíonaL cost involved aE conpared with the

provf.eùon ín the Ptrblic Þrpendtture White Paper

cannot be eetínated at thÍe etaget but wiLl

bc charged to the ContLngency Reeenre'l
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BUDGET CONFIDENTTAL

BLOCK K: SOCT,{L SECITRITY

[May need revision.]

1. The biggest singre element in public expenditure is
of course social security and to that I now turn. Social

security involves sums which evgn Chancellors find
staggering. During the coming year, expenditure is

expected to amount to over [34 billion. This is over a
quarter of all public expendíture. To raise the money

costs every household in the country 834 per week.

z. clearly any Government must keep careful watch on

sums of this magnitude. We have to balance the
undoubted needs of benefit recipients with the legitimate
claims of the working population, who pay for benefits
both through taxes and through national insurance

contributions. [We must in particular take care not to
make promises for the future which in the event cannot

be fulfitted. J

3' r announced in my Autumn statement that the
Government had decided to make an adjustment to the
social security programme to take into account

overshoot in the benefit uprating last November.

A' ,

lri ,/

the

The

House will be aware that the November lggZ uprating





made an allowance for inflation in the previous year

which was 2.7 per cent above the outturn' The

Government has decided that it would not be right to take

the full amount of this overshoot into account in the next

uprating. Instead, the adjustment will be Zper cent for

the majority of benefits.

4.Onthebasisthereforeoftheinflationforecastof

[ ] per cent for the year to November lwhich I have just

mentionedl, the majority of benefits will be uprated by

[ ] per cent. This will mean that the pension for a

married couple will go up from [Ê ] to [t ]' Taking the

two years 1982 and 1983 together, most benefits will have

risen by [ ] pe" cent, or stightly more than the RPI

increase [ ] percent.

5. Legislation will be needed for our proposal to adjust

the November 1983 uprating and a bill giving the

Government permanent powers to adjust for both

overshoot and shortfatl will be introduced immediately.

IExpand? ]

6. [The Secretary of State will make a full statement

about the November 1983 upratings [tomorrow] 'l The

total cost of all these measures amount to E I I in

1983-84 and [. [ ] in a full year. The increases in NIC

which were announced. in November and take effect in

April are part of the price paid for this'

\





Omit paragraphs 3-5?

BUDGET CONT'IDENTIAL

BLOCK L: CHILD BENEFTT

1. The Government is proud of its record on child

benefit. we know how vital it is to millions of mothers

and particularly to working families with low incomes. As

such, Ít plays a vital part in action to alleviate the

unemployment trap and thus in our strategy of improving

incentives for all sectors of the population.

2. Thus I am glad to announce that from

November 1983 the rate will be increased by I per centJ

to [t ] . On the basis of my inflation forecast of I per

cent] in November, this will make its real value [higher

than it has ever beenJ. One parent benefit will be

increased conespondingly to [l J. The cost will be tg
millionl in a full year, and [l mittion] in 19g3-g4.

l^3. lDecision-making is all about priorities. And in the

case of social security benefits the decision-making is

particularly difficult. Not only are the sums of money at

stake very large, but any one of us could make a case for

preferring one benefit to a¡other. But the total we can

afford is, and always will be, limited--1.J

I t*-itqt
Vu^¿?





4. þ f,"""a some hon Members growl when] I referred

to our decision in relation to the November 1982 over-

provision. But had that decision not been taken it might

well have been difficult both to give the increase in child

benefit which I have just referred. to and to make good the

1980 abatement in unemployment benefitllJ

5. Ilnu Oo.rurnment felt that in this case it was right to
L

put the needs of the unemployed, and of those with

children, above the desirability - of giving benefits

generally a substantial increase in real tu"*JlJ
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK M: CARING AND CIIARTTIES

1. There are other groups in our society to which any

Government must give a high priority. The measures I am

about to announce will be a very real help to widows, to

the sick, and to the elderly.

Z. [Measures already for widows. ] At present widows

are entitled to a bereavement allowance in the tax year

of their husband's death. But Steraction of personal tax

allowances means tha y [45,000] out of [200,000]

newly widowed women eceive any financial benefit from

the bereavement allowance

Widows'

Bereavement Allowance will now be extend.ed to cover in

addition the year after the husband's death. In the coming

financial year this will mean some tz5-30 million more

for widows, to assist them with the material costs of

establishing their new pattern of life.

3. We are also able to announce today sígnificant help

for about ?01000 invalidity p.rr"iorr."". þy an unfor tunatett^Jh
anomaly in our social security syste m his vulnerable

section of our society has been $""*rrr"rrtly.f excluded 1,

from receiving the long term rate of supplementary

benefit. This is the so-called. "invalidity trap". I am glad

\

covered by other allowances.already

ecause their income is





to say that My Rt Hon Friend Secretary of State for

Social Services intends to amend the regulations so that

people who have been on incapacity benefits for a year

will qualify for the long term rate.

fár/
4, We propose[a rcal increase of Z per cent in mobility

allowance, over and above ,tr. (à) per cent uprating this

November. Second, there will be a real increase in the

amount which disabled and chronically sick people can

earn before their benefit is reduced. [And third, we

propose to replace the vehicle scheme for war pensioners

---.-J

r;m:ffr!,

with a cash allowance at a rate which will continue their

existing preference over the civilian severely disabled']

[Also mention supplementary benefit capital disregards

and housing benefit children's needs allowancel [My Rt

--t¿AHon Friend the secretary of state for Social services will

be giving full details later in our debates.l

5. This cash assistance will be of real benefit' But

caring means more than cash. Many of the needs (for

example) of the elderly are met through voluntary groups

and ch.a¡ities with their potential for providing a

distinctive, personal care. If we are to get the best out of

this invaluáble resourcer we must help the helpers'

6. In 1980 I introduced substantial new tax relief for

covenanted donations to charities, by allowing relief

against higher rates of income tax subject to a ceiling of

Ê31000 a year; and last year I increased the limit on

\





exemption from capital transfer tax for gifts made within

a year of death from 1200,000 to tZ50'000' I propose now

carry these 2 measures further by abolishing entirely

fU^,-- * the ceiling on exemption from capital transfer tax for

WLr'e¿tt'"*
L 9"Jtt"^'

,4-'

charitable bequests and by raising the ceiling on higher Ú

rate relief on covenanted gifts to 85t000' All gifts and

bequests to charities will now be free from CTT'

7. I have had representations about the position of

companies who are willing to seconfl their staff with payt

to charities. At present thc cmployee's salary is not

allowable for tax because it is not an expense incurred

wholly and exclusively by the company for the purpose of

its business. f must make it clear that we shall adhere to

this general purpose test' But I am satisfied that it is

right to make a very limited exception' so that

Government does not hinder gifts of skills and experience

which may be infinitely more valuable than money in

particular cases'

IHeritage]

lr t,
lrLat

I
ë^,t''f
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK N: INDIRECT T.AXES

1. I come now to m taxation p"oposat{ First, V/Q1.

tSt"*propose no change in

J¿¿,.3'

Z. In successive Budgets I have sought to establish the

sensible presumption that the excise duties shourd be

adjusted in linervith the movement of prices from one-txllnalfeL
year to the next. (I intend to follow broadly the same

approach þ adjustine-jb^e üfrreGain this yua"J rhis is
essentiar if we are to maintain the balance between the
direct and the indirect taxes. But our success in reducíng

inflation means that the amounts of the increases I shall

be announcing will be much smaller than in recent years.

þ ract the increases overa' are around harf the size of
last vear's]'l')

3. I start with the duties on alcoholic drinks. l?Real
value of spirits.]I propose to increase the dutíes

midnight tonight by amounts which represent bout 25

pence on a bottle of spirits, 5 pence on a bottle of table

wine, 7 pence on a bottle of sherry and one penny on the
price of a typical pínt of beer. Cider is increasingly

competing with beer and I propose a similar increase of

he indirect t

vAlone penny a pin





J

4, Next, tobacco. I propose to increase the duty by the

equivalent, including VATr of 3 pence on the price of a

packet of zo cigarettes. There will be consequential

increases for cigars and hand-rolling tobacco, but no

increase for pipe tobacco. These changes will take effect

from midnightr ThursdaY.

5. Next, the oil duties. [Possible r:lgigce to falling

oil prices and energy conservation?]I propose to increase

the duty on petrol by about t4pl * gallon or [0'9p] a

litre, including VAT. In the case of derv I propose an

increase, including VAT, of about [3p] a gallon or [under

0.7p1 a litre. These changes will take effect for oil

delivered from refineries and warehouses from 6 p-

tonight.

6. As in the last two years, I propose no change in the

rate of duty on heavy fuel oil. This will represent a

reduction in real terms of some 25 per cent in the duty

burden since it was last increased in 1980 and will assist

industry by holding down its energy costs.

7. I also propose a number of changes in the rates of

vehicle excise duty. For cars and light vans the duty will

be increased by 85, from t80 to t85. On goods vehicles,

the new duty structure introduced last year allows me to

spread the burden more fairlY I propose tÊ-r€drr(ffhe

I te" ^f .t'lty on .G€m to increase

the duty on some 190'000 heavy vehicles uqr0rr
ìr4l-

\

order to bring

l¿vt
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7.¡*'"",-¡*
the rates of dutY more near ly into line with the costs the

various categories of truck impose on the road sYst em.

8. The total effect of all the changes in excise duties

will be to raise an additional f 15901 million in 1983-84

and Êt6001 million in a full year' This implies no increase

in the real burden of indirect taxes in 1983-84' [The

immediate effect will be to add about 0'4 per cent to the

overall level of Prices'1

t .vl, tØ

âþrb iA These changes will take effect from tomorrow'
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK O: WEALTH CREATION

Deleted
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK P: BUSINESS - NIS AND CT

l. Ultimately our ability to buy and provide for both

publicly and privately consumed goods and services hinges

on our ability to sell and compete. The main

responsibility for containing costs and improving

competitiveness lies wÍth industry and cornmerce. What

Government can do is to reduce the burden it places on

business. Lower inflation and control of public borrowing

help towards lower interest rates and lower business

costs.

0"" ¿r¿'
s{þ^;,;^:

2. But Government imposes direct burdens on business,

and here too we have acted to help cut costs. I have

given high priority to reducing the National fnsurance

Surcharge (NtS¡, the tax on jobs int¡oduced and increased

by our Labour predecesso"". E increases costs. It makes

it more difficult to win export orders. It is a tax which

bears particularly on labour intensive industrie{

3. In last year's Budget I cut NIS from 3å per cent to

Zt per cent. In November f announ'ced that, for 1983-8a,

the rate would be further cut to 1* per cent. On top of

this I made special arrangements to enable half of this cut

of 1 per cent to be brought forward into 1982-83.

\
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4. I now fËy to take a further steP towards

abolition of NIS. The rate will be reduced from 1å per

cent to 1 per cent from August 1983' As beforet the

benefits will be confined to the private "".to"] 
This cut is

worth yet another
+ vr/lh thf*ü- t¿

t220 gläion ln

t400 million in a year. After

úsf-e+

,J 
""¿.,

and nearly

ction takes

ef f ect NIS be 2L pet cent wer than when this

government ook office. Overall t reduction is worth

nearly lZ on to private business in year.

5. Turning to Corporation Tax, we issued a Green

Paper over a year ago. I am grateful for the many

thoughtful responses. These raise a wide range of issues

which call for further examination' Some would benefit

from further consultation. But there is one that stands

out.

6. This is the overwhelming desire on the part of

industry for stability. I recognise the force in this'

Change is not costless. I have therefore concluded that

there should be no change in the broad structure of the

present arrangements. As regards inflation and profitst I

await the outcome of the accountancy profession's further

considerations.

7. The one issue raised most frequently in response to

the Green Paper has been the rules about advance

corporation tax (ACT).





8. In the light of this I propose two changes' First'

ACT can at present be carried back two years to be set

against corporation tax. I propose to increase this to six

years. This will help companies which are paying

dividends rvhile currently having low taxable profits -

not ably m anuf acturing companies.

9. Second, credit for foreign tax on overseas income is

only allowed against such part of a company's corporation

tax liability as remains after audf.ü*io" of ACT' I

propose that this riouble tax relief be allowed against the

full corporation tax liability before ACT is deducted' Any

surplus ACT arising could then, under my previous

proposal, be carried back up to six years'

10. The cost of these two measures is 15 million in

1983-84 and about t100 million in 1984-85'

11. Again in the light of responses to the Green Papert I

propose that the incidental costs of issuing acceptance

credits and of issuing certain convertible loan stock

should be allowable expenses for corporation tax purposes'

11-. Now, the rates of corporation tax' I would like to

have been able to Pr

rate. But in Present

oDose a reduction in the 52 Per cent' l-- t;r/.!-
circumstances I pust/give priority to

a further reduction in NIS and to changes in ACT' These

changes will larger companies. I have

decided that il is ri small

f^-,.t't^t"w*
clmpanies. CîJ.lt t'^*+), (æ f,tu wr'A þ*'t





13. At present the small companies rate corporation tax

is at 40 per cent and applies to taxable profits up to

t90,ooô. Tbn-ne¡¡¡-tof,n. sz P cent rate is Phased in bY

rate f. 60 peraffior'its
between 5'000. I propose to reduce the

40 per cent rate to 38 per cent, to raise the lower limit of

t90,000 to f100,000 and to raise the upper limit from

EZZ5,0A0 to 1500'000.

C¿úr7t t"*" *ll,. 'ry 
Úþ í4"-Ä ,vl4 a4r'"â:A.4

14. This marginal rate to

55! per cent - only a little above the main 52 per cent
.tâ,r^

rate. Tha changes will give help to

taxable profits of up to Eå million'

15. The cost of these changes will be 140 million in

1983-84 and l?0 million in 1984-85'

7',6^'
49o,ooo and

with





BUDGET CONFIDENTTAL

BLOCK Q: NORTH SEA OIL REGIME

1. I now North Sea tax. The development of

the North Sea is a tribute to private enterprÍse and to a

huge cooperative effort, involving thousands of people and

hundreds of companies. We want this to continue.

Z, To that end we have had - detailed and hetpful

discussions with the industry about the next generation of

oilfields. They will in general be smaller, and

proportionately more expensive, than existing fields. Tax

is only one element in decisions to develop new fields.

Technological changes to cut the industry's costs and, of
t/l ¿rr1'â

course, future oil prices w mportantß

t'-r
I @t tfru fiscal regime needs to remain reasonably robust

for changing oilfield economi"rl 
", 

proposals therefore

focus on future development.

}*.å.-c

3. Most existing fields make good profits. The

Supplementary Petroleum Duty has been abolished. But

the industry has urged that some further easement of

current cash flow could help them to finance further

North Sea activity. I have therefore decided to phase out

Advance Petroleum Revenue Tax. As a start, the Z0 per

cent rate will be reduced to I J, and APRT will disappear

completely by [ ].

ß.^ "n " 
o:

l.¿t l^
n;4þ1"
6 4.1. W
tâ-\ !a â^r'¡tl
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4. To encourage

propose immediate

further exploratio

relief against

incurred after today in searching for oil and appraising

discovered reserves.

5. On future fields themselves, I propose two

important new incentives. First, the Pc*¿.ote'u;r- Re*¡¡¡¡¡

T* oil allowance will be doubled for these fields.

Second, my rt hon Friend the Secretary of State for

Energy will be taking steps to waive royalties for

These changes will apply to future fields Iwith the

exception of relatively profitable Southern Basin and

onshore fields] where clevelopment consent is/has been

given on or after [ ] . And by the time future fields come

on stream APRT will finally have been abolished.

6. An Inland Revenue press release will give further

details, and also describe other proposed changes in oil

taxation. Following the consultative document publíshed

last M.y, they include proposals on PRT reliefs for

expenditure on shared assets such as pipelines and for

charging related receipts. The proposals will secure

significant additional relief on expenditure. To encourage

sensible sharing arrangements with smaller less profitable

future fields, pipeline tariffs on the first åm tonnes of oil

throughput a year from any field shoutd. be exempted from

PRT. The legislation will be effective from I July 1982.

and appraisal, I

for expenditure

lr','rvLw

PL$4 lt^'^
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7. Taken together, these proposals will cost about I J

in 1983-84. Phasing out of APRT and the new appraisal

relief will cost on aveiage about t ]
earÐ

over fh¿ next 4

years. the longer term benefits to the companies will

greater The regíme for

future fields will be simpler and entirely profit related.

The larger oil allowance will be particularly significant

for smaller fields. Exploration and appraisal will be

encouraged and the early improvement to cash flow from

phasing out APRT should help finance new activity.

8. I believe that my proposals will provide the industry

with the right fiscal incentives for a further phase of

successful d.evelopment of the country's North Sea

resources.

t

as new come on stree
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK R: ENTERPRISE AND BIISINESS

(r,*øç

1. The tax system used to work against enterprise. It

now works in its f.rrou".þe cut the absurdly high rates of

income ,"-.fi'" have now cut the small companies rate of

Corporation Tax twice and raised the profit limits for

small firms. We have eased the burden of capital transfer

tax. We introduced. the I-ou¡r Cu.rantee Scheme. We

introduced the Business-Start-up Scheme. We have

encouraged individual enterprise with the enterprise

allowance. We created 22 enterprise zones. We have

introduced a range of measures to help innovation. And

we have made major strides in other ."".r.'lJ

Z. The results are already beginning to be seen.

Britain ean now offerJa more attractileþnvironment for

venture capital and for the micro-electronics revolution

than Germany. It is unthinkable that this would have been

@
W,Lo{^.

Òr*'l'.

1

said five years ago.

in the number of

has been a three fold increase

industrial units being built.
þ"""
small

[t300] million has been le¡t to [11,000] companies undet'

the loan guarantee scheme. Profit sharing schemes have

mushroomed and now benefit about 2501000 employees.

SAYE linked schemes covers another 100,000. The

enterprise allowance scheme has led to the creation of

[21000] new firms, many of whom are now recruiting

their own *o"k fo""...-l
\J
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3. It is important to build on these successes. I now

propose further action as.

t)tr\ I vt*t
lFôr^ &lrrrlrrfi

l*^,)'
.-)

4. First, wider share ownership. It is important that

the employee should identify closely with the success of

his company. For this reason the profit sharing schemes

need to be made -o"" .tt".ctive. Schemes should remain

open to employees at all levels but more flexible rules are

needed to reflect particular circumstances. I therefore
wfalr"+. -lt*.çApropose to'ãåðã the presefiIimit of t1,z50 ^ y.ur$n

alternativ".l "t 10 per cent of the employee's salary,

subject to a maximum of [5,000. I also propose to

increase the 850 monthly limit on SAYE linked share

option schemes to Ê?5. 
| 4*t ^*

5. Last year I introduced arrangements to spread the

income tax burden that can arise when an option is

exercised ":It31 these SAYE linked schemes. I now

propose to increase the instalment period from 3 years to

5 years. The total cost of these measures will be

120 million in 1983-84 and some t40 mitlion in a full year.

ó. Second, capital taxation. Capital taxes can

suffocate enterprise. Last year we took the major step of

indexing capital gains. It is clearly appropriate to

provide a period of stability to let the new structure

settle in. Ti¡e have already announced that administrative

measures will be introduced to help large institutional

investors. I now propose that, as the legislation provides,

''..'

[':,1=tancellor asked if we
sl..-'uld set out the
effective reductions in
the rates these
proposals involve.
Advise against: would
co@Iïõaté and
lengthen the speech and
could be provocative.l
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the annual exempt amounts for individuals and for

trustees should be increased in line with inflation to [ ] .
The small gifts exemption which is now of little practical

significance is to be withdrawn. I also propose to increase

to 820,000 the limits on the relief for small part disposals

of land and for residential letting [and to abolish the

[250,000 limit on payment by instalments and to lengthen

the repayment period to ten years].

7. I propose to double the present retirement relief to

t100,000. This will further 
"rr.o,ì".g" entrepreneurs to

keep money in their business where it can work to best

effect.

8. The cost of all these CGT measures will be under

114 million in a full year. There will be no cost in

1983-84.

lç. On capital transfer tax, I am concerned. that, except

at the bottom of the scale, the tax is still more onerous in

real terms than when it was introduced. by the Rt Hon

Member for Leeds East. Unfortunately I cannot afford to

restore the position entirely.

10. I do propose to raise the threshold from t55,000 to

fó0,000 and to simplify and red.uce the number of rate

bands leading to a new top rate of ?0 per cent starting at

Ê 1,325,000.

\
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11. I am particularly concerned about the impact of the

tax on businesses. The tax acts as a disincentive to

entrepreneurs. In farming, it seems to be contributing to

a reduction in the farms available for letting and so

ínhibiting new ent¡ants into the industry. I therefore

propose to increase the relief for owners of businesses and.

for agricultural land with vacant possession from 50 per

cent to 60 per cent and increase relief for minority

shareholders in unquoted companies and. for let

agricultural land from Z0 per cent to 40 per cent.]

[lZ. The cost of these changes in capital transfer tax

will be [40 million in 1983-84 and Ê90 million in a full

year. l

13. Third, tax measures for small compa,nres. I propose

to increase the vAT registration threshord with effect

from -midnight tonight from f 12,000 to 11g,000 in line

with inflation. IAnnual accounting consultation. ]
Lt-a' i B4/r fu,wr^

14. I propose to increase from tZ00 to 81,000 the de

minimis limit for assessment of investment income

apportioned to the members of a close company.

15. The cost of these measures will be E6 million in

1983-84 and Êll mittion in 1984-85.

16. Fourth, innovation and technolosv. As f have

already said I propose to increase from l0 per cent to

\





25 per cent the permissible office space in buildings which

qualify for the industrial buildings allow4nce as a help in

particular to technology based industries. I also proposd

to extend the 100 per cent first year allowance for rented

teletext receivers until June 1984 and for British films

until March 1987. The cost of these two measures will be

[100 million in the period up to 1988.

77. I now come to public expenditure measures worth

tZ00 million over the next three years.

are even more irnportant in that region than in other parts

of the economy need help to modernise and re-build their

strength. I prop ose om ake available an extra

t100 million over the next 3 years to enable my RHF the

Secretary of State for Industry to re-open

Engineering Firms Investment Scheme. En"
which was made for SEFIS last year was quickly

-,
exhaustedJ ttr" scheme is open to qualifying firms in any

area, but, as one would expect, a high proportion of the

first allocation went to firms in the rtrest Midlands. The

new, and much larger, allocation will I. hope be of

substantial further help to the region, as well as to the

small engineering firms generally.

È ^r, ^19.
frran

will be provided to enable firms to buy

18. The West Midlands have been particularly hard-hit
ç

by the current recesf,on. The small engineering firms that

the Small

allocation

computer systems to improve productivity.





20, At the moment grants are available for research and

developtnent but not for bringing new products into

production. A new grant will be introduced to support the

initiat investment required for this.

21.. There will also be an increase in expenditure on

DOI's manufacturing & design advisory services' These

provide small firms with a free introduction to private

sector consultancy services, and have proved highly

successful.

ZZ. If My Rt Hon Friend the Secretary of State for

Industry is lucky enough to catch your eye, Mr Speaker, at

a later stage in this debate, he will describe these

measures in more detail.

23. Fifthr I turn to the critical matter of finance'

24. The revival of the corporate bond market would

benefit both companies and monetary policy' The single

most important factor is to bring down long term interest

rates. There are also a number of ways of giving

companies greater flexibility in the nature and timing of

the bonds theY issue.

25. A consultative document on deep discount stock was

issued on 12 January. It set out a range of options,

including an accruals basis of taxation as in the united

States. f am grateful to those who responded.
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po. It is clear that a full accruals basis would not be

attractive to investors. I cannot accept some of the

alternative ideas put forw

27. There was considerable support for an arrangement

under which the borrower would get relief on an accruals

basis while the investor would. only pay tax at redemption

or on sale. I propose to legislate to this effect.

28. Companies will still be able to issue conventional or

indexed bonds. My proposal will extend the range of

options. In addition, in operating the queue the Bank of

England will be seeking to give companies the flexibility

that the introduction of shelf registration has provided in

the United States.

29. I also propose certain reliefs to enable companies to

issue Eurobonds in this country and to ensure that full tax

relief is available for discounts paid on acceptance

credits.

30. y#t, the Loan Guarantee Scheme. Tlriffia

G-o^+ c"^s€F--C is close to its [300 million ceiling. This

ceiling will be raised to Ê540 million to enable the scheme

to run its full three year course to May 1984. My hon

Friend the Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for

Industry will be making a fuller statement about the

scheme llater today] .

ard. )
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31. [Management buy-outs have become a familiar and

important means of improving industrial activity. I

propose to extend the relief for interest on loans to buy

shares in a company to purchases of shares by employees

in a buy-out which sets up an employee controlled

company.] [Or could come between paras 5 and ó of this

section? ]

32. Lastly, the Business Start-up Scheme. This schemet

announced in my 1981 Budget Statement, is without equal

anywhere in the world. It offers ìniquely generous tax

incentives to outside investors in small companies. When

I introduced the scheme I thought it right to give priority

to investment in business start-ups, where there is often

greatest difficulty in raising outside equity finance.

33. I now propose a major extension in the scheme. It is

due to end in April 7984. The life of the scheme will be

extended. to April ÎggZ. The coverage will be greatly

widened. From ó April next the scheme will apply, not

just to new companíes, but to all qualifying established

unquoted trading companies as well. I propose also to

double the allowable maximum investment in any year

from EZ0r000 to t40,000. A number of other changes will '

be made to improve the scheme. In particular the 50 per

cent limit on qualifying shares will be dropped. The cost

of these changes is difficult to estimate but could be

[75 million in a full year.

I





34. My proposals will transform the position of unquoted

trading companies seeking outside equity. It is a further

move towards removing the bias in the tax system against

the personal shareholder, and will encourage wider share

ownership. By concentrating help on those companies

which do not have ready access to outside capital the

scheme will assist many more small companies to realise

their undoubted potential for growth. The extended

Íó"-..

\

36. [Free ports] ya

te

scheme will be known as the Business Expansion

3 5. [Enterprise allowances. J
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK S: MORTGAGE INTEREST RELIEF

Deleted.
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7-8

Could go to:

Block P after paragraph 10

Block R, paragraph 29

Block J, paragraph 10

Block W somewhere

plock P after paragraph 10

BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK T: FAIRIiIESS IN TAXATION
[or 'Fiscal Justice' again? ]

NB: put here in a single block for convenience, but may be

distributed elsewhere. Suggestions are shown in the

margin.

1. I now come to a number of measures which seek to

ensure a proper balance in the tax system.

Z. I propose to introduce legislation to tackle

avoidance through the exploitation of group relief, and

through the exploitation of second hand bonds. And I

propose to improve the arrangements for collecting DLT

on disposals by non-residents and to legislate to bring into

tax scholarships provided by companies for the children of

employees. This will take effect only in respect of sums

payable after the end of this academic year.

3. On the taxation of international business, I have

considered carefully the responses to the latest round of

consultation. I have decided not to proceed this year with

any measures in two of the three areas concerned. These

are company residence and upstream loans. Both need

further consideration. On tax havens clauses will be laid

îr(r{
C,v*|,t
lJ-J"nt.t/t't-u

'^þ''\"t-'





Block W somewhere

Block P, at end?

which take account of the recent consultations. This

action on tax havens needs to be seen in relation to the

proposal I have already announced on double tax relief and

ACT. My aim is to help companies trading overseas, but

to do so in a way which is consistent with the legitimate

interest of the Exchequer.

4. In each Budget f announce the scale rates for tax for

car and fuel benefits. The rates for 1984-85 will be lto

be settledl .

5. Finally, banks. I said last year we would be giving

further thought to the problem of how best to ensure a

sufficient contribution to tax revenues by the banking

sector. I have examined the position with great care.

What I have seen has not convinced me that it is

satisfactory. But the conclusíons this might normally

have led to have had to be tempered by the international

and domestic pressures on the banking system. I believe

UK banks are in a stronger position to deal with these

pressures than banks in some other countries. But it

would still not be sensible to take action which might now

weaken British banks. I have therefore concluded that

there should be no changes this year in the tax regime for

banks.

lHusband and wife is another subject that may need to be

distributed.l Pft ¿ W tltzL '
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BUDGET CONFIDENTTAL

BLOCK U: PEOPLE AND BUSINESSES

1. The measures I have announced so far go largely to

help businesses in the first instance. I estimate that they

will provide relief and help in a full year amounting to

t I . I shall be coming shortly to measures intended

directly to help individuals.

Z. Any Chancellor, whether he is proposing increases in

tax or, as now, proposing tax reductions, is confronted by

a difficult choice between the claims of different groups.

But this dilemma is less acute than it is sometimes

represented. Any reduction in the level of taxes helps to

ease a burden on the economy.

3. Cuts in company taxes help to secure a thriving and

efficient business sector. But successful businesses

depend on the energy and initiative of those who work in

them. Lower personal taxes are vital to an enterprising

and competitive economy. We must not lose sight of the

need to reward individual effort, and to foster a sense of

personal responsibility, by allowing people to keep and

spend more of what they earn. The characterisation of

tax reductions as "the Chancellor giving money away" is

wholly mìsconceived. A more accurate description is that

"the State takes less". þ ,ea.r.e taxes paid by individuals

is the truest form of privatisation.]
\



4. Cuts in personal taxes benefit business in other

ways. They raise the demand for industry,s products. And

they should help on the cost side too - by making it easier

for firms to recruit labour at wages that can be afforded,

and by reducing the pressure for unrealistic wage

increases.

UlW
5. Any reduction in tax seas suppliers,

who have captured a large share of some parts of the

domestic market. But many of the figures quoted are

greatly exaggerated., and companies too buy from

overseas. [There is no reason to think that reductions

going to persons are more likely to increase imports than

those going to companies; or vice versa.] The remedy is

for industry to rise to the challenge, and to provide the

goods people and companies want to buy, at prices they

can afford. The key to sustained recovery is better

performance on the pa¡t 
:t individuals and busineses

alike. That is what this Budget is designed to secure.

ó. In judging the right balance to strike in this Budget I
have taken into account the measures f announced in the

Autumn whÍch will directly help to reduce the growth in

industrial costs. I have also taken into account recent

movements in the exchange rate. As I said in my Budget

Speech two years ago, exchange rate changgs have the

effect of altering the distribution of incomes between

companies and persons. A higher exchange rate boosts

personal spending power, but it squeezes the profits of
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companies exposed to internatÍonal competition. In my

1981 Budget, personal income tax thresholds had to
remain unchanged in order in part to be able to offer

some help to companies.

7. This year, with a lower exchange rate, the same

arguments point in the opposite direction. But thanks to

our success in controlling public spending, the choices are

less stark than they were two years ago. I am able toW,:acombine the \ÊA¡¿¿i.Eá measures of direct tax relief to

t ¡*[¿4^*l industry which I have just .rrrrorrrJ.d with a substantial

measure of direct tax relÍef to persons, to which f now

turn. Both are equally needed for economic recovery.



for sustainable long term growth. And the benefits are

now being seen. Today, as in my last Budget, I have

proposed reductions in the tax burden carríed. by industry.

I have proposed a substantial increase in Chitd Benefit

which will improve work incentives for the low paÍd.. My

proposals on personal taxation will be a further significant

move in the right direction.

\
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK V: PO\IERTY AND TTNEMPLOYMENT TRAPS

l. As I have made plain, throughout this speech, this

Government has sought to improve incentives. lile have

made considerable progress despite the difficult fiscal

constraints imposed by the world recession.

2, I have no doubt that more is needed to improve

incentives at all levels. One aspect of this is the

unemployment trap and the poverty trap. The

unemployment trap can mean people are little or no

better off in work than on social security. The poverty

trap affects those in work and can mean that an increase

in earnings results in very little increase in spending

power.

3. These problems are not unique to Britaìn and have

been with us for many years. They arise as a result of the

-overlap of the tax and social security systems.

4. ñn""a are nr n *., waw forwe'd i,_ l easy answersrl The way forward is to

reverse the trends that got us here. This will not be

possible unless we are willing to reduce the tax burden.
ga,e*rhnrt

And that means reducing the sh¿re of public spending in

GDP. This is the policy of this Government. We are

restraining public spending. We have laid the foundations
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK \t: PERSONAL TAX

1. We have already reduced the basic rate from 33 per

cent to 30 per cent and cut the rates of tax. do not
v'yl;/€ ,

propose any further þ)ong

)Éñ.alîtl. Thresholds and allowances must take priority

âr-fnrereffi:¡

7.. Two years ago income tax allowances were not

raised at all. A rise of 15 per cent was needed merely to

keep in line with prices. That was a dif ficult decision but

it was necessary þ* 4^-*'-' tl ü lq/l l44rþ L*h'

þ.---l
3. It is right that the benefit of that restraint should

now be enjoyed in particular by those who had to make

sacrifices at that time. But increases must still be held

to what can be afforded.

4. [Last year I increased tax thresholds and bands by

14 per cent. That was 2 per cent more than the amount

necessary to compensate for inflation. This year I

propose to do the same. f propose an increase óf 14 per

cent. The difference is that this is now 8å per cent, not

2 per cent, more than is necessary to compensate for

inflation in the past year.J





I propose that income tax thresholds be increase

from Ê1565 totl and, for the

married person from IZ4SS to t l. The additional

personal allowance paid to single parents will be

increased in consequence from Êgg0 to t l.
Corresponding increases will be made in the age

allowance, the higher rate thresholds and bands and the

threshold for the investment income surcharge.

6. Effect will be given to these changes under pAyE as

from the first pay day after [ ] . For a married man on

the basic rate they will be worth ÊZ a week. They will
cost [ÊZ bittion] in 1983-84 and [tZt biilion] in a fuil
year' Some I J people will be taken out of the tax net.

7. For the vast majority of people the income tax
reductions will more than offset the NIC increases that

take effect from April. I am sure they will be widely

welcomed

[Indexation of cGT, crr thresholds etc are mentioned

elsewhere. J

5

or the single person

\
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BUDGET CONFIDENTTAL

BLOCK X: CONCLUSION

1. At the start of my speech I referred to the

objectives this Government adopted in lg7g. These

remain. This country has great need. of coninuity and

consistency of policy. The lack of continuity and.

consistency have contributed substantially to our

economic problems and the present tragic level of

unemployment. Only by maintaining sound. policies can

we assure the recovery on a sustainable basis. But such

policies are not lnconsistent wÍth real reductions in

taxatíon, as I have shown today and. in my Budget last

year. Indeed such reductions stem from such policies;

without such policies they would not be possible, or

sustainable.

Z. But while emphasising continuity of policies and the

development of the themes which we have emphasised for

the past four years, we must not overlook the ultimate

aims of policy. For a lower PSBR, a money supply under

control, and indeed reductions in taxes are all means to ah

end.

3. The ultimate aim must be the restoration of

individual prosperity, and individual freedom. This

Budget, by sustaining and carrying forward the recovery,

iq a further step in that direction. f commend it to the

House.

dr{_.
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